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Summary

The recent years have witnessed an increasing integration of physical sys-
tems with information and communication technology (ICT). This emerging
field is usually referred to as cyber-physical systems (CPS) and has gener-
ated a lot of attention. These systems are sometimes called real-time systems
because they have stringent quality of service (QoS) requirements. Also, the
coupling of the physical and the cyber components entails that any mali-
cious activity in the cyber components would have a devastating effect on
the physical components which in turn may endanger the lives of the hu-
mans and the environment. For this reason, some CPS are also known as
safety-critical systems. The application of CPS spans through several do-
mains including power stations, large interconnected infrastructure, traffic
systems, etc. Thus, this thesis explored how these physical systems can be
incorporated and formally modelled to be able to capture the behaviour of
CPS, specifically under attack.

First, this research focused on the communication channel while treat-
ing the internal state of CPS as a black box. The communication channel
has been shown to be vulnerable to cyber attacks and for a number of these
types of attacks, the timing behaviour and particularly the buffering capac-
ity of the communication channel is critical. To address this problem, we
employed queueing networks because they are appropriate models for cap-
turing this sort of error conditions that leads to breaching of real-time con-
straints. We extended the existing models to include ways of representing
the interaction of the different types of traffic and to understand how that
can breach the QoS requirements. This is because the probability density
function for the adversarial flow need not be the same as that of the regular
traffic. We then applied one of the proposed models to study the effect of
adversarial flow in software-defined industrial control networks.

Moreover, there are scenarios where it is necessary to study the internal
state for the internal behaviour of the CPS, which means this cannot be cap-
tured using a queueing network type of model. Our interest in this regard
was to describe the internal behaviour of CPS in such a way that the asyn-
chronous communication takes a prominent role. Hence, instead of having a
model that relies on state machine, where we have global knowledge of the
state; we employed process calculus model which effectively allowed us to
look at the distributed state and how one state can influence another process
including the uncertainty of the distributed state. We first developed an ad-
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versary model based on the process calculus model which allows reasoning
over process states, placement of adversarial entities and communication
behaviour. Then we extended the process calculus model by embedding
an algebraic representation of Attack-Defence Trees (ADT) and augmenting
this by the addition of a partial ordering over the constituents of the ADT
within the embedding, offering an elegant mechanism to extend ADT to
ordering and time-related attacks. Lastly, we expanded on the process cal-
culus model to provide a finer grain model of the actual interactions inside
the physical systems of CPS.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

There is nothing more difficult to
take in hand, more perilous to
conduct, or more uncertain in its
success, than to take the lead in
the introduction of a new order of
things.

N. MACHIAVELLI

1.1 Motivation

Over the past few years, there has been massive deployment of systems
which combine computation and communication capabilities to control and
monitor physical systems. This new emerging field is referred to as cyber-
physical systems (CPS) and has generated widespread interest. The main
goal of CPS research is “to integrate knowledge and engineering principles across
the computational and engineering disciplines (networking, control, software, hu-
man interaction, learning theory, as well as electrical, mechanical, chemical, biomed-
ical material science, and other engineering disciplines) to develop new CPS science
and supporting technology” [13]. CPS are also the main components of critical
infrastructure and as such, are essential for the maintenance of vital societal
functions. Any malicious activity that could disrupt the proper functioning
of CPS would lead to devastating consequences. Therefore, CPS security
has become a major concern not only for the government, academia and
industry but also for the general public.

CPS security incidents are increasingly becoming pervasive and accord-
ing to Gartner analysts [23] would continue to rise in the coming years. For
example, a recent ransomware attack forced the closure of the largest United
States (U.S) fuel pipeline [70]. This attack is not strictly against CPS, how-
ever, CPS suffered as a result of not being properly isolated from IT (infor-
mation technology) systems. If a non-targeted ransomware incident could
cause CPS to shutdown, it would be difficult to imagine if the attack was ac-
tually targeted at the CPS. This demonstrates the far-reaching threats to CPS
and the need to rethink how these threats may be addressed considering the
impact they would have if realised.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The impact of a successful CPS attack goes beyond the financial ramifi-
cations to include loss of human life, litigation, regulatory fines, reputation
loss and more. Gartner predicts that the financial impact of CPS attacks re-
sulting in fatal causalities will reach $50 billion by 2023 [23]. A practical
example of such impact is the astronomical rise in the average U.S gasoline
price following the cyber attack that forced the closure of the largest fuel
pipeline [20]. This attest to the fact that the impact of a successful CPS attack
could be far-reaching. Consequently, there is an urgent need to understand
the risks that CPS represent and the need to dedicate more efforts towards
the design and implementation of a more secure CPS.

Nonetheless, several attempts have been made towards addressing CPS
security. For example, the design challenges of CPS have been identified
in [41] and a discussion on the past, present and future of CPS with focus
on models has been presented in [40]. An analysis of the security issues
at various layers of the CPS architecture, risk assessment and the different
techniques for securing CPS has been discussed in [10]. And a survey, which
captures and systematizes the existing research on CPS security under a uni-
fied framework has been presented in [31]. The goal of these attempts is to
pave the way for building models that are abstract enough to be applicable
to study CPS security.

Moreover, modelling CPS security has also been attempted in several
studies [46, 47, 50, 49, 48]. There is a huge body of literature that discusses
different methods - both formal and informal methods - for modelling CPS
security. These different modelling techniques have their merits and de-
merits as they try to capture the security issues in CPS at different levels of
abstraction. However, given the complexities in modelling CPS security, it
still remains an open research problem.

1.2 Aim and Scope

In this thesis, we have studied the way that adversaries behave inside CPS
and have tried to model selective aspects of these adversarial behaviours.
First, we focused on the communication channel while treating the internal
state of CPS as a black box. The communication channel has been shown to
be vulnerable to cyber attacks. For a number of these types of attacks, the
timing behaviour and particularly the buffering capacity of the communi-
cation channel is critical. Therefore, the timing related aspects of CPS have
been investigated in this study, to understand how they can breach the strin-
gent quality of service requirements.

Also, the behaviour of the internal state of CPS was considered in this
study. The internal state of CPS consists of two components: the internal
state of the cyber system (the computational elements of CPS) and the inter-
nal state of the physical system (sensors and actuators used to monitor and

2



1.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

control physical objects). Whilst the internal state of the cyber system of CPS
refers to the interaction inside the computational elements of CPS governed
by control laws, the internal state of the physical system of CPS represents
the dynamics inside the physical processes influenced by the measurements
that are communicated. In this study, we were interested in describing the
internal behaviour of CPS in such a way that the asynchronous communica-
tion takes a prominent role. Hence, instead of having a model that relies on
a state machine, where we have global knowledge of the state; we consid-
ered models which effectively allow us to look at the distributed state and
how one state can influence another process including the uncertainty of the
distributed state.

1.3 Research Questions

This study was guided by the following research questions, which were for-
mulated in line with the above-mentioned motivation and scope.

• 1st Research Question (RQ1): How can queueing network models be
used as a formal method for modelling timing related aspects of CPS
e.g., the buffering capacity of the communication channel?

• 2nd Research Question (RQ2): How can process algebraic methods
be used as a formal method for modelling the synchronisation issues
between the internal state of the cyber system and the internal state of
the physical system of CPS?

• 3rd Research Question (RQ3): How can the models developed in RQ1
and RQ2 be adapted to investigate adversarial actions in CPS?

1.4 Background

This section presents a general discussion on CPS and CPS security. It also
provides useful background on the formal methods employed in this thesis
to facilitate a better understanding of the remaining materials presented in
this study.

1.4.1 Cyber-physical systems (CPS)

The term CPS refers to an emerging class of systems which are concerned
with the intersection of computation, communication, and physical objects.
It was first coined by Helen Gill at the National Foundation of Science,
United States in 2006 [40] and ever since, have attracted a lot of attention
from the government, industry and academia. Several efforts have been
made to define CPS but there is still not a generally accepted definition.

3



1. INTRODUCTION

The common feature of the existing definitions of CPS is that they are sys-
tems which combine computation and communication capabilities to con-
trol and monitor physical systems. This definition indicates that CPS consist
of computational elements, which analyses and processes information re-
ceived about the state of the physical system and issues appropriate control
commands to ensure that the desired state of the physical system is main-
tained; the communication elements, which facilitates the interaction be-
tween the computational and physical elements; and the physical elements,
which captures the state of the physical system and executes the control
commands from the computational elements. The interaction of simplified
CPS components is depicted in Figure 1.1, where x ∈ R

n and u ∈ R
m de-

note the plant’s state and input vectors, respectively, while y ∈ R
p is the

plant’s output vector obtained from measurements of p sensors from the set
S = {1, 2, ..., p}. Also, wt ∈ R

n is the process noise and et ∈ R
m is the

measurement noise.

Figure 1.1: Interaction of simplified CPS components

In recent years, there has been an exponential growth in the number
of physical objects controlled by information and communication technolo-
gies (ICT), which attests to the increasing popularity of CPS. This can be
attributed to the proliferation of low-cost and increased-capability sensors
of increasingly smaller form-factor; the availability of low-cost, low-power,
high-capacity, small form-factor computing devices; large Internet band-
width; and the continuous improvements in energy capacity, energy har-
vesting and alternative energy sources [65]. Hence, it is easy to notice that
CPS have permeated every aspects of our lives as their applications span
through several domains including electrical power grids, water and wastew-
ater management, oil and gas sector, traffic systems, implantable medical
devices, aerospace, building and environmental control, factory automation,
and many other domains.

Additionally, there are popular terms such as Internet of Things (IoT),
the Internet of Everything and Industry 4.0, that are closely associated with
CPS. This is because these terms are related to the exponential growth in the
integration of physical systems with ICT. However, Lee in [40] observe that
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1.4 BACKGROUND

”the term “CPS” is more foundational and durable than all these, because it does
not directly reference either implementation approaches (e.g., the “Internet” in IoT)
nor particular applications (e.g., “Industry” in Industry 4.0). It focuses instead on
the fundamental intellectual problem of conjoining the engineering traditions of the
cyber and physical worlds”.

CPS have several properties which make their design and analysis dif-
ficult to achieve using the existing methods. For example, CPS have time
constraint because the physical processes being controlled are usually time-
aware and deadline sensitive [72]. Also, the analysis and design of CPS
need to take into consideration the upstream and downstream dependen-
cies of the component systems [27]. This is further exacerbated by the un-
reliable and unpredictable environment that the CPS would have to operate
[41], which in turn creates uncertainty in the general operation of CPS. Thus,
these properties - timing, uncertainty, and dependencies that exist between
the entities of CPS - have given rise to security challenges that need to be
considered in the design and implementation of CPS.

1.4.2 CPS security

CPS security has generated widespread interest in recent years. A substan-
tial amount of effort have been made in both the industry and academia
towards addressing the security challenges in CPS. This is because of the
pervasiveness of CPS in every aspects of our lives. The implication of this
is that any security incident that affects CPS could lead to physical harm
to people, destruction of property or environmental disasters. In addition
to the most recent security incident described in section 1.1, the following
paragraphs describe other real life examples of security incidents in CPS to
further motivate why the analysis, detection, and identification of security
issues in CPS are of utmost important.

One of the widely reported security incidents in CPS is the attack against
Natanz uranium enrichment plant in Iran, where the infamous malware
known as Stuxnet escaped the digital realm and wreaked physical dam-
age to a CPS [85]. Another earlier reported security incident in CPS is the
sewage attack of 2000 [76]. In this attack, a disgruntled contractor exploited
SCADA radio-controlled sewage equipment for the Marcoochy Shire Coun-
cil in Queensland, Australia, to dump 800,000 litres of raw sewage into local
parks . These two examples of the earlier reported security incidents in CPS
are indications that security issues in CPS are not new but have evolve in
scale and magnitude as shown in recent reported security incidents.

Some of the recently reported security incidents in CPS include the suc-
cessful attack against a power substation, north of the city of Kiev, Ukraine
[26]. This attack blacked out a portion of the Ukrainian capital equivalent
to a fifth of its total power capacity. Also, ransomware attacks have been
deployed in recent years against CPS and these have blocked natural gas
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1. INTRODUCTION

pipeline supplies [18], shut down logistics operations [29] and disrupted
steel production operations [25]. A much more recent reported security in-
cident in CPS is the attack on a water treatment plant in Florida, USA [44]. In
this attack, an unknown hacker remotely accessed a computer at the water
treatment plant and attempted to increase the amount of sodium hydroxide
in the water supply to potentially dangerous level. These few examples of
the reported security incidents in CPS indicate that there is an urgent need
to rethink how CPS security should be addressed.

To provide an overview of the security challenges in CPS, lets consider
a simplified CPS architecture showing the possible attack points. The attack
points 1-8 depicted in Figure 1.2 represents the possible means an attacker
could exploit to compromise a CPS. These attack points have been described
as follows by Cardenas in [16]:

Figure 1.2: Attack Points in a CPS

[16]

• Attack 1 represents an attacker who has compromised a sensor (e.g., if
the sensor data is unauthenticated or if the attacker has the key mate-
rial for the sensors) and injects false sensor signals, causing the control
logic of the system to act on malicious data. An example of this type
of attack has been considered by Huang et al. [30].
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1.4 BACKGROUND

• Attack 2 represents an attacker in the communication path between
the sensor and the controller, who can delay or even completely block
the information from the sensors to the controller, so the controller
loses observability of the system (loss of view), thus causing it to oper-
ate with stale data. Examples of these attacks include denial-of-service
attacks on sensors [8] and stale data attacks [37].

• Attack 3 represents an attacker who has compromised the controller
and sends incorrect control signals to the actuators. An example of
this attack is the threat model considered by McLaughlin [51].

• Attack 4 represents an attacker who can delay or block any control
command, thus causing a denial of control to the system. This attack
has been considered as a denial-of-service to the actuators [8].

• Attack 5 represents an attacker who can compromise the actuators
and execute a control action that is different to what the controller in-
tended. Notice that this attack is different to an attack that directly
attacks the controller, as this can lead to zero dynamics attacks. These
types of attacks are considered by Teixeira et al. [78].

• Attack 6 represents an attacker who can physically attack the system
(e.g., physically destroying part of the infrastructure and combining
this with a cyber-attack). This type of joint cyber and physical attack
has been considered by Amin et al. [9].

• Attack 7 represents an attacker who can delay or block communica-
tions to and from the supervisory control system or configuration de-
vices. This attack has been considered in the context of supervisory
control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems [32].

• Attack 8 represents an attacker who can compromise or impersonate
the SCADA system or the configuration devices, and send malicious
control or configuration changes to the controller. These types of at-
tacks have been illustrated by the attacks on the power grid in Ukraine
where the attackers compromised computers in the control room of
the SCADA system [26] and attacks where the configuration device of
medical devices has been compromised [28].

The main objective of CPS security is to ensure that an attacker is unable
to exploit these attack points to compromise the operation of a CPS. This
has proven to be a difficult undertaking because most of the existing meth-
ods for modelling CPS security are designed for IT (information technology)
systems where the behaviour of the system is well-understood. In CPS how-
ever, we have timing, uncertainty and dependencies that exist between the
entities of the system that must be taken into consideration. As a result of
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these properties, several approaches have been proposed for modelling CPS
security [46, 47, 50, 49, 48]. For this thesis, queueing networks and process
algebraic methods are used as the formal methods for modelling CPS se-
curity. Therefore, the following subsections provide a background on these
methods.

1.4.3 Queueing networks

A queueing network can be defined as a collection of service centres rep-
resenting the system resources which are used to provide service to a col-
lection of customers that represent the users [75]. The basic queueing sys-
tems have been defined in queueing theory and applied to analyse net-
works. Queueing theory started by the study of queues, devising analytical
mechanisms and tools for the design and evaluation of the performance of
queueing systems [75]. To characterise a queueing system, there is a need
to identify the probabilistic properties of the arrival processes, service times
and service disciplines [75]. Conventionally, the arrival process is charac-
terised by the distribution of the inter-arrival times of the customers. These
inter-arrival times are usually assumed to be independent and identically
distributed random variables. They are denoted by A(t):

A(t) = P (interarrival time < t).

The service time is used to express how long the service will take. It is
usually assumed that the service time for a customer is independent and
does not depend upon the arrival process. Another common assumption
about service time is that it is exponentially distributed. Its distribution
function is denoted by B(x):

B(x) = P (service time < x).

The service discipline is used to decide how the next customer waiting
on the queue is served. The most common methods used include: First-in,
First-out (FIFO); Last-come, First-out (LIFO); Random Service (RS); Priority.

Kendall’s notation is the standard notation used to describe and classify
queuing systems [75]. It is given as:

A/B/m/K/n/D,

where; A is the distribution function of the inter-arrival times, B is the
distribution function of the service times, m is the number of servers, K is
the capacity of the system, n is the population size, and D is the service
discipline.

It is common practice to denote exponentially distributed random vari-
ables by M meaning Markovain or memoryless [63]. If the population size
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and the capacity are infinite, the service discipline is FIFO and is usually
omitted. Thus, M/M/1 denotes a system with Poisson arrivals, exponen-
tially distributed service times and a single server [75]. Basic queueing sys-
tems are used to describe the system as a unique resource, but to describe
the system as a set of interacting resources; queueing networks are usually
used [75]. Queueing networks are models where service requests arrive at
service stations to be served and when service requests arrive, a free ser-
vice station handles the requests. However, if all the service stations are
busy when the service requests arrive, the service requests are queued for
a waiting time until one of the service stations is free. Similar to the basic
queueing systems, queueing networks employ number of service requests
and servers, the size of the waiting queues and the queueing discipline as
the important parameters for performance evaluation. Queueing networks
have been shown to be an appropriate tool for system performance evalua-
tion and have also been shown as being helpful in the modelling of attacks
against distributed systems.

1.4.4 Process algebra

Process algebra is a mathematical framework for formal modelling concur-
rent systems. It provides several formalisms for describing the behaviour of
a system and can be used to describe the evolution of the system in terms
of labelled transitions. The origin of process algebra can be traced back to
the early seventies of the twentieth century, and a brief history has been pro-
vided in [12]. Whilst there are different varieties of process algebra, they all
share the following common features [57]:

• A minimal set of carefully chosen operators capturing the relevant as-
pect of systems behaviour and the way systems are composed in build-
ing process terms;

• A transition system associated with each term via structural opera-
tional semantics to describe the evolution of all processes that can be
built from the operators;

• An equivalence notion that allow one to abstract from irrelevant de-
tails of systems descriptions.

In this thesis, π-calculus proposed by Robin Milner [53] is used as the
process algebraic method for modelling CPS security. The π-calculus pro-
vides a formal mechanism for modelling communication among processes
over dynamic links [71] and has since been extended and applied in several
studies including modelling different types of security processes [1, 2]. A
system in the π-calculus is made up of independent processes that commu-
nicate via channels. A channel is an abstraction of the communication link
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and is referred to by name. Names are the simplest entities of the π-calculus
and there are infinite number of names, represented by lowercase letters (x,
y, z, etc.).

Processes in the π-calculus evolve by performing actions. These capabil-
ities for action are expressed via the prefixes, of which there are four kinds:

π := xy | x(z) | τ | [x = y]π

The first capability is to send the name y via name x, and the second to
receive any name via x. The third capability refers to an internal action or an
unobservable action. And lastly, the fourth is a conditional capability where
the capability π is executed if x and y are the same. The set of processes can
also be defined by the syntax given in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1: Syntax of π-calculus

Term Semantics
P ::= Processes

0 empty process
xz.P output
x(y).P input
P +Q choice
P |Q parallel composition
!P replication

νx.P restriction
τ silent function/action

• A composition P |Q behaves as if processes P and Q are running in
parallel. This implies that the two processes can evolve separately at
the same time and can operate on the channels to communicate with
each other and with the outside the network.

• The basic interaction is defined using xz.P that defines an output pro-
cess that is ready to output on channel x, or x(y).P that defines an
input process that is ready to receive a value over channel x.

• The replication !P behaves as an infinite number of copies of P run-
ning in parallel.

• The name restriction operator (νx.P ) is a process that makes a new,
private name x, and then behaves as P .

• τ represents the internal (silent) action of a process that is not observ-
able outside the scope of the process.
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• 0 is the empty process.

To briefly describe the use of the π-calculus for modelling systems, lets
consider the following example which is similar to the illustration provided
by Parrow in [61]. Suppose we have a system which consists of three pro-
cesses, namely: a controller, a resource and an agent. The controller con-
trols access to the resource and the agent needs to access it. We can repre-
sent the original state of the controller using a communication link x. The
agent interacts with the controller via another link y to have access to the
resource. After this interaction, access to the resource will be transferred to
the agent. We can express the communication among these processes using
the π-calculus as follows: the controller that sends x along y is yx.C; the
agent that receives some link along y and then uses it to send data along it
is y(a).az.A. The interaction we have described so far can be formulated in
the π-calculus as follows:

yx.C | y(a).az.A τ−→ C |xz.A

1.5 Related Work

This section presents techniques for modelling CPS security that are related
to the methods adopted for this thesis, a discussion on their limitations and
justification for using queueing networks and process algebra as the formal
methods in this study. It also discusses the existing literature on the use of
queueing networks and process algebra for modelling CPS security.

1.5.1 Modelling CPS Security

Modelling CPS security is a very challenging task as we have observed al-
ready. This is because of the complex interaction between the cyber and
physical components of CPS. Several approaches have been proposed over
the years for modelling CPS security. In this subsection, we are interested
in the approaches that allows for the derivation of quantitative results or
obtaining a parameter that would be useful in understanding the behaviour
of CPS under adversarial influences. For example, hybrid automata facili-
tate the combination of finite state transition systems with discrete variables
(cyber components) and continuous variables (physical components) [15].
They have been deployed to reason about the security properties of CPS [5].
Timed automata [7] have also been used to model timing properties of CPS.
They are similar to hybrid automata but are embedded with a finite set of
real-valued clocks. Stochastic hybrid automata has been proposed in [43] as
a framework to model the interaction between continuous dynamics, dis-
crete dynamics and probabilistic uncertainty. It has also been employed in
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[56] for impact analysis of cyber-physical attacks on a water tank system via
statistical model checking.

Another approach for modelling CPS security that is related to the meth-
ods adopted for this thesis is the use of linear temporal logic (LTL) [64] to
specify the behaviour of CPS. LTL is used to specify abstract constraints
on the behaviour of dynamic systems, which can then be used to express
the temporal properties of the systems for model checking. The goal of the
model checking is to verify if the system satisfies a set of required proper-
ties. LTL formulas are usually translated to automata so as to be checked in
an explicit state-based model checker. This formalism has been applied in
[58] to study security related issues in CPS.

Unfortunately, most of these approaches described in the preceding para-
graphs are not able to express the timing aspects of CPS in a simplified and
focused way. This is because they employ state machines in modelling CPS
and it is difficult to enumerate all the state space of CPS (in CPS, all the
required variables usually are not present only state estimates). Although
stochastic hybrid automata is able to provide support for quantitative anal-
ysis of CPS, it can only bound the error of the analysis which does not guar-
antee a completely correct analysis [56]. For this reason, a queueing network
model is deployed in this thesis because it has been shown to be not only ef-
fective for representing the timing related aspects of systems but also, is able
to do so in a simplified and at a fairly abstract level. Further, a queueing net-
work model facilitates the efficient bounding of parameters than those ob-
tainable using the stochastic hybrid automata. A queueing network model
also allows for discussing the interplay between the regular traffic and the
adversarial traffic, which is an important prerequisite for understanding the
behaviour of CPS under adversarial influences.

Moreover, these approaches introduce a level of determinism that do not
exist in CPS. This is because they are not able to properly model pattern
regularity, rules or substate machines. They lack the expressive power of
showing that not only there is a transition between states but that the states
follows processes that transition, which leads to other processes taking on
certain roles. Further, they do not capture the internal behaviour of CPS in a
realistic way to show the internal transitions that are not driven by external
influences. We have tried to address this by saying that the internal be-
haviour of CPS are only visible from the observation (from measurements)
and there is a need for an explicit way of synchronising them because global
timing does not exist in distributed systems such as CPS. Consequently,
given the expressive power of the process algebraic methods, they are used
in this thesis as the explicit way of understanding these synchronisation is-
sues between the internal state of the cyber system and the internal state of
the physical system of CPS.
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1.5.2 Modelling CPS security using queueing networks

In the past few years, software-defined networks (SDN) have been proposed
for enhancing CPS security. SDN is a current network architecture in seek-
ing to decouple the control plane from the data plane. Unlike in a traditional
network architecture where control and data plane are embedded in the net-
working devices, SDN separates roles such that networking devices can be-
come purely forwarding devices with the forwarding instructions pushed to
them via the control plane and allowing the use of commodity components
[22]. They are being adopted widely and are also likely to be deployed as
the infrastructure of systems with critical real-time properties such as indus-
trial control systems (ICS). However, their ability to guarantee the quality of
service (QoS) requirements of such networks in the presence of adversarial
flow still needs to be investigated. One of the methods that can be employed
for such investigation is to consider attacks that can be analysed at the flow
abstraction level using queueing networks.

Queueing networks have long been employed to study the performance
and QoS characteristics of networks [75]. Understanding the performance
of SDN through its analysis using queueing networks is of particular im-
portance for systems with strong QoS requirements. These requirements
include particularly the delay, loss, and jitter parameters and the respective
requirements for different types and classes of service. This thesis concen-
trates on queueing distributions for modelling SDN as a method for charac-
terisation and categorisation as this is highly pertinent to the adaption for
modelling CPS security.

Modelling CPS security involves taking into account the complex in-
teraction between the cyber and physical components of CPS. To model
this interaction, it would require consideration at different levels of abstrac-
tion. For example, the timing behaviour of the interaction between the cy-
ber and physical components of CPS can be modelled using queueing net-
works while hiding other details. In this regards, the approach employed
in this thesis is to consider SDN applied to industrial control networks and
the strong periodic network pattern of the network traffic using queueing
networks. This periodic behaviour and occasionally some bursty traffic as
seen in CPS such as industrial control networks is captured using proba-
bility density function to consider the messages being generated by sensors
and consumed by actuators and how they can be handled. The physical
system in this scenario is considered as a process that consumes and gener-
ates messages. Using queueing networks, this thesis then model how many
messages are there, at what interval do the messages arrive, and is there a
risk that the system will be overwhelmed by messages (that can come from
attackers but can also come from the physical process itself). This is very
useful for dealing with questions relating to denial of services and quality
of services types of attacks that may be targeted at CPS. A comprehensive
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survey of the existing methods in the analysis of SDN using queueing net-
works has been provided in [59], which is one of the research outcomes of
this thesis. For completeness, a summary of these methods is presented in
the following paragraphs.

In most of the existing approaches for the analysis of SDN using queue-
ing networks, modelling based on a Poisson arrival, one exponential sever,
infinite FIFO queue and unlimited customer population (M/M/1 distribu-
tion) are usually deployed [33]. Even though these are very strong assump-
tions that may not be satisfied by real systems, they provide useful insights
which may be used to study how real systems will perform given certain
parameters. Attempts have been made to use other type of distributions to
address the limitations of M/M/1 distribution. For example, the G/M/1/K
distribution has been used in [73, 74]. In this type of queueing distribution,
the inter-arrival times are independent and identically distributed with gen-
eral distribution, and service times are independent and exponentially dis-
tributed. Also, the system is made of a finite waiting space and the arriving
customers are served on a FIFO basis.

The remaining type of queueing distributions that have been used in the
existing literature include the MX/M/1 distribution [81], the M/Geo/1 dis-
tribution [77] and the M/G/1 distribution [34]. The MX/M/1 distribution
is a type of M/M/1 distribution where the arrival stream forms a Poisson
process and the batch size is a random variable. Whilst the M/Geo/1 dis-
tribution comprises of Poisson arrival process and a service time that obeys
geometric distribution, the M/G/1 distribution also has an arrival process
with a Poisson distribution but the service time for each customer is gener-
ally distributed.

So far, the existing methods described in the preceding paragraphs, have
focussed on relatively straightforward models for characterising the SDN
behaviour. This appears to be a gap as a more precise characterisation of
both arrival processes and service time distributions for regular operation,
configuration changes, and adversarial action is thus far not being consid-
ered. To address this issue, this thesis proposed ways in which the models
can be extended to study attacks that are based on arrival rates and service
time distributions of flows in SDN. This is critical to understand vulnerabil-
ities and security requirements for different deployments of SDN architec-
tures such as software-defined industrial control networks.

Moreover, the behaviour of different deployments of SDN architectures
has been studied using queueing networks. The SDN-based cloud com-
puting architecture [82] and SDN-based network function parallelism in the
could [17] have been examined using queueing networks. Also, queueing
networks have been utilised for studying the behaviour of SDN in ultra
dense networks [14] and satellite communication networks [42] and for the
performance modelling and analysis of SDN under bursty multimedia traf-
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fic in [52]. However, none of these works have considered software-defined
industrial control networks and the strong periodic patterns of network traf-
fic. Even though the authors in [52] use Markov modulated Poisson process
(MMPP) in their study, they made simplifications about packet departure
process of the MMMP queue to allow for a tractable analytical model. In
contrast to all these works, this thesis exploits queueing networks to anal-
yse the behaviour of network traffic in software-defined industrial control
networks.

The authors in [83] develop a model of intelligent attacks which can em-
ploy primitives to infer the internal state of the flow table of SDN archi-
tecture to plan attacks more efficiently. While the internal state of the flow
table of SDN architecture was considered in the work, the research done in
this thesis treated the internal state of the flow table of SDN architecture
as a black box. Also, the work relates only to performance design of SDN
architecture while this thesis went further to consider SDN application in in-
dustrial control networks and the strong periodic pattern of network traffic
in such networks. In addition, generative adversarial networks (GAN) have
been deployed to study flow-based network traffic in the existing literature.
For example, the authors in [67] propose a method for generating a realistic
flow-based network traffic. However, GAN are only suitable for processing
continuous attributes while the queueing network model employed in this
thesis is able to model the periodic and occasionally bursty network traffic
as seen in CPS such as industrial control networks.

SDN applied to industrial control networks is referred to as software-
defined industrial control networks. Recent advances in networking tech-
nology have witnessed a gradual shift in industrial control networks from
serial based communication to Ethernet technology. This provides the op-
portunity of leveraging the benefits of SDN for industrial control networks
because the correctness of industrial control system protocols rely on the
guaranteed QoS. However, SDN not only offers benefits but also raises ques-
tions about the ability to satisfy the guaranteed QoS in the presence of ad-
versarial flow. To investigate this, well-established results from queueing
theory and recent results from [79] are used to obtain a realistic characteri-
zation of interaction between the data plane and the control plane. Then, the
analytical model is combined with one of the proposed queueing network
models for modelling adversarial flow to study the effect of adversarial flow
in software-defined industrial control networks.

1.5.3 Modelling CPS security using process algebra

Process algebraic methods have been deployed in several studies for mod-
elling CPS security [39, 38]. They provide a high-level description of the in-
teractions between the processes within CPS, which allows reasoning over
adversarial influences. This subsection provides a review of the literature in
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modelling CPS security using process algebra that are related to the prob-
lems addressed in this thesis.

One of the methods that can be used to study CPS security is to con-
sider the assumptions built into the adversarial models employed for such a
study. Adversarial models are well-established for cryptographic protocols,
but distributed real-time protocols used in CPS have requirements that these
abstractions are not intended to cover. Attacks against these distributed real-
time protocols are becoming prevalent and have been studied over the past
years. Hence, it is imperative to rethink these adversarial models taking
into account the unique features CPS environment presents. For example,
the adversary model described by Dolev and Yao in [19] assumes that the
attacker have complete control over the network. It has been shown that
this assumption can no longer hold in CPS environment [46]. Thus, efforts
have been made in the past by several authors [39, 38] to formalise attacks
for CPS given the stringent QoS requirements.

A formal adversary capability model for SCADA environments has been
described in [46]. The authors utilise π-calculus variant to reason about ad-
versarial actions and argue that the Dolev-Yao model and its variants are not
suitable for capturing the capabilities of an attacker in a SCADA environ-
ment because of the segmented network architecture and real-time process-
ing. Another interesting work on formalization of attacks was presented in
[80] where the authors proposed an adversary model which could be used to
study the security promises of real-time systems. In this work, the attacker
is assumed to be able to compromise both physical and cyber weaknesses
of the systems and the adversary model was able to capture the capabilities
and spatial distribution of the adversary.

In [60] the authors used a state-based stochastic model to formalize the
security properties of real-time systems. They assumed that the system had
Markovian property and considering that general probability distributions
are assigned to its transitions, the resulting model is a semi-Markov chain.
Further, the proposed model is then parametrized based on a time distribu-
tion describing the attacker and the system behaviours over time. A gen-
eralized attacker and attack models for real-time systems were presented
in [4]. The authors described an attacker model for real-time systems and
used the attack models that were obtained from the attacker model to gen-
erate parametrized attack methods for real-time systems. The authors in
[24] used the formalism of discrete event systems modelled as a finite state
automata to reason about the problem of synthesizing an attack strategy for
real-time systems. The model presented in the work was able to capture
a class of deception attacks, where the attacker is capable of modifying a
subset of sensor reading in order to mislead the supervisor and forcing the
system into an undesirable state.

Furthermore, a formal approach for characterizing attacks in real-time
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systems was presented in [39]. The authors deployed formal methods to
capture interactions in a real-time system and to reason about how the sys-
tem may be attacked. They used a hybrid process calculus to characterize
both the system and the attacks against the system. The adversary model
used in this work assumed that the adversary is not able to compromise
the communication, but may compromise physical devices. Different from
the works presented so far, this thesis presents an adversary model specifi-
cally for the IEC 61850 environment. Like most of the works, it argues that
the Dolev-Yao model is not suitable for modelling attacks against real-time
systems. Hence, π-calculus variant is used to first capture the multicast,
publish-subscribe model and then reason about how adversarial actions can
compromise the system.

A significant amount of research effort has been dedicated towards the
analysis, detection and identification of security issues in CPS. For exam-
ple, Mo et al. [55] develop a model-based techniques capable of detecting
integrity attacks on the sensors of a control system. Also, Pasqualetti et al.
in [62] present attack detection and identification in CPS and analyse the
core monitoring limitations for CPS under attack modelled by linear time-
invariant descriptor systems with exogenous inputs. Several other works
that have considered security issues in CPS, such as denial-of-service at-
tacks [8], replay attacks [69], and false data injection attacks [54]. However,
the threat model used in most of these works employs a custom construct
which makes them difficult to use in different environments. This thesis pro-
poses a model which offers a set of constructs that can be used to decompose
threats in CPS.

Threat modelling of CPS has been attempted in several works in the liter-
ature. One of the earliest attempts to threat model CPS came from Zalewski
et al. [84]. They propose the use of a discrete time Markov chain (DTMC)
model to characterize the transitions between the secure and insecure states
of CPS. The authors argue that quantifying the probabilities of transitions
between secure and insecure states will allow for the derivation of impor-
tant inferences about the security related features of CPS. Then, the conven-
tional threat modelling techniques (STRIDE, DREAD, CVSS) are applied in
the work, to assign the probabilities of transitions between the states. These
techniques capture threats at a certain level of abstraction which does not al-
low for reasoning over the communication between assets and their timing
property.

Martins et al. in [45] present a tool to perform a systematic threat mod-
elling for CPS using a real-world temperature monitoring system as a case
study. The authors use the Generic Modelling Environment for the creation
of domain-specific modelling for threat analysis CPS. Also, they extended
and deployed Microsoft SDL Threat Modelling Tools to model, identify, and
mitigate threats in a systematic way for the proposed CPS. A model to repre-
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sent CPS threats using patterns that are related to architectural aspects of the
CPS is described in [21]. The author shows how to extend the misuse pat-
tern to characterise cyber-physical threats and how to enumerate and unify
cyber-physical threats.

A threat modelling framework for CPS using STRIDE is presented in
[35]. The authors demonstrate the applicability of the proposed framework
using a real synchrophasor-based synchronous islanding test-bed in the lab-
oratory. They show that an adversary can achieve a specific malicious goal
by exploiting threats at different locations in the system. Also, they illus-
trate that by identifying component level vulnerabilities and their potential
physical consequences, STRIDE can be applied to address such challenges.
Almohri et al. in [6] present threat modelling of medical CPS. The authors
consider the roles of stakeholders and system components. They use this
understanding to sketch an abstract architecture of medical CPS and then
show the various threat modelling options.

CPS threats and vulnerabilities analysis for train control and monitoring
systems is presented in [66]. The authors evaluate vulnerabilities and char-
acteristics of railway threat landscape including potential threats, threat ac-
tors and motivations. Also, they examine the direct impacts and cascading
consequences of threats on the whole system as well as risk produced. Atif
et al. in [11] describe cyber threat analysis for CPS. They employ a data-
driven approach to threat model CPS. A machine learning algorithm based
on K-Nearest-Neighbour (K-NN) is used in this work, to ascertain the threat
category faced by the CPS considered.

Attacker models for CPS have been discussed in [68]. The authors present
a literature review of the attacker models for CPS and define a taxonomy of
ten different features that they applied to the literature. Also, a general-
ized attacker and attack models for CPS has been proposed in [4] and have
been employed to investigate the impact of single-point cyber attacks on a
Secure Water Treatment (SWaT) system in [3]. Unlike these attacker and at-
tack models presented in these works where the authors utilise descriptive
threat modelling techniques, the approach adopted for this thesis allows us
to be analytical. It facilitates the description of the adversary behaviour at a
level of details that allows us to effectively explore the range of parameters
or the behaviour of a system. This enables us to infer not only the necessary
conditions for an attack to be successful but also the sequencing of events or
the way events have to be order for the attack to be successful.

In contrast to all the works described so far, this thesis presents threat
modelling of CPS using an applied π-calculus. The applied calculus has
also been used for attack modelling in [39]. The main differentiator of this
approach to the existing literature on threat modelling and attack modelling
in CPS is twofold. First, the method has the potential to be automated i.e., to
use a mechanism that allows us to efficiently explore the proof space. This
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is because it is possible to take an applied π-calculus model and translate it
into a theorem prover or prover assistance and then perform the reasoning
automatically. However, it requires that the specification of CPS is suffi-
ciently precise that it can be used to reason over the semantics. To generate
the applied π-calculus model that represent the CPS, we consider the be-
haviour of the cyber and physical system and encapsulating that into the
applied π-calculus model as processes. This is done by hand because one
needs to understand enough of both the cyber and physical system to say
that this level of abstraction is sufficient to capture the relevant behaviour.
Second, the approach allows us to analyse the threats to CPS in a more pre-
cise way. It enables us to capture the pre-conditions that are applicable to
certain types of threats. This is because a CPS will not always be vulnerable:
there will be some states where manipulating a variable will have an effect
and there will be other states where manipulating the same variable will not
have an effect. The method allows us to represent these states in the form of
processes and the interaction between these processes and to reason about
the likelihood of an attacker finding the system in a critical state to launch
an attack for adverse effects.

Also, cyber-physical attacks and physics-based attacks have been stud-
ied in recent works using process algebra as the formal method. The work
in [39] use process algebraic method to present theoretical foundations that
can facilitate reasoning about CPS and cyber-physical attacks. Similar to the
approach used in this thesis is the formal approach to physics-based attacks
in CPS presented in [38]. The authors consider both integrity and denial of
service attacks to sensors and actuators of CPS, and on the timing aspects of
these attacks. However, the synchronization behaviour of the cyber and the
physical system described in their work is not precise, and the interaction
within the physical system is not properly captured. Unlike the work in [38],
this thesis uses a π-calculus to model a CPS so as to capture the synchroniza-
tion behaviour of the cyber and the physical system and to provide a more
finer grain model of the physical system. This then allows us to describe the
influences of the variables within the physical system on the operation of
the CPS.

1.6 Research Methodology

The research methodology employed in this thesis follows the conventional
scientific research process described in [36] and it is depicted in Figure 1.3.
Starting with the research problem, which is to investigate how CPS secu-
rity can be modelled; the related literature was extensively reviewed. This
led to the formulation of the research questions in section 1.3. Afterwards,
the system model and assumptions were defined. Queueing networks and
process algebraic methods were then used as the formal methods for the
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analysis of the model to obtain the results presented in this thesis. Although
simulations and experimentations are alternative approaches that may be
used for this study, formal modelling using queueing networks and process
algebraic methods permits the study of a wider range of configurations and
parameters as well as the optimization not only of performance but also an
understanding of the severity of attacks. Also, simulation-based security
studies are not able to explore every possible choice of parameters as ob-
tainable using queueing networks and process algebraic methods, and they
usually rely on computer codes that are prone to errors, poor programming
and can be computationally expensive.

Figure 1.3: Research Methodology
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1.6.1 Queueing networks

Understanding the behaviour of CPS through their analysis using queue-
ing networks is highly pertinent to the adaption for modelling CPS security.
This study first reviewed the existing literature on the analysis of SDN us-
ing queueing networks. The research questions that were addressed in this
literature review are as follows:

• What are the current knowledge gaps and limitations in the use of
queueing networks for modelling SDN?

• How can the existing queueing network models used for analysing
SDN be extended to study attacks that are based on arrival rates and
service time distributions?

Although the article search for the literature review was not restricted to
a specific time, it was conducted between May 2019 to July 2019. The follow-
ing key terms were employed in the search: modelling OR software-defined
networking OR using AND queueing network models, in English. The re-
trieved articles were then evaluated and selected based on the research ques-
tions. Studies not related to the research questions, not published or written
in other languages (not English) were excluded from the review. And to en-
sure rigour and quality, all the selected studies were indexed in Scopus and
Web of Science database.

Based on the literature review, a classification scheme was developed
to categorize the existing approaches. Subsequently, the constraints of the
existing methods were identified and ways in which they can be extended to
study attacks that are based on arrival rates and service time distributions of
flows in SDN were proposed. One of these proposed models was then used
to study the effect of adversarial flow in software-defined industrial control
networks. Among the arguments that motivated the proposed models is
that the distribution of a malicious traffic need not follow the distribution
assumed for the normal traffic because of the way the attacker would craft
the malicious packet to evade detection. This is because it would not be
beneficial for an attacker to use the same distribution as the normal traffic
and the need for the defender to be aware that the distributions of both the
malicious and normal traffic may not be the same.

To study the effect of adversarial flow in software-defined industrial con-
trol networks using queueing networks, an appropriate queueing network
model was developed. This model took into consideration the strong peri-
odic patterns of network traffic in software-defined industrial control net-
works. Recent results from [79] were used to obtain a realistic characteriza-
tion of interaction between the data plane and the control plane. Finally, the
analytical model was combined with one of the proposed queueing network
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models for modelling adversarial flow to evaluate the effect of adversarial
flow in software-defined industrial control networks.

1.6.2 Process algebra

There are scenarios where to facilitate CPS security, it is necessary to study
the internal state for the internal behaviour of the CPS, which means this
cannot be captured using a queueing network type of model. Our interest
in this regard is to describe the internal behaviour of CPS in such a way that
the asynchronous communication takes a prominent role. Hence, instead of
having a model that relies on state machine, where we have global knowl-
edge of the state; this thesis employed process algebra which effectively
allows us to look at the distributed state and how one state can influence
another process including the uncertainty of the distributed state. Firstly,
an adversary model based on the process algebraic model was developed
which allowed reasoning over process states, placement of adversarial en-
tities and communication behaviour. The developed model is difficult to
automate because automation requires an extremely precise specification of
the target system - which is nearly impossible to obtain for most protocols.
Also, the proposed model does not include all attacks to the IEC 61850 that
could potentially exist as new attacks are likely to be discovered in the fu-
ture. To demonstrate the use of the proposed model, a simple case of a
replay attack against the publish/subscribe GOOSE/SV subprotocol, show-
ing bounds for non-detectability of such an attack was deployed. This is
because a replay attack is relevant to the behaviour of IEC 61850 protocol.
And to consider other attacks, the relative positions of the attacker in the
adversary model would have to change.

Secondly, a review of the existing asset-centric threat modelling meth-
ods was conducted. The literature review aimed to address the following
research questions:

• What are the current knowledge gaps or limitations in asset-centric
threat modelling methods?

• What additional approach can be employed to increase the effective-
ness of asset-centric threat modelling methods?

The article search for the literature review was not restricted to a specific
time, but it was conducted between November 2019 to December 2019. The
following key terms were employed in the search: asset-centric AND threat
modelling methods, in English. Articles retrieved from the search were then
evaluated and selected based on the research questions. Studies not related
to the research questions, not published or written in other languages (not
English) were excluded from the review. And to ensure rigour and quality,
all the selected studies were indexed in Scopus and Web of Science database.
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From the literature review, it was observed that the intuitive reasoning
approach employed in the threat modelling approaches is not sufficient to
threat model CPS where uncertainty, timing and dependencies between the
entities exist. To address this limitation, a model was developed which ex-
tended the process calculus model by embedding an algebraic representa-
tion of Attack-Defence Trees (ADT) and augmenting this by the addition of
a partial ordering over the constituents of the ADT within the embedding,
offering an elegant mechanism to extend ADT to ordering and time-related
attacks. The ADT as employed in this thesis was not used as a formal tool in
its own right but rather, a part of the ADT was chosen and then the applied
π-calculus model was manually created for the problem under considera-
tion. The ADT was constructed before the π-calculus semantics because it
allows us to perform direct search of the state space of the CPS we have iden-
tified as particularly interesting. Also, we express the ordering of the leaves
of the ADT by imposing partial ordering over the interaction between the
leaves. The modelling approach was illustrated using the case of an elec-
trical substation fragment in which components communicate via the IEC
61850 protocol.

Lastly, another model was developed which expanded on the process
calculus model to provide a finer grain model of the actual interactions in-
side the physical systems of CPS. This is because it allows us to describe the
influences of the variables within the physical systems. To show the utility
of the proposed model, a case study of on-load tap-changer (OLTC) control
mechanism was used. The justification for this is that it exhibits the timing
and state dependencies properties, which is a common feature shared by
most CPS. The interactions between the different components of the OLTC
control mechanism were captured using the process calculus. Then, exe-
cution traces was used to show the soundness of the system. In addition,
the possible physical attacks against the OLTC control mechanism was in-
vestigated using the process calculus model. The main threats to validity
observed for the method described in the previous paragraph and this para-
graph is that the internal transitions of physical system of CPS are not driven
only by external influences; there are also dynamics inside the physical sys-
tem that are difficult to capture.

1.7 Summary of Contributions

In the bid to address the research questions specified in section 1.3, taking
into account the background presented in section 1.4 and the limitations
of the existing literature identified in section 1.5, and using the research
methodology described in section 1.6; this thesis has resulted in the con-
tributions outlined in this section.
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1.7.1 List of included publications

The following research papers were either published or under review as a
result of the research conducted during this PhD work and figure 1.4 shows
how they are related to the research questions.

A. Nweke, L. O. and Wolthusen, S. D. Resilience Analysis of Software-
Defined Networks Using Queueing Networks. International Confer-
ence on Computing, Networking and Communications (ICNC), IEEE,
2020. DOI: 10.1109/ICNC47757.2020.9049712

B. Nweke, L. O. and Wolthusen, S. D. Modelling Adversarial Flow in
Software-Defined Industrial Control Networks Using a Queueing Net-
work Model. 2020 IEEE Conference on Communications and Network
Security (CNS), IEEE, 2020. DOI: 10.1109/CNS48642.2020.9162191

C. Nweke, L. O.; Weldehawaryat, G. K. and Wolthusen, S. D. Adversary
Model for Attacks Against IEC 61850 Real-Time Communication Pro-
tocols. 2020 16th International Conference on the Design of Reliable
Communication Networks DRCN 2020, IEEE, 2020.
DOI: 10.1109/DRCN48652.2020.1570604241

D. Nweke, L. O. and Wolthusen, S. D. A Review of Asset-Centric Threat
Modelling Approaches. International Journal of Advanced Computer
Science and Applications, 11(2), 1-6, 2020.
DOI: 10.14569/IJACSA.2020.0110201

E. Nweke, L. O.; Weldehawaryat, G. K. and Wolthusen, S. D. Threat Mod-
elling of Cyber-Physical Systems Using an Applied π-Calculus. Inter-
national Journal of Critical Infrastructure Protection 35 (100466), 2021.
DOI: 10.1016/j.ijcip.2021.100466

F. Nweke, L. O.; Weldehawaryat, G. K. and Wolthusen, S. D. Corrigen-
dum to Threat Modelling of Cyber-Physical Systems Using an Applied
π-Calculus. International Journal of Critical Infrastructure Protection,
2022.

G. Nweke, L. O. and Wolthusen, S. D. A process algebraic approach to
modelling cyber-physical systems security, (Under Review).

1.7.2 Additional publications not included

The following research papers and technical report were either published or
under review as a result of the parallel studies conducted during this PhD
work, but are not included in this thesis.
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Figure 1.4: Relation between included papers and research questions

1. Nweke, L. O.; Wolthusen, S. D. and Mancini, L. V. A Framework for the
Validation of Network Artifacts. 12th Norwegian Information Security
Conference (2019)

2. Shukla, A.; Katt, B. and Nweke, L. O. Vulnerability discovery mod-
elling with vulnerability severity. In: 2019 IEEE Conference on Infor-
mation and Communication Technology. pp. 1–6. IEEE (2019). DOI:
10.1109/CICT48419.2019.9066187

3. Nweke, L. O. and Wolthusen, S. D. Ethical implications of security
vulnerability research for critical infrastructure protection. 15th Inter-
national Conference on Wirtschaftsinformatik (2020)
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4. Nweke, L. O.; Yeng, P.; Wolthusen, S. D. and Yang, B. Understanding
attribute-based access control for modelling and analysing healthcare
professionals’ security practices. International Journal of Advanced
Computer Science and Applications 11(2), 683–690 (2020).
DOI: 10.14569/ijacsa.2020.0110286

5. Nweke, L. O. and Wolthusen, S. Legal issues related to cyber threat
information sharing among private entities for critical infrastructure
protection. NATO CCDCOE 12th International Conference on Cyber
Conflict (2020)

6. Yeng, P. K.; Nweke, L. O.; Woldaregay, A. Z.; Yang, B. and Snekkenes,
E. A. Data-driven and artificial intelligence (ai) approach for mod-
elling and analyzing healthcare security practice: A systematic review.
In: Intelligent Systems Conference (IntelliSys) 2020 (2020)

7. Nweke, L. O. and Wolthusen, S. D. A Holistic Approach for Enhanc-
ing Critical Infrastructure Protection: Research Agenda. International
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4.0 (EATI 2020)

8. Øver, H.; Øverlier, L.; Franke, K. and Nweke L. O. Technical Report.
Analyse: Mørketallsundersøkelsen 2020.

9. Bokolo, A. J; Nweke, L. O. and Al-Sharafi, M. A. Applying Software-
Defined Networking to Support Telemedicine Health Consultation Dur-
ing and Post Covid-19 Era. Health and Technology 11(2):395–403 (2020).
DOI: 10.1007/s12553-020-00502-w

10. Abomhara, M.; Yayilgan, S. Y.; Nweke, L. O. and Székely, Z. A compar-
ison of primary stakeholders’ views on the deployment of biometric
technologies in border management: Case study of SMart mobILity at
the European land borders. Technology in Society 64:1-12 (2021). DOI:
10.1016/j.techsoc.2020.101484

11. Nweke, L. O. A Survey of Specification-based Intrusion Detection Tech-
niques for Cyber-Physical Systems. International Journal of Advanced
Computer Science and Applications 12(5) (2021)

12. Bock, A.; Gulden, J.; España, S.; Jahn, K.; Nweke, L. O. and Richter,
A. The Ethics of Information Systems: The Present State of the Dis-
cussion and Avenues for Future Work. 29th European Conference on
Information Systems (ECIS 2021)

13. Yeng, P. K.; Nweke, L. O.; Yang, B.; Fauzi, M. A. and Snekkenes, E.
A. Artificial Intelligence–Based Framework for Analyzing Health Care
Staff Security Practice: Mapping Review and Simulation Study. JMIR
Medical Informatics (2021). DOI: 10.2196/19250
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14. Nweke, L. O.; Bokolo, A. J.; Gibson, M. and Nwigwe E. Investigat-
ing the effectiveness of a HyFlex cyber security training in a develop-
ing country: A case study. Education and Information Technologies
(2022). DOI: 10.1007/s10639-022-11038-z

15. Nweke L. O.; Abomhara M.; Yayilgan S. Y.; Comparin D.; Heurtier O.
and Bunney C. A LINDDUN-Based Privacy Threat Modelling for Na-
tional Identification Systems. IEEE Nigeria Section 4th International
Conference on Disruptive technologies for Sustainable Development
(NIGERCOM 2022)

16. Shukla, A.; Katt, B.; Nweke, L. O.; Yeng, P. K. and Weldehawaryat, G.
K. System Security Assurance: A Systematic Literature Review. ACM
Computing Surveys, (Under Review)

1.7.3 List of major contributions

A. Resilience Analysis of Software-Defined Networks Using Queueing Networks

In this article, a literature review on the use of queueing networks in
the analysis of software-defined networks (SDN) is conducted. The
goal of this review is to identify gaps in the existing literature and to
propose ways to address the identified gaps. SDN are being adopted
widely and are also likely to be deployed as the infrastructure of sys-
tems with critical real-time properties such as Industrial Control Sys-
tems (ICS). This raises the question of what security and performance
guarantees can be given for the data plane of such critical systems and
whether any control plane actions will adversely affect these guaran-
tees, particularly for quality of service in real-time systems. So far,
many studies have applied queueing networks to general performance
analysis of most SDN architectures. However, there appears to be a la-
cuna in existing work as a more precise characterization of both arrival
processes and service time distributions for regular operation, config-
uration changes, and adversarial action is thus far not being consid-
ered. This article then shows ways in which the existing models need
to be extended to study attacks that are based on arrival rates and
service time distributions of flows in SDN. The contributions of this
article can be summarized as:

i. Analysis of the existing literature on the use of queueing net-
works in the study of SDN.

ii. Identification of the appropriate models for characterizing the be-
haviour of SDN controllers and switches.

iii. Extension of the existing models to include ways of representing
the interaction of different types of traffic (regular and adversar-
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ial traffic) and to understand how that can breach the quality of
service requirements.

iv. Illustration of how the models proposed may be applied to study
attacks that based on arrival rates and service time distributions
of flows in SDN.

B. Modelling Adversarial Flow in Software-Defined Industrial Control Net-
works Using a Queueing Network Model

This article employs queueing networks as the formal method to in-
vestigate the ability of SDN to guarantee the quality of service (QoS)
requirements of industrial control networks in the presence of adver-
sarial flow. SDN has been proposed for enhancing the security of in-
dustrial control networks. However, its ability to guarantee the QoS
requirements of such networks in the presence of adversarial flow still
needs to be investigated. Queueing theory and particularly queue-
ing network models have long been employed to study the perfor-
mance and QoS characteristics of networks. It involves the use of well-
established results from queueing theory to study the interaction be-
tween the forwarding plane switches and the control plane controllers.
Although queueing network models have been used to study the be-
haviour of different application of SDN architectures, none of the ex-
isting works have considered the strong periodic network traffic in
software-defined industrial control networks. In this article, we use
queueing theoretical approach to develop a queueing network model
for software-defined industrial control networks, and considered the
strong periodic patterns of the network traffic in the data plane. We
derive the performance measures for the analytical model using recent
results from queueing theory and then apply one of the models pro-
posed in Article 1 to study the effect of adversarial flow in software-
defined industrial control networks. The contributions of this article
can be summarized as:

i. Development of a queueing network model for software-defined
industrial control networks, taking into account the strong peri-
odic patterns of the network traffic in the data plane.

ii. Derivation of the performance measures for the analytical model
using recent results from queueing theory.

iii. Modelling the effect of adversarial flow in software-defined in-
dustrial control networks using the developed queueing network
model in combination with one of the models proposed in Article
1.

iv. Evaluation of the model to study the effectiveness of adding an
adversarial flow in breaching QoS parameters.
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C. Adversary Model for Attacks Against IEC 61850 Real-Time Communication
Protocols

In this article, we utilize process calculus as the formal method to
develop an adversary model for attacks against IEC 61850 commu-
nication protocols. Adversarial models are well-established for cryp-
tographic protocols, but distributed real-time protocols have require-
ments that these abstractions are not intended to cover. The IEC 61850
standard for communication networks and systems for power utility
automation in particular not only requires distributed processing, but
in case of the generic object-oriented substation events and sampled
value (GOOSE/SV) protocols also hard real-time characteristics. This
motivates the desire to include both quality of service (QoS) and ex-
plicit network topology in an adversary model based on a π-calculus
process algebraic formalism based on earlier work. This allows rea-
soning over process states, placement of adversarial entities and com-
munication behaviour. The article then demonstrates the use of the
proposed model for the simple case of a replay attack against the pub-
lish/subscribe GOOSE/SV subprotocol, showing bounds for nonde-
tectability of such an attack. The contributions of this article can be
summarized as:

i. Development of adversary model for attacks against IEC 61850
real-time communication protocols based on π-calculus process
algebraic formalism.

ii. Formalization of IEC 61850 GOOSE messaging service using a π-
calculus variant.

iii. Demonstration that the relative positions of the adversary in re-
lation to the publisher, event notification service and subscriber
determine the type of attacks that can be launched by an attacker.

iv. Illustration of the use of the developed model for the simple case
of a reply attack against the publish/subscribe GOOSE/SV sub-
protocol, showing bounds for nondetectability of such an attack.

D. A Review of Asset-Centric Threat Modelling Approaches

This article presents a review of the existing asset-centric threat mod-
elling approaches. The goal of this study is to identify gaps in the
existing literature and to propose the use of formal methods to ad-
dress the identified gaps. Threats are events that could cause harm
to the confidentiality, integrity, or availability of information systems,
through unauthorized disclosure, misuse, alteration, or destruction of
information or information system. The process of developing and
applying a representation of those threats, to understand the possi-
bility of the threats being realized is referred to as threat modelling.
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Threat modelling approaches provide defenders with a tool to charac-
terize potential threats systematically. They include the prioritization
of threats and mitigation based on probabilities of the threats being re-
alized, the business impacts and the cost of countermeasures. In this
article, we observe that the intuitive reasoning approach employed in
the existing threat modelling approaches are not sufficient to threat
model CPS where uncertainty, timing, and dependencies between the
entities exist. The contributions of this article can be summarized as:

i. Analysis of the existing literature on asset-centric threat mod-
elling approaches.

ii. Identification of the gaps in the existing literature and the fact
that they are insufficient to threat model CPS where uncertainty,
timing and dependencies between the entities exist.

E. Threat Modelling of Cyber-Physical Systems Using an Applied π-Calculus

This article employs an applied π-calculus as the formal method for
threat modelling of cyber-physical systems (CPS). CPS are distributed
systems in which the state of the physical system is generally not ob-
servable in non-trivial cases, and where state transitions of this phys-
ical system can also occur without resulting in immediate changes to
observable variables. Threats to CPS from cyber-attacks are, however,
often instantiable only where conditions on the CPS state during the
attack meet certain conditions such that they drive the system state
outside a desirable or safe space. In this article, an extension to an
applied π-calculus in which we can capture both the behaviour of the
CPS as well as modelling possible adversary behaviour is proposed.
This is achieved by embedding an algebraic representation of Attack-
Defence Trees (ADT) in the applied π-calculus and augmenting this
by the addition of a partial ordering over the constituents of the ADT
within the embedding. The modelling approach is illustrated for the
case of an electrical substation fragment in which components com-
municate via the IEC 61850 protocol. The contributions of this article
can be summarized as:

i. Extension to an applied π-calculus in which we can capture both the
behaviour of the CPS as well as modelling possible adversary behaviour.

ii. Using the ADT and extending it with partial ordering of events to
show causality relationship. This allows for the representation of not
only the necessary conditions for an attack to be successful but also the
sequencing of events or the way events need to be order for the attack
to be successful.
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iii. Translation of the ADT with partial ordering into the applied π-calculus
using the message synchronization primitives for partial ordering, which
enables us to make an argument for equivalence.

iv. Illustration of the proposed modelling approach for the case of an elec-
trical substation fragment in which components communicate via the
IEC 61850 protocol.

F. Corrigendum to Threat Modelling of Cyber-Physical Systems Using an Ap-
plied π-Calculus

This article is an addendum to Threat Modelling of Cyber-Physical
Systems Using an Applied π-Calculus, where several additional and
related contributions to the applied calculus are noted. It replaces the
first, the second and the fourth paragraphs of Section 5.1, page 5 of the
original article.

G. A process algebraic approach to modelling cyber-physical systems security

This article expands on the formal methods developed in Article 3 and
4 to provide a finer grain model of the actual interactions inside the
physical systems of cyber-physical systems (CPS). A CPS has unique
properties - for example, timing and state dependencies - which make
its modelling and analysis difficult to achieve using the existing meth-
ods. This calls for novel approaches for the modelling and analysis
of a CPS. In this article a formal method for the modelling and analy-
sis of a CPS is presented. The approach employed allows for the de-
scription of the interaction between the cyber and physical system and
the reasoning about scenarios where adversarial actions could occur
and under what conditions such adversarial actions could have ad-
verse effects. A case study of on-load tap-changer control mechanism
modelled as a CPS is used to show the effectiveness of the proposed
method. The contributions of this article can be summarized as:

i. Illustration of how a π-calculus model can be adapted so as to
provide a good representation of a CPS.

ii. Provision of a finer grain model of the actual interactions inside
the physical system, which allows for the description of the influ-
ence of the variables within the physical system.

iii. Investigation of situations where adversarial actions could occur
in the CPS and under what conditions such adversarial actions
could have adverse effects.

iv. Demonstration of the applicability of the proposed model using
on-load tap change control (OLTC) mechanism and the possible
physical attacks against the OLTC control mechanism.
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1.8 Recommendations for Future Work

A possible extension of this work within modelling CPS security using a
queueing network model is to layer a particular CPS application domain on
top of the queueing network model. For example, it is possible to consider
the conditions under which adversarial actions in a power substation could
breach the performance bounds specified by the relevant standards. This
would require the development of a queueing network model which takes
into account the set of requirements as described by the relevant standards
such as IEC 61850. Another research direction is to investigate refinements
of the probability density function of the regular traffic in CPS and to derive
its performance metrics. This could then be referenced when the regular
traffic is combined with adversarial traffic and would facilitate the study of
adversarial influences in CPS.

Also, there are several directions for future research within modelling
CPS security using process algebraic methods presented in this work. One
direction is to investigate how to optimally represent the internal state of
both the cyber system and the physical system of CPS using process alge-
braic methods. This is because there are a number of assumptions made in
the existing methods about the internal state of both the cyber system and
the physical system that can no longer be fully supported. For example, one
of these assumptions is that the internal transitions of CPS are driven only
by external influences. For this, process algebraic methods can be used to
capture these internal transitions of CPS by modelling the internal dynam-
ics of the physical systems. Another direction is to develop an automated
tool for modelling CPS security using the theoretical foundations presented
in this work. This will support the modelling of security issues of a much
more complex CPS.

Lastly, an interesting research direction that may be considered for future
studies is to investigate how to unify the queueing network models and pro-
cess algebraic methods to obtain a further-reaching formal representation
of attacks against CPS. This framework would combine the advantages of
queueing theoretical approaches as a well-established field and the expres-
sive power of process algebraic methods to provide a much more detailed
model to investigate security issues in CPS.

1.9 Conclusions

This thesis advances the state of the art in modelling CPS security by us-
ing queueing theoretical and process algebraic methods as the formal meth-
ods for understanding the behaviour of CPS with emphasis on real-time
communication and capturing adversarial actions. It studied the way that
adversaries behave inside CPS and has tried to model selective aspects of
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these adversarial behaviours. For a number of these types of attacks, the
timing behaviour and particularly the buffering capacity of the communi-
cation channel is critical. To address this problem, it employed queueing
networks because they are appropriate models for capturing this sort of er-
ror conditions that leads to breaching of real-time constraints. It extended
the existing models to include ways of representing the interaction of the
different types of traffic and to understand how that can breach the quality
of service requirements. This is because the probability density function for
the adversarial flow need not be the same as that of the regular traffic. It
then applied one of the proposed models to study the effect of adversarial
flow in software-defined industrial control networks.

Furthermore, there are scenarios where it is necessary to study the in-
ternal state for the internal behaviour of CPS, which means this cannot be
captured using a queueing network type of model. The main interest in
this regard is to describe the internal behaviour of CPS in such a way that
the asynchronous communication takes a prominent role. Hence, instead of
having a model that relies on state machine, where we have global knowl-
edge of the state; this thesis employed process calculus model which effec-
tively allows us to look at the distributed state and how one state can in-
fluence another process including the uncertainty of the distributed state. It
developed an adversary model based on the process calculus model which
allows reasoning over process states, placement of adversarial entities and
communication behaviour. Then, it extended the process calculus model by
embedding an algebraic representation of Attack-Defence Trees (ADT) and
augmenting this by the addition of a partial ordering over the constituents
of the ADT within the embedding, offering an elegant mechanism to extend
ADT to ordering and time-related attacks. And it expanded on the process
calculus model to provide a finer grain model of the actual interactions in-
side the physical systems of CPS.
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Abstract

Software-Defined Networks (SDN) are being adopted widely and
are also likely to be deployed as the infrastructure of systems with crit-
ical real-time properties such as Industrial Control Systems (ICS). This
raises the question of what security and performance guarantees can be
given for the data plane of such critical systems and whether any con-
trol plane actions will adversely affect these guarantees, particularly for
quality of service in real-time systems. In this paper we study the ex-
isting literature on the analysis of SDN using queueing networks and
show ways in which models need to be extended to study attacks that
are based on arrival rates and service time distributions of flows in SDN.

2.1 Introduction

Networks with hard and firm real-time constraints such as industrial control
systems networks historically relied upon dedicated field bus systems with
limited performance but well-defined, deterministic characteristics. In re-
cent years, cost and performance considerations have encouraged migration
to standard, if heavily over-provisioned and somewhat modified, networks
such as Industrial Ethernet variants (e.g. PROFINET IRT or EtherCAT). As
network infrastructures outside this domain increasingly rely on the advan-
tages offered by software-defined networks (SDN) and network function
virtualisation (NFV), it is likely that this will also need to be considered for
real-time environments.

However, the more flexible and dynamic SDN architecture not only of-
fers benefits, but also raises questions on the ability to satisfy security and
quality of service (QoS) guarantees, particularly in the presence of malfunc-
tioning or malicious entities interfering with control or data plane.



2.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to analyse the existing literature on the anal-
ysis of SDN using queueing networks and to show how the models can be
extended to study attacks that are based on arrival rates and service time
distributions of flows in SDN. We only consider attacks that can be anal-
ysed at the flow abstraction level, without considering the semantics of the
flows, a limitation that is inherent in using queueing networks. Although
simulations and experimentation are desirable for the study of SDN, ana-
lytical modelling permits the study of a wider range of configurations and
parameters as well as the optimisation not only of performance [1], but also
an understanding of the severity of attacks.

Understanding the performance of SDN through its analysis using queu-
ing networks is of particular importance for systems with strong QoS re-
quirements. These requirements include particularly the delay, loss, and jit-
ter parameters and respective requirements for different types and classes of
service [2]. Systems that will fail if the QoS requirements are not met are re-
ferred to as hard real-time systems [3]. Although it is easy to apply queuing
networks to the general performance analysis of most SDN architectures,
systems with hard real-time requirements must be more comprehensive to
capture all relevant interactions. Many of the QoS requirements in hard real-
time systems, moreover, are immediately usable for security considerations
since the feasibility and effort required by adversaries for denial of service
(DoS) attacks, both immediately and transitively, are a particular concern.

We therefore provide a review on the analysis of SDN using queueing
networks in this paper, analysing the still nascent body of work currently
emerging in this domain. We note that thus far the focus is on relatively
straightforward models such as the M/M/1 model (using Kendall’s no-
tation) being used as the queueing model in characterising the SDN be-
haviour, with M/G/1 and GI/M/1/K models considered more appropriate
model for SDN controllers and switches, respectively. This appears to be
a lacuna in existing work as a more precise characterisation of both arrival
processes and service time distributions for regular operation, configuration
changes, and adversarial action is thus far not being considered. This, how-
ever, is critical to understand vulnerabilities and security requirements.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In section 2.2, basic con-
cepts and terminologies use in this paper are discussed. A literature review
of the works on analysis of SDN using queueing networks is presented in
section 2.3. Section 2.4 presents our proposed models and metrics for se-
curity analysis of SDN using queueing networks. Section 2.5 provides an
illustration using DoS attack, on how the models proposed may be applied
to study attacks that are based on arrival rates and service time distributions
of the packet flows in SDN. Section 2.6 offers a brief discussion on the results
from the survey and the lessons learned. Finally, section 2.7 concludes the
paper and presents future works.
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2. RESILIENCE ANALYSIS OF SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORKS
USING QUEUEING NETWORKS

2.2 Background

This section discusses the basic concepts and terminologies used in this sur-
vey. In particular, SDN and queueing theory are contextualised.

2.2.1 Software-Defined Networks (SDN)

SDN is a current network architecture in seeking to decouple the control
plane from the data plane. Unlike in a traditional network architecture
where control and data plane are embedded in the networking devices, SDN
separates roles such that networking devices can become purely forward-
ing devices with the forwarding instructions pushed to them via the control
plane and allowing the use of commodity components [4]. The main goals of
the SDN architecture were to simplify the deployment of control plane func-
tions and to enable the applications to deal with a single abstracted network
device without concern for the implementation details whilst lowering de-
pendency on dedicated components [5]. Thus, with SDN, network control
functions become directly programmable enabling the automation of net-
work functions which in turn facilitate the building of highly scalable and
flexible networks that can readily adapt to the dynamic nature of today’s
environment [6].

The SDN architecture sketched in figure 2.1, comprises of the applica-
tion layer, control layer, and infrastructure layer [4]. The SDN applications
exist in the application layer, and interact with the control layer via the
northbound interfaces. In the middle of the SDN architecture is the SDN
controller, which translates applications’ requirements and exerts low-level
control over the network elements, while providing relevant information up
to the SDN applications. The infrastructure layer comprises of the network
elements, which expose their capabilities toward the control layer via the
southbound interfaces. It can be inferred from this setup that the network
intelligence is logically centralised in the SDN controllers which maintain a
global view of the network [4]. Therefore, the network appears to the appli-
cations and policy engines as a single, logical switch; and the network de-
vices no longer need to understand and process several protocols but merely
accept instructions from the SDN controllers [6].

What is still not visible from the illustration above is that a reasonable
large SDN architecture will have multiple controllers and several number of
switches. Also, the architecture does not show the information flows and
communication between these components. Further, the realisation of the
concept of SDN entails that two requirements must be met: the need for a
common logical architecture in the network devices to be managed by the
SDN controller and the need for a standard, secure protocol between the
SDN controller and the network devices (and further on to the application
layer) [7]. These requirements are addressed e.g. by OpenFlow [8], which
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2.2 BACKGROUND

Figure 2.1: SDN Architecture

is both a protocol between SDN controllers and network devices, as well as
a specification of the logical structure of the network switch function. The
protocol specifies how the applications can directly access and manipulate
the network devices via the SDN controller without regards to the details
of how the switch are implemented, and also it uses the concept of flows to
identify network traffic based on pre-defined match rules that can be stati-
cally or dynamically programmed [8].

The SDN architecture and OpenFlow standard provide an open architec-
ture in which control functions are separated from the network devices and
placed in a logically centralised controller. The centralisation of the network
state in the control plane provides the flexibility to configure, manage, se-
cure, and optimise network resources with far-reaching automation. They
also enable the underlying infrastructure to be abstracted for applications
and network services, enabling the network to be treated as a logical entity
[6].
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USING QUEUEING NETWORKS

2.2.2 Queueing Theory

Queueing theory started by the study of queues, devising analytical mecha-
nisms and tools for the design and evaluation of the performance of queue-
ing systems [9]. To characterise a queueing system, there is need to identify
the probabilistic properties of the arrival processes, service times and service
disciplines [9]. Conventionally, the arrival process is characterised by the
distribution of the inter-arrival times of the customers. These inter-arrival
times are usually assumed to be independent and identically distributed
random variables. They are denoted by A(t):

A(t) = P (interarrival time < t).

The service time is used to express how long the service will take. It is
usually assumed that the service time for a customer is independent and
does not depend upon the arrival process. Another common assumption
about service time is that it is exponentially distributed. Its distribution
function is denoted by B(x):

B(x) = P (service time < x).

The service discipline is used to decide how the next customer waiting
on the queue is served. The most common methods used include: First-in,
First-out (FIFO); Last-come, First-out (LIFO); Random Service (RS); Priority.

Kendall’s notation is the standard notation used to describe and classify
queuing systems [9]. It is given as:

A/B/m/K/n/D,

where; A is the distribution function of the inter-arrival times, B is the
distribution function of the service times, m is the number of servers, K is
the capacity of the system, n is the population size, and D is the service
discipline.

It is common practice to denote exponentially distributed random vari-
ables by M meaning Markovain or memoryless [10]. If the population size
and the capacity are infinite, the service discipline is FIFO and is usually
omitted. Thus, M/M/1 denotes a system with Poisson arrivals, exponen-
tially distributed service times and a single server [9]. Basic queueing sys-
tems are used to describe the system as a unique resource, but to describe
the system as a set of interacting resources; queueing networks are usually
used. A queueing network can be defined as a collection of service centres
representing the system resources which are used provide service to a col-
lection of customers that represent the users [9]. Queueing networks have
been shown to be appropriate tool for system performance evaluation and
have also been shown as being helpful in the modelling of attacks against
distributed systems.
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2.3 STATE-OF-ART IN ANALYSIS OF SDN USING QUEUEING
NETWORKS

2.3 State-of-art in Analysis of SDN using Queueing
Networks

Whilst queue network research spans decades, here we concentrate on queue-
ing distributions for modelling software-defined networks as a method for
characterisation and categorisation as this is highly pertinent to the adapta-
tion for security modelling

2.3.1 Modelling Based on M/M/1 Distribution

The M/M/1 distribution consists of a Poission arrival, one exponential server,
infinite FIFO queue and unlimited customer population. Although, these
are very strong assumptions not satisfied by real systems, they provide use-
ful insights which may be used to study how real systems will perform
given certain parameters. The first known analysis of SDN using queueing
model, presented by Jarschel et al. in [11] is based on M/M/1 distribution.
The model assumed that packet arrivals form Poisson streams and that the
queue length of the controller system is finite so as to model the possibility
of dropped packets under high load condition. In addition, the model has
some limitations in that it does not capture the fact that packets arriving at
the switch are queued one queue per port and that it is limited to a single
switch per controller. The results obtained from the analytical model were
validated using a packet based simulation in OMNeT++.

Some of the limitations in [11] were subsequently addressed by Chilwan,
Mahmood, Østerbø and Jarschel in [12]. It was achieved by modelling both
the controller and the switch as Jackson Network, with some modifications
to suit OpenFlow-based SDN. Whilst maintaining the assumptions made in
the previous paper, the authors also showed that the model can be extended
to handle the case where more than one switch exist in the data plane. The
model was then validated using a discrete event simulation which resembles
the queuing behaviour of the proposed model. In addition, the model was
further extended by Mahmood, Chilwan, Østerbø and Jarschel in [13] for
the performance analysis of OpenFlow-based SDN with multiple nodes in
the data plane.

Yen and Su in [14] proposed SDN based cloud computing architecture
which was implemented using open source Open vSwitch and POX con-
troller packages. The queueing network model based on M/M/1 was used
to model the operation of the OpenFlow architecture to show the correct-
ness of the architecture. In this model, it was assumed that the arrival rate
of cloud service request is an exponential distribution and that the service
rate of both the Open vSwitch and the POX controller was exponentially dis-
tributed. Considering that the average packet queue length is an important
parameter of the SDN-based cloud environment, it was used as the perfor-
mance metric for the evaluation of the architecture. The numerical results
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of the average queue length presented in the work show that the proposed
SDN-based cloud computing architecture can provide QoS guarantees for
cloud services.

A Preemption-based Packet Scheduling (P2S) scheme to improve global
fairness and reduce packet loss rate in SDN data plane was presented by
Miao, Min, Wu, and Wang in [15]. The performance of the proposed scheme
was analysed using queueing networks based on M/M/1 distribution. In
this model, the arrival and departure of packets in the system were charac-
terised as a birth-death process. Miao et al. assumed that the packet arrivals
followed a Poisson distribution, and that the service time follows a negative
exponential distribution. The performance of the P2S scheme was compared
to the traditional FIFO scheme in terms of packet loss probability and ser-
vice fairness. The results presented in the work showed that FIFO cannot
guarantee fairness among packets and suffers from high packet loss, while
P2S scheme offers priority for the packets from the controller and as such,
achieves better performance in terms of global fairness and packet loss prob-
ability. Also, the performance of the model was validated using simulations
by varying the traffic arrival rate, flow table hit probability and the service
rates of the switch and controller.

Fahmin, Lai, Hossain, Lin and Saha in [16] presented the performance
modeling of SDN with network virtualisation function (NFV) under or aside
the controller, which are the different methods of combining SDN with NFV;
using M/M/1 queueing model. Fahmin et al. used queueing theory to de-
velop mathematical models for both scenarios resulting to queueing net-
works which were then analysed. In this model, they assumed that the
arrival process at the switch follows Poisson process, the service time of
packets in switch, controller and virtualised network function (VNF) follow
exponential distribution, and the queue size of a switch, controller and VNF
is infinite. The average packet delay was used as the performance metric for
the analysis of both approaches. Simulation was used for the validation of
the analytical process. Also, the results presented showed that the packet
delay for SDN with NFV aside the controller is significantly less than that
for SDN with NFV under the controller, and that the service rate at VNF
does not affect the delay gap between SDN with NFV aside and under the
controller.

2.3.2 Modelling Based on GI/M/1/K Distribution

The GI/M/1/K distribution is a type of queueing distribution where inter-
arrival times are independent and identically distributed with general dis-
tribution, and service times are independent and exponentially distributed.
Also, the system is made of a finite waiting space and the arriving customers
are served on a FIFO basis. The properties of GI/M/1/K distribution is suit-
able for the study of packet arrivals at SDN switch. Goto, Masuyama, Ng,
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Seah, and Takahashi in [1] proposed a queueing model of an OpenFlow-
based SDN that takes into account classful treatment of packets arriving at a
switch. They argued that the different packets arriving at the switch should
be treated differently and to that end, they classified these packets as fol-
lows: external packets arriving at the switch according to a Poisson process,
Class S; packet whose forwarding information is missing in the flow table
and are forwarded to the controller, Class C; and packets processed by the
controller and sent back to the switch, Class F. The switch was then model
using GI/M/1/K distribution that can enqueue no more than K1 packets.
In this model, three performance measures, namely, packet loss probabilities
in Class S and F, and average packet transfer delay through the system was
used in the analysis. Simulation was used in the validation of the model and
the simulation results presented matches the average delay obtained by the
queueing analysis and thus confirming the validity of the model.

Queueing model was used by Singh, Ng, Lai, Lin and Seah in [17] to
investigate the effect of a buffer sharing in SDN switch. Using GI/M/1/K
distribution for modelling the switch, they proposed two models: Shared
Buffer referred to as SE Model; and Priority Queueing Buffer referred to as
SPE Model. In this work, Model SE uses a single queue for the switch while
Model SPE uses priority queue for the switch. They assumed that the con-
troller had an infinite capacity queue and that the external packet arrival
at the switch follows Poisson process. The relative minimum capacity and
relative time to install the flow table entries were used as the performance
measures to compare the performance of the models. Discrete event simu-
lation of the SE and SPE queuing networks was used in the validation of the
analytical results.

Singh, Ng, Lai, Lin and Seah in [18], presented a unified queueing model
for characterizing both the performance of hardware switches and software
switches in SDN. They started by first modelling SDN with software switch
and hardware switch, and then used queuing models to model the software
(SPE) and hardware (HPE) SDN switches. They assumed that the controller
had an infinite capacity queue and that the external arrival at the switch
follow Poisson process. In this model, the switches were modelled with
GI/M/1/K distribution, however, M/M/1/K distribution was added in
modelling the hardware processor of the hardware switch. The average
packet transfer delay was used as the performance metric for comparing
the models. They validated the accuracy of the analytical results for both
models using simulation. The results from the study show that a hardware
switch performs better than a software switch in terms of average delay and
packet loss probability.
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2.3.3 Modelling Based on MX/M/1 Distribution

The MX/M/1 distribution is a type of M/M/1 distribution with batch ar-
rivals of random size. The arrival stream forms a Poisson process and the
batch size is a random variable. Xiong, Yang, Zhao, Li, and Li in [19] investi-
gated the packet arrival process and forwarding procedure at an OpenFlow
switch. They modelled its packet forwarding performance using MX/M/1
distribution. In this work, they argued that packet arrivals at the switch does
not follow Poisson process but instead results in packet batch arrivals. They
assumed that the packet arrived at the switch as Poisson stream, the num-
ber of packets in a switch conforms to Poisson distribution, and the packet
processing time of the switch conforms to negative exponential distribution.
The average sojourn time and average queue length were used as the perfor-
mance measures for evaluating the performance of the model. Also, Bilen,
Ayvaz, and Canberk in [20] used MX/M/1 distribution to model elephant
flows. They proposed a distribution flow management model in SDN ultra-
dense network based on queueing theory.

2.3.4 Modelling Based on M/Geo/1 Distribution

The M/Geo/1 distribution comprises of Poisson distribution and the service
times obey geometric distribution. Sood, Yu, and Xiang in [21] proposed an
analytical modelling based on M/Geo/1 distribution to study the perfor-
mance of SDN switches. They assumed that the packet arrival at the switch
followed Poisson process and the service times obey geometry distribution.
In this model, they used the Embedded Markov Chain theory and applied
it to M/Geo/1 queue to obtain the number of packets in the system and the
service time. The model was used for just investigating the average response
time of SDN switch without considering the switch-controller interaction.
Thus, the average flow response time was used as the performance metric
for evaluating the performance of the switch. Simulations were used for the
validation of the model and both the simulation and analytical results pre-
sented matched each other. They concluded by noting that the important
factors that determine the switch’s mean response time are packet arrival
rate, number of flow-table entries, and the position of the targeting rule by
a corresponding packet.

2.3.5 Modelling Based on M/G/1 Distribution

In M/G/1 distribution, the arrival process is Poisson and the service time for
each customer is generally distributed. Also, the distribution has an infinite
queueing capacity and unlimited customer population. The packet-in mes-
sage process of SDN controller was modelled by Xiong, Yang, Zhao, Li, and
Li in [19]. They studied the arrival process and serving process of packet-in
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messages in SDN controller, and modelled the SDN controller performance
with the M/G/1 distribution. In this model, they assumed that the packet-in
messages at the controller from its switches constituted a Poisson stream and
that the processing time of packet-in messages in the controller conforms to
normal distribution. The performance of the controller was evaluated using
the publicly available benchmark Cbench and the sojourn time of a packet-
in message was used as the performance metric. Also, they compared the
performance of their model with the most common model (M/M/1) used
in characterizing the performance of SDN controllers. The results presented
showed that M/G/1 provided more accurate approximation of the SDN
controller performance than M/M/1. In the same way, Javed, Iqbal, Saleh,
Haider and Ilyas in [22] demonstrated through experiments that M/G/1
distribution using log-normal distribution mixture as the service distribu-
tion is closer to reality in terms of SDN controller performance evaluation
than M/M/1 distribution.

2.4 Models and Metrics for Security Analysis of SDN
Using Queueing Networks

It is clear that it is inappropriate to use the already-strong assumptions on
distributions for regular network traffic discussed in section 2.3 for adver-
sarial traffic. We therefore propose to expand the models such that they can
capture with additional traffic caused by attacks, differentiating this traf-
fic as necessary. Within the limits of not considering the semantics of the
flows themselves, what is needed to be extended are primarily arrival rates
and service time distributions as the models reviewed above are too simple
to capture such adversarial behaviour. We hence propose two modelling
levels: one based on aggregating the distribution where we are primarily
interested in breaches of QoS guarantees, and a more refined model which
explicitly captures SDN behaviour by studying queue network represen-
tations of the SDN architecture, and distinguishing between baseline and
adversary flows with different arrival rates and service time distributions.

2.4.1 Modelling Based on Aggregating the Distribution

It is possible to modify the arrival process of the existing models to capture
the situation where adversarial actions may occur. The proposed model is
similar to work done in [23], where the input to the queueing network model
is considered as a combination of both the normal traffic and malicious traf-
fic. The addition of the two probability distribution functions is justified by
the fact that the distribution of a malicious traffic will not be the same as
the normal traffic because of the way the attacker would craft the malicious
packet to evade detection. Hence, it is not plausible to use Poisson distri-
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bution to describe the distribution of both the normal traffic and malicious
traffic. Therefore, in order to capture the behaviour of an attacker, we need
to as a minimum, use a different type of distribution to describe malicious
traffic and then calculate the impact using the aggregate distribution as in-
put to the queueing network model as illustrated in figure 2.2.

λN & λM μ

Figure 2.2: Proposed Model Based on Aggregating the Distribution

2.4.2 Modelling Based on Analysing the effects of the two
Queues Separately

The effects of the two queues and distinct service times can be studied sep-
arately to understand adversarial actions. This can be achieved by distin-
guishing between regular flows and adversarial flows, which also cause
flows internal to the SDN architecture primarily in the form of additional
messages sent from controllers to switches where new or altered flows must
be accommodated before actually considering the aggregate flows through
the switching fabric. Once a new flow is established, the malicious packet
can be treated as additional traffic as above, but aggregate service times be-
come particularly interesting in establishing possible breaches of QoS re-
quirements, minimizing the effort required on the part of adversaries.

2.5 Towards Security Analysis of SDN Using Queueing
Networks

The previous section have identified areas of SDN security that are amenable
to study using queueing networks. In this section, we use DoS attacks to il-
lustrate how the models proposed may be applied to study attacks that are
based on arrival rates and service time distributions of the packet flows in
SDN. To the best of our knowledge, queueing network models and other an-
alytical approaches have not been used in the literature to evaluate real-time
processing security issues in SDN in particular. Although network calculus
and queueing networks have been used in security research, the flexibility
that comes with using well-established results from queueing theory justi-
fies our choice for proposing the use of queueing networks for the study of
DoS attacks in SDN, similar to the works done in other fields [24, 29, 26, 23,
27, 28].
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Figure 2.3: Proposed Model Based on Analysing the effects of the two
Queues Separately

DoS attacks are among the security issues in SDN that can be captured
easily using queueing networks. SDN can be characterized as queueing net-
works model to capture the interaction between its different components.
Using the model based on aggregating the distribution proposed in the pre-
vious section, we can then explicitly model the two types of flows. The dis-
tribution for a typical DoS attacks is not a uniform distribution because of
the way the attacker crafts the attacks. Then combining both the regular traf-
fic distribution, which is usually assumed to be Poisson; and the adversarial
distribution, we can then study the specific characteristics of the attacker.

Additional degree of flexibility would have to be introduced to the queue-
ing networks model to capture the behaviour of SDN under DoS attacks.
A typical approach that may be adopted from the queueing models pre-
sented in this paper is to use queueing distributions with finite capacity.
The introduction of queues with finite capacity will facilitate the modelling
of SDN under DoS attacks as was done in [29, 26, 27]. Hence, M/M/1/K
or M/G/1/K may be used in characterising the behaviour of both the data
plane and control plane. In using M/M/1/K or M/G/1/K for modelling
the behaviour of both the data plane and control plane, blocking or loss
probability (Ploss) may be deployed as the security metrics for studying the
security properties of SDN. For example, if Ploss is large, SDN may be said
to be under DoS attacks.

Also, the approach used in [29], which involves the use of a threshold
value that is greater than 0, may be applied to provide information about
the SDN security status. If Ploss is less than the threshold value, it can be
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concluded that the SDN is not under DoS attacks. However, if Ploss is greater
than or equal to the threshold value, implying that the SDN resources is
exhausted; it can be concluded that the SDN is under DoS attacks.

Other types of security challenges that can be studied using queueing
networks are described in [28, 24, 23]. In particular, the framework pro-
posed in [24] and used in [23] could be used to study some security issues in
SDN as the authors opined that the framework allows for the study of DoS
and performance degradation, which can also be suffered by SDN. There-
fore, queueing networks offer a promising approach to studying the secu-
rity properties of SDN in order to provide the basis for it deployments in
industrial environments where there are stringent security and QoS require-
ments.

2.6 Discussion

The goal of this study has been to evaluate the different methods in the
literature employed for the analysis of SDN using queueing networks and to
categorise them based on the queuing distribution deployed for the analysis
as this is most pertinent for subsequent extension into studies of security
properties. The categorisation showed that simple M/M/1 distribution is
the most widely adopted model for characterizing the behaviour of SDN
switch and controller. Although the distribution facilitates an easy analytical
process, it seems to be a poor fit for evaluating the performance of SDN
switch and controller. Thus, it is important that a more realistic approach for
characterising the behaviour of SDN switch and controller is investigated.

Already, the authors in [13] suggested at the completion of their work
with M/M/1 that M/G/1 is a more appropriate model for characterizing
the behaviour of SDN controller that needs to be investigated. The authors
in [19] went further to use M/G/1 to model the performance of SDN con-
troller. In their work, they compare the performance of the M/G/1 with
M/M/1 and the results from the work support the initial suggestions made
by authors in [13] that M/G/1 is a more accurate approximation of the SDN
controller performance than M/M/1. Also, the results from the experiments
conducted in [22] further validate the claim that M/G/1 is a better fit than
M/M/1 for the evaluation of the performance of SDN controller.

In the case of SDN switches, an appropriate model needs to consider
both the external packet arrival rate at the switch and the packet arrival at
the switch from the controller, as this will ensure that the QoS requirements
of SDN environment is properly captured. Unfortunately, most of the work
studied did not address this concern in their modelling of SDN switches,
which is a limitation when seeking to analyse the interaction with adversar-
ial packet arrival. However, authors in [1, 17, 18] used GI/M/1/K distribu-
tions to correctly model the packet arrival at the switch, taking into account
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both the external packet arriving at the switch and the packet arriving at the
switch from the controller. These works suggest that GI/M/1/K distribu-
tion is a more appropriate model for characterising the behaviour of SDN
switch.

Moreover, most of the earlier work reviewed relies on heavily simplified
models, which do not allow insight into the internal functioning of SDN.
This is because they treat flows architecture elements as black boxes, which
is interesting for security analysis as an attacker may explicitly target those
flows. Although none of the works presented in this survey used queueing
networks for the analysis of the security requirements of SDN, earlier work
[24, 29, 26, 23, 27, 28] showed that it is possible to study DoS, DDoS, per-
formance degradation, de-synchronization attacks, injections attacks, tails
attacks, and economic denial of sustainability (EDoS) attacks using queue-
ing networks. This can also be applied for the analysis of SDN to discover
attacks and their potential solutions.

We also note that all work considered so far captured only SDN configu-
rations with a single controller connected to one or more switches; this is not
particularly realistic, particularly in critical systems requiring redundancy
for resiliency. Such deployments should be seen as network of queues which
could lead to analytically modelling them as queueing networks. Hence,
there is need to consider such deployments as none of the existing works
addressed them because such realistic modelling will provide better perfor-
mance evaluation and lead to design of a more resilient SDN architecture.

2.7 Conclusions and Future Work

Research in the analysis of SDN using queueing networks is still a develop-
ing field, and clearly refinement particularly for analyses relevant for secu-
rity are still called for. In this paper, we have undertaken a survey of existing
work on the use of queueing networks for the analysis of SDN with a focus
on the suitability of queueing disciplines to understand effective quality of
service modelling and subsequent study of the security properties of SDN.

Future work will include the development of queue networks suitable
for systems with hard real-time requirements and where adversarial action
may occur. In such systems, there are deadlines that need to be met so as
not to violate the QoS guarantees of such systems; the latter brings with it
that a number of standard assumptions made in queueing theory and queue
networks can no longer be fully supported, mainly on probability density
functions and independence assumptions. We then seek to use queueing
networks for modelling attacks against such systems. The understanding
of these issues will help to address threats to reliability, resilience, and se-
curity that may arise from adopting SDN for systems with hard real-time
requirements and thus, accelerate the deployment of SDN for such systems.
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Abstract

In recent years, software defined networking (SDN) has been pro-
posed for enhancing the security of industrial control networks. How-
ever, its ability to guarantee the quality of service (QoS) requirements
of such networks in the presence of adversarial flow still needs to be in-
vestigated. Queueing theory and particularly queueing network mod-
els have long been employed to study the performance and QoS char-
acteristics of networks. The latter appears to be particularly suitable
to capture the behaviour of SDN owing to the dependencies between
layers, planes and components in an SDN architecture. Also, several
authors have used queueing network models to study the behaviour
of different application of SDN architectures, but none of the existing
works have considered the strong periodic network traffic in software-
defined industrial control networks. In this paper, we propose a queue-
ing network model for software-defined industrial control networks,
taking into account the strong periodic patterns of the network traffic
in the data plane. We derive the performance measures for the analyti-
cal model and apply the queueing network model to study the effect of
adversarial flow in software-defined industrial control networks.

3.1 Introduction

Recent advances in networking technology have witnessed a gradual shift
in industrial control networks from serial-based communication to Ethernet
technology. This provides the opportunity of exploiting the benefits of SDN
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for industrial control networks because the correctness of industrial control
system protocols rely on the guaranteed QoS. SDN is a network paradigm
in which “the control and data plane are decoupled, network intelligence
and state are logically centralized, and the underlying network is abstracted
from the applications” [1]. The separation of the control and data plane pro-
vides several advantages which include easier network management, net-
work programmability, increased visibility into the network, efficient use of
network resources and dynamic updating of network policies. However,
SDN not only offers benefits but also raises questions about the ability to
satisfy the guaranteed QoS in the presence of adversarial flow.

Adversarial flow is an additional flow usually malicious, that may be
introduced into the SDN architecture by an attacker. The arrival rate and
service time distribution of the adversarial flow can be manipulated by the
attacker to achieve desired ends. We had described the idea of adversarial
flow in our previous work [2] and opined that modelling based on aggregat-
ing distribution or modelling based on analysing the effect of two queues
separately may be deployed to study the effect of adversarial flow in the
analysis of SDN using queueing network models.

Queueing network models have been employed in the literature for per-
formance evaluation of different application of SDN architectures [3, 4, 5,
14, 6]. The approach adopted by several authors involves the use of well-
established results from queueing theory to study the interaction between
the forwarding plane switches and the control plane controllers. Although
simulations and experimentations could be desirable, analytical models, al-
low the study of wider configurations and how different parameter choices
would affect the behaviour of network traffic.

The existing literature on the analysis of SDN using queueing network
models has examined the different features of SDN and also its application
in different domains. However, none of the existing literature has considered
software-defined industrial control networks and the strong periodic patterns of the
network traffic. Also, the effect of adversarial flow in SDN architectures has
not been investigated using queueing network models. We had proposed
the use of queueing network models to study the effect of adversarial flow
in [2]. We exploit the idea here, to investigate the effect of adversarial flow
in software-defined industrial control networks.

In this paper, we propose an analytical model for software-defined in-
dustrial control networks taking into account the strong periodic patterns
of the network traffic in the data plane. Analytical modelling of software-
defined industrial control networks provides useful insights for benchmark-
ing and facilitates the identification of factors that could cause the network
to breach the stringent QoS requirements. In addition, we use the analytical
model to study the effect of adversarial flow in software-defined industrial
control networks.
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The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 3.2 presents related
works on the analysis of SDN using queueing network models. Section 3.3
describes the queueing network model used in this paper to model the be-
haviour of network traffic in software-defined industrial control networks
and the performance measures. Section 3.4 discusses the application of the
developed queueing network model to investigate the effect of adversarial
flow in software-defined industrial control networks. Section 3.5 concludes
the paper and presents future works.

3.2 Related Works

The first known analytical modelling of SDN using a queueing network
model is presented by Jarschel et al. in [7]. The work focus on characterizing
the interaction between SDN switch and the controller without considera-
tion for any specific application of the SDN architecture. In the same way,
authors in [9, 10, 11, 8] employ queueing network models to study differ-
ent features of SDN. The tradeoffs between buffer sharing mechanisms are
investigated using queueing network models in [9]. The authors in [10] pro-
pose a queueing network model to characterize the performance of hard-
ware switches and software switches in SDN. The paper in [11] presents
the performance study of SDN switches using a queueing network model.
And the authors in [8] use a queueing network model to examine the per-
formance of SDN with network virtualization function under or aside the
controller.

Yen and Su in [3] deploy a queueing network model to examine SDN-
based cloud computing architecture. The queueing network model is based
on M/M/1 (using Kendall’s notation) queue, and they demonstrate it is ap-
propriate for modelling the operation of SDN-based cloud computing ar-
chitecture. Also, they show that the proposed SDN-based cloud computing
architecture can provide QoS guarantees for cloud services. Chowdhary
and Huang in [4] use a queueing network model to consider SDN-based
network function parallelism in the cloud. They use a M/M/c queue for
optimizing the service function allocation for every service function chain
and show that service functions with independent action sets can be paral-
lelized to reduce the performance overhead.

Queueing network models have also been used to study the behaviour of
SDN in ultra dense network and satellite communication networks [5, 14].
The authors in [5] examine the use of SDN to ease the management of ultra
dense data plane with distributed controllers. They propose a distributed
flow management model based on queueing network model and character-
ize the distributed controllers by considering the flow characteristics and
outage. M/M/1 and MX/M/1 queues are use to model the incoming mice
and elephant flows respectively, with an additional M/M/c queue for de-
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tection of an outage. In [14], the authors propose an analytical model for
software defined satellite networks using a queueing network model. They
place the controllers on geosynchronous earth orbit (GEO) satellites and the
forwarding functions on medium earth orbit (MEO) satellites and low earth
orbit (LEO) satellites. M/M/1 queues are then used to model both the con-
trol plane and the data plane; finally, numerical analysis is employed to anal-
yse the effect of different parameters on the file sojourn time.

Similar to our work is the performance modelling and analysis of SDN
under bursty multimedia traffic [6]. The authors use Markov modulated
Poisson process (MMPP) to investigate the performance of SDN in the pres-
ence of bursty and correlated arrivals. However, they assume that the packet
departure process from the MMPP queue is MMPP to allow for tractable
analytical model. Unlike them, we consider network traffic in software-
defined industrial control networks. We use the results from [15] to better
model the packet arrival process at the control plane. Also, we observe how
adversarial flow may impact network traffic in software-defined industrial
control networks.

In contrast to all the works presented above, we exploit queueing net-
work model to analyse the behaviour of network traffic in software-defined
industrial control networks. We consider the strong periodic patterns of the
network traffic in industrial control networks and approximate the arrival
process using MMPP. Also, we use results from [15] to obtain a realistic char-
acterization of the interaction between the data plane and the control plane.
We then apply the analytical model to study the effect of adversarial flow in
software-defined industrial control networks.

3.3 System Modelling

In this section, we present a discussion on the queueing network model used
in this study to model the behaviour of network traffic in software-defined
industrial control networks. Also, we describe the performance measures
that may be used for investigating how different parameter choices would
affect the behaviour of network traffic. These performance measures are de-
ployed in the application of the model to study adversarial flow in software-
defined industrial control networks as presented in section 3.4.

3.3.1 The Software-Defined Industrial Control Network

We consider the software-defined industrial control network proposed in
[16]. The data plane consists of Raspberry Pis (RPis), sensors, and actuators.
RPis are used for receiving packets from sensors and instructing the relevant
actuators to take actions based on the respective flow retrieved from the
flow table or corresponding controller [16]. An existing flow is retrieved
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from the flow table while a new flow is sent to the controller via a Packet-
In message. On getting the Packet-In message, the controller instructs the
RPi on how to forward the flow via a Packet-Out/Flow-MOD message. The
interaction between the data plane and the control plane occurs through the
southbound interface of the control plane.

Moreover, many recent measurement studies have shown that network
traffic in industrial control networks exhibits strong periodic patterns [17,
18, 19]. These are usually bursty and cannot be properly modelled using
Possion arrival process. Also, a peculiar characteristic of industrial control
network traffic is that there are a number of components interacting with
each other, which implies that the bursty and correlated nature of the traffic
can be captured by superposing multiple bursty sources. And considering
that the MMPP has shown to be an effective tool for capturing time-varying
arrival, it would be appropriate for modelling the bursty and correlated ar-
rival patterns of network traffic in software-defined industrial control net-
works [20, 6].

The MMPP is a doubly stochastic Poisson process with time-varying ar-
rival and can be obtained by varying the arrival rate of a Poisson process ac-
cording to an m-state irreducible continuous Markov chain that is indepen-
dent of the arrival process [20]. Several studies have exploited a two-state
MMPP to evaluate the performance of a network [21, 6]. Whilst it is possi-
ble to model the network traffic using a single distribution, we use multiple
similar distributions to capture the superposition of multiple bursty sources.
The superposition of MMPPs has shown to generate MMPP and if the pro-
cess to be superposed is identical, the complexity is greatly reduced [20].
This allows us to derive the analytical model; as the infinitesimal generator
matrix Q of the Markov chain and arrival matrix Λ can be parametrized as
follows:

Q =

[−ϕ1 ϕ1

ϕ2 −ϕ2

]
andΛ =

[
λ1 0
0 λ2

]

where ϕ1 is the transition rate from state 1 to 2, and ϕ2 is the rate out
of state 2 to 1. Also, λ1 and λ2 represent the traffic rates when the Markov
chain is in states 1 and 2, respectively. We can then obtain the average rate
of arrival λs of network traffic in industrial control networks as:

λs =
ϕ1λ2 + ϕ2λ1

ϕ1 + ϕ2
(3.1)

3.3.2 Queueing Network Model for Software-defined Industrial
Control Networks

We employ queueing network model here, to study the behaviour of net-
work traffic in software-defined industrial control networks. The arrival
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process of packet at the data plane of SDN deployed in industrial control
networks consists mainly of the network traffic modelled using MMPP. This
makes up the existing flow in the software-defined industrial control net-
works. However, there could be a new flow that needs the attention of the
control plane. This type of flow does not have an entry in the flow table of
the RPi (switch) and it would have to be processed by the control plane.

For the control plane, we consider the case of multiple controllers. Mul-
tiple controllers are usually deployed to improve the resilience of SDN ar-
chitecture. This is to ensure that the network continues to function even if
one of the controllers fails. The handover between the controllers in the case
of failure is initiated by the controllers themselves, which facilitates fast re-
covery from failure and also controllers load balancing [22]. The mechanism
used by the controllers to manage the data plane devices among themselves
is beyond the scope of this paper. Also, according to the OpenFlow speci-
fication [22], the data plane devices must connect to all the controllers they
are configured with and would try to maintain connectivity with all of them
concurrently. Hence, the packets departing from the data plane are simulta-
neously fed into the controllers in the control plane of the SDN architecture.
A more complex architecture for the controllers have been considered in
[23, 24] but for the purpose of the discussion in this paper, we are concen-
trating on this simple model.

The arrival process of packets at the controllers in the control plane is
dependent on the departure process of packets from the data plane. Tian
[15] have shown that the output process of the Markovial arrival process is
not a Markovial process, but rather, it becomes a Poisson process. Thus, like
most existing works on the analysis of SDN using queueing network mod-
els, we employ a Poisson arrival process with exponential service time dis-
tribution (M/M/1) to model the behaviour of the controllers in the control
plane [7, 12, 13, 11, 25, 8, 10]. Also, to obtain a more realistic characteriza-
tion of the controllers’ behaviour, we use a finite capacity queue of M/M/1
(M/M/1/K) for the controllers at the control plane. The queueing network
model used for this study is shown in figure 3.1, such that n < m.

From the queueing network model of the software-defined industrial
control network shown in figure 3.1, an arriving packet at the data plane is
checked to see if it belongs either an existing flow or if it is a new flow. The
probability that the arriving packet is a new flow is given as p. If the arriving
packet is a new flow, the packet is sent to the controllers in order to obtain
information on how the packet should be forwarded. In the case where the
arriving packet belongs to an existing flow, the packet is forwarded with a
probability of 1− p without consulting the controllers.
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Figure 3.1: Queueing Network Model for Software-defined Industrial Con-
trol Networks

3.3.3 Performance Measures

Let Ts be the forwarding time of a packet through the data plane, and Tc be
the forwarding time of a packet through the control plane, then we can ob-
tain the total forwarding time of a packet through the queueing network
model, T by dividing the packet forwarding into two cases: forwarding
without the intervention of control plane and forwarding with the involve-
ment of the control plane. The latter case consists of the sojourn time of the
packet (the expected time spent by the packet) in the data plane Ts, and the
sojourn time of the packet in the control plane Tc, while the former is just
the sojourn time of the packet in the data plane. Thus, we have:
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T =

{
Ts with probability 1− p

Ts + Tc with probability p

Also, we can obtain the total forwarding time of packet through the
queueing network model as:

T = (1− p)Ts + p(Ts + Tc)

= Ts + pTc (3.2)

The value of Ts, which is the average sojourn time in the data plane can
be calculated using the method proposed by Fischer and Meier-Hellstern
[20]:

Ts =
1

ρ
(

1

2(1− ρ)
(2ρ+ λsm1 − 2m1((1− ρ)g +m2πΛ)

(Q+ eπ)−1λe)− 1

2
λsm2)

(3.3)

where ρ is the traffic intensity at the data plane, given by ρ = λs/μs; m1

and m2 are the mean and the second moment of the service time, given by
m1 = 1/μs and m2 = 2/μs

2, respectively; ge = 1 and gμs = (1 − ρ)−1 [26];
π = (ϕ1, ϕ2)/(ϕ1 + ϕ2); and λe = (λ1, λ2).

In addition, the blocking probability Pbs that an arriving packet finds the
buffer full can be obtained by calculating the probability P ′

n, 0 ≤ n ≤ Ks

that there are n packets in a MMPP/M/1/K queue [27] and it is given by
[28]:

P ′
n =

(∑Ks

n=0 Pn × Λ× e
)−1

Pn × Λ× e (3.4)

Thus, the blocking probability Pbs can be written as [27]:

Pbs = P ′
Ks

(3.5)

For the value of Tc, the packet arriving at the control plane is obtained
from the packet departing from the data plane. Unlike the assumption
made by Maio et al. [6] that the packet departure process from the MMPP
queue is MMPP to allow for a tractable analytical model, we use results from
Tian [15] to model the packet arrival process at the control plane. The re-
sults show that the departure process of the Markovial arrival process is not
Markovial but rather, it becomes a Poisson process [15]. Hence, the packet
departure process of the Markovial arrival at the data plane, which is the
same as the packet arrival at the control plane λc can be obtained using the
Laplace transform matching method and it is given as [15]:

λc = μs(λ1λ2 + λ1ϕ2 + λ2ϕ1) (3.6)
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Given that Nc is the number of packets in the M/M/1/K queue at the
control plane, the average number of packets at the control plane E[Nc] can
be calculated using the standard formula given as:

E[Nc] =
ρ(1− (K + 1)ρK +KρK+1)

(1− ρ)(1− ρK+1)
(3.7)

where ρ is the traffic intensity at the control plane (λc/μc) and K is the
buffer size .

We can then derive the value of Tc, which is the average sojourn time in
the control plane using Little’s Law as follows:

Tc =
ρK+1(Kρ−K − 1) + ρ

λc(1− ρ)(1− ρK)
(3.8)

The blocking probability, which is the probability that an arriving packet
finds the system full is given as:

Pbc = ρK
1− ρ

1− ρK+1
(3.9)

3.4 Modelling the Adversarial Flow Using the Queueing
Network Model

In this section, we investigate the effect of adversarial flow in software-
defined industrial control networks using the developed queueing network
model. We model the adversarial flow by aggregating the adversarial traffic
and the regular traffic. We assume that the attacker has probabilistic knowl-
edge of the regular traffic and using this assumption, we observe how an
attacker may vary the arrival rate of the adversarial traffic to increase the
average sojourn time of traffic in the network leading to a breach of QoS re-
quirement. The main objective of the attacker is to cause a denial of service
(DoS) attack.

3.4.1 The Adversarial Flow Model

In order to model the adversarial flow, there are different hierarchies of mod-
els that may be considered. These hierarchies of models would be based on
how much knowledge the adversary is using to formulate the adversarial
flow model. The first level of the model involves the superposition of the
adversarial traffic and the regular traffic. In the second level of the model, a
stochastic model of the legitimate traffic can be used for the modelling the
adversarial flow. Furthermore, the third level of the model involves the use
of actual observation of the regular traffic for modelling the adversarial flow.
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Although the hierarchy of models describes a spectrum of how much
information we allow the attacker to have when formulating the model,
we present the first level of the model in this subsection. Along that spec-
trum, what we then describe is the simplified version of the adversarial flow
model to show the utility of our model. We assume that the attacker has
some knowledge of the existing flow and is able to create the model of the
regular flow. This will allow the attacker to adapt future adversarial flow
by looking at the historical flows that have been seen. The attacker does
not need to see the actual traffic, but rather the model of the traffic can be
employed to adapt the adversarial flow. It is then possible for the attacker
to use the knowledge of the model to modify the adversarial flow in such a
way that it could increase the average sojourn time of network traffic which
may cause a DoS attack.

The first level of the modelling, which is the superposition of the adver-
sarial traffic and the regular traffic is shown in figure 3.2. The arrival rate of
traffic λs to the queueing network model is then the ratio of the arrival rate
of regular traffic λR as in (3.1), and that of the adversarial traffic λA (which
is under the control of the attacker). Already, we have assumed that the
adversary knows the model of the regular traffic, which implies that the ad-
versary is aware that the regular traffic follows MMPP arrival process. We
can then evaluate how an adversary can adapt the arrival rate of the adver-
sarial traffic by looking at the regular traffic such that the average sojourn
time of network traffic is increased in the next subsection.

λs = λR/λA μ

Figure 3.2: Superimposing Regular Flow and Adversarial Flow

3.4.2 Evaluation of the Model

The purpose of this evaluation is to study the effectiveness of adding an
adversarial flow in breaching QoS parameters. To do this, we parametrize
the queueing network model by first assuming that the traffic rates of the
regular traffic are same as the traffic rates of the adversarial traffic. This is to
allow us to examine how an intelligent attacker may manipulate the arrival
rate of the adversarial flow against the regular traffic in such a way that the
probability of the network traffic breaching QoS requirement is high. An
explicit estimate of the combined traffic can then be obtained such that we
take the regular traffic and express the adversarial traffic as an addition with
some probability of extra traffic.
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The remaining variables of the queueing network model are parametrized
as follows. We assume that the service rate of the data plane is same as
the control plane, the infinitesimal generator of the MMPP arrivals is set as
ϕ1 = 0.06 and ϕ2 = 0.03, and we use the same buffer sizes for both the data
plane and the control plane. Also, we use the result from [7] that show the
probability that an arriving packet is a new flow, p = 0.04 as the worst case
estimate. By varying the arrival rate of the adversarial traffic against the
regular traffic, we observe the condition under which the adversarial traffic
would increase the average sojourn time of traffic in the network.

In the scenario that we described, an attacker with some knowledge of
the regular traffic can increase the arrival rate of the adversarial traffic in
order to increase the average sojourn time of traffic in the network. The
attacker may continue to increase the arrival rate of the adversarial traffic in
a stealthy way to avoid detection until it causes the network to breach the
QoS requirement. This implies that given a regular traffic with parameters
in the preceding paragraphs, if the attacker is able to create adversarial flow
with parameters described in figure 3.3 then there would be a breach of QoS
requirement.

Figure 3.3: Average Sojourn Time vs Arrival Rate of Adversarial Traffic

We can infer from our study that the probability of breaching the QoS
requirements of network traffic in software-defined industrial control net-
works would increase with a knowledgeable attacker. An attacker with
some knowledge of the regular traffic is able to manipulate the arrival rate
of the adversarial flow according to the nature of the regular traffic. By so
doing, the attacker can launch an attack at the right time so as to trigger an
adverse effect or event. Therefore, the arrival rate of the adversarial flow
would have to be at least higher than the arrival rate of the regular traffic,
so that the probability of this breaching the boundary is high.
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Considering the attacker’s objective, this can effectively create an opti-
mization problem with a number of constraints. The optimization problem
is not a static optimization, but has constraints that can be expressed in the
form of functions. This is because the attacker is modulating based on the
existing bursty traffic. In addition, the attacker does not just create a DoS at-
tack, but is constrained by the number of adversarial flows that can be used
to maximise disruption and stealthiness at the same time. We are formulat-
ing this as standard optimization problem, but we are not dealing with the
optimization part here, because it is a well-known and well-solved problem.

We can then say that given the constraints faced by the attacker which
can be expressed in the form of functions, these would be the criteria for
getting the sojourn time over the threshold that could result in a DoS at-
tack. These constraints have to be solvable by the attacker to achieve the de-
sired goal (i.e., DoS attack). Under these constraints, the attacker can adapt
some parameters like the arrival rate to increase the average sojourn time
of network traffic. Although there are more clever ways of modulating the
attacker traffic than the superposition with some knowledge of the regular
traffic, we use the idea here to show the capability of an intelligent attacker.

3.5 Conclusions and Future Work

Research in the applicability of SDN for industrial control networks is still
on-going and consideration for how adversarial flow may impact network
traffic in software-defined industrial control networks is very pertinent. In
this paper, we have proposed an analytical model using a queueing net-
work model to study the behaviour of network traffic in software-defined
industrial control networks. We have observed that the network traffic in
industrial control networks exhibit strong periodic patterns and we approx-
imated the arrival process at the data plane using MMPP. Also, we derived
the performance measures for the analytical model and then applied the
model to study the effect of adversarial flow in software-defined industrial
control networks.

Our study indicates that an adversary with some knowledge of the reg-
ular traffic is able to increase the arrival rate of the adversarial traffic in such
a way that it is higher than that of the regular traffic to increase the aver-
age sojourn time of traffic in the network. It is also possible for the attacker
to continue to increase the arrival rate of the adversarial traffic in a covert
manner. This ensures that the intrusion detection system will not notice the
additional malicious traffic until the QoS requirement has been breached.

There are several directions for future research within the analysis of
software-defined industrial control networks using queueing networks. One
direction is to layer a particular application domain on top of the queueing
network model. For example, it is possible to consider the condition under
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which the adversarial flow in SDN deployed for IEC 61850 substation could
breach the performance bounds as specified by the standard. Another di-
rection is to investigate refinements of the probability density function of
the regular traffic and to derive its performance metrics. This could then be
referenced when the regular traffic is combined with adversarial traffic to
study the effect of adversarial flow.
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Abstract

Adversarial models are well-established for cryptographic proto-
cols, but distributed real-time protocols have requirements that these
abstractions are not intended to cover. The IEEE/IEC 61850 standard
for communication networks and systems for power utility automation
in particular not only requires distributed processing, but in case of the
generic object oriented substation events and sampled value (GOOSE/
SV) protocols also hard real-time characteristics. This motivates the
desire to include both quality of service (QoS) and explicit network
topology in an adversary model based on a π-calculus process algebraic
formalism based on earlier work. This allows reasoning over process
states, placement of adversarial entities and communication behaviour.
We demonstrate the use of our model for the simple case of a replay
attack against the publish/subscribe GOOSE/SV subprotocol, showing
bounds for non-detectability of such an attack.

4.1 Introduction

Real-time communication protocols are among the most prominent commu-
nication protocols used in networked critical infrastructures. They are used
to monitor and control industrial automation processes deployed in criti-
cal infrastructures including power stations, power and water distribution,
and traffic systems. The resilience of networked critical infrastructures is
depended on the ability of the communication protocols used in such envi-
ronments to adapt well in the face adversarial actions.

Adversary model describes the capabilities of an attacker [1] and facili-
tates reasoning about how a system may be compromised. The conventional
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adversary models are not suitable for capturing the capabilities of an at-
tacker in IEC 61850 environment due to the stringent QoS requirements and
the network topology [2]. Also, the conventional adversary models do not
consider the network topology of IEC 61850 because they assume that there
is a point-to-point communication between all parties. Thus, it is important
to develop an adversary model which takes into account the constraints im-
posed on an attacker with the intention of attacking the IEC 61850 real-time
communication protocols.

We therefore propose an adversary model for IEC 61850 real-time com-
munication protocols in this paper. First, we use IEC 61850 GOOSE mes-
saging service as an example, and derive its formalization using π-calculus
variant. We then show that the relative positions of the adversary in rela-
tion to the publisher, event notification service, and subscriber determine
the type of attacks that can be launched by an attacker. Lastly, we use our
model to describe a reply attack that can result in a denial of service (DoS)
attack.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents a gen-
eral discussion on real-time communication protocols and introduces the
π-calculus syntax. Section 4.3 discusses the related works. Section 4.4 de-
scribes the adversary model and its formalization using π-calculus variant.
Section 4.5 presents the application of our model. Section 4.6 concludes the
paper and presents future work.

4.2 Background

This section begins with a general discussion on real-time communication
protocols and presents IEC 61850 real-time communication protocols as ex-
amples of real-time communication protocols. A detailed discussion on IEC
61850, IEC 62351 and publish-subscribe communication model is presented.
The section concludes with a brief discussion on π-calculus which will be
used for the formalization of the IEC 61850 GOOSE Messaging Service and
the adversarial model.

4.2.1 Real-Time Communication Protocols

Real-time communication protocols can be referred to as the communication
protocols used in real-time systems. In real-time systems, “the correctness
of the system depends not only on the logical results of the computation,
but also on the time at which the results are produced” [3]. These types of
systems usually have stringent QoS requirements, and industrial applica-
tions constitute the major application area. Examples of industrial applica-
tions of real-time systems include but not limited to the following: industrial
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automation systems, process control systems, and supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) applications.

There are several features inherent in a real-time system which must be
considered by communication protocols to be deployed in such an environ-
ment. Among these features, the time constraint requirement is of interest in
this study because it relates to the QoS parameters that need to be fulfilled
by these real-time communication protocols. Every task in real-time sys-
tems is time bond and it is expected that a task must be completed within
the specified time. For example, if a message transmission time is 3ms, it
must be delivered within this time or be considered as lost. In this paper,
we present IEC 61850 real-time protocols as examples of real-time commu-
nication protocols and using them as a reference model for other protocols
that share similar characteristics, to discuss adversary model and to study
attacks against real-time communication protocols.

4.2.2 IEC 61850/IEC 62351

IEC 61850 provides a framework for substation integration which defines
the communication requirements of substations; the functional characteris-
tics, the structure of data in devices, naming conventions for the data, how
applications interact and control devices, and how conformity to the stan-
dard should be tested [4]. An important goal of the standard is to enable
interoperability among the components in and between substation automa-
tion systems. IEC 61850 also aims to support defined processes and pro-
cedures of utilities around the world and to provide future-proof standard
which may adopt to the dynamic nature of today’s environment [5].

In IEC 61850, all application functions, with the data interfaces to the
primary equipment are reduced to the smallest possible pieces, which may
interact with each other and could be implemented separately in intelligent
electronic devices (IEDs) [5]. The IEDs are divided into logical devices that
are implemented in servers residing in IEDs. These IEDs contain group of
logical nodes or functions, which include all data objects they need for the
function. Common classes are defined by the IEC 61850 standard, and ven-
dors of IED may implement the actual data objects based on the class in
the IED. The data objects have at least three attributes (value, quality, and
time stamp) and they may include other data objects as attributes. Also, IEC
61850 describes how the data objects may be accessed. These are services
that may be provided by abstract communication service interface (ACSI).
Some of the common services include querying object set, getting/setting
data values, controlling system objects, reporting, logging, GOOSE, and SV
[5]. All these services are initiated by applications and responded by servers.

Another important observation about IEC 61850 standard is that the de-
fined data objects and the set of abstract communication services (ACSI) are
mapped into specific protocols. The ISO/OSI communication stack consist-
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ing of Ethernet (layers 1 and 2) and TCP/IP (layers 3 and 4) and manu-
facturing messaging specification, MMS, (layers 5 to 7) was chosen for the
mapping [5]. While the data object model and its services are mapped to
the application layer, only time-critical services, such as SV and GOOSE are
mapped directly to the Ethernet link layer. In addition, the MMS proto-
col uses a client/server communication mode that runs over TCP/IP, while
SV and GOOSE protocol deploy the publisher/subscriber methodology. Al-
though security is not defined by IEC 61850, a separate standard (IEC 62351)
may be used for implementing security measures.

IEC 62351 is the standard that provides security measures for a number
of TC57 protocols and parts 3, 4 and 6 of the standard relates to IEC 61850 se-
curity [6]. IEC 62351-3 discusses the security for profiles including TCP/IP,
IEC 62351-4 has to do with the security rules for MMS, while the security
of GOOSE message is the focus of IEC 62351-6 [6]. The aim of the standard
is to provide authentication and encryption for the IEC 61850 protocols to
prevent attacks against the protocols. Given that digital signatures and en-
cryption methods require a lot of time to generate and verify, the IEC 62351
standard observed that for applications using GOOSE messages with multi-
cast configurations and low CPU overhead, encryption is not recommended
[7]. In this paper, we are interested in understanding the adversarial model
for time-critical services (SV and GOOSE) and to investigate attacks against
such services.

4.2.3 Publish-Subscribe Communication Model

Publish-subscribe communication model as shown in figure 4.1 is a type of
communication model which involves two participants, where one acts as a
publisher and generates events; and the other as a subscriber and express in-
terest in an event or pattern of events, so as to be notified when the event or
pattern of events it indicated interest in, is/are generated [8]. The commu-
nication between the publisher and subscriber is anonymous in that both
are not aware of the existence of each other. The publisher just produces
events which are multi-cast to all the subscribers, and only the subscriber(s)
that have expressed interest in the published events would receive them.
In addition, the communication between the publisher and the subscriber
is achieved asynchronously because the subscriber does not have to be in a
blocked waiting state for an event to arrive, but rather, it is able to carry-out
concurrent operations.

In the actual implementation of the publisher-subscriber communication
model in IEC 61850 environment, taking GOOSE message communication
as an instance; the publishing IED writes the values into a local buffer at the
sending side, which is then multi-cast; while the subscribing IED(s) reads
the values from a local buffer at the receiving side [9]. The communica-
tion channel is saddled with the task of updating the local buffers of the
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Figure 4.1: Publish-Subscribe Communication Model

[8]

subscribers. And in the case of the publisher, GOOSE-Control-Block is re-
sponsible for controlling the overall communication mechanism.

According to the IEC 61850 standard, the transmission of GOOSE mes-
sage from the publisher to the subscriber is unidirectional and does not re-
quire an acknowledgement from the subscriber. The GOOSE message is
transmitted as T-DATA (transmitted data) on the multi-cast association. The
reliability of the communication is ensured by retransmitting the same mes-
sage with gradually increasing sequence number and retransmission time.
The retransmission interval is not specified by the standard. In addition, the
GOOSE message in the retransmission sequence carries a timeAllowedTo-
Live parameter, which is used to indicate the maximum time the subscriber
would have to wait for the next retransmission. Therefore, if a new GOOSE
message is not received within that time interval, the subscriber infers that
the message is lost. The semantics of the GOOSE message transmission
mechanism is shown in figure 4.2.

4.2.4 The π-Calculus

The π-calculus provides a formal mechanism to model communication among
processes over dynamic links [10]. A channel is an abstraction of the com-
munication link between processes, and processes interact by sending infor-
mation through these channels. An infinite set of names are used for com-
munication channels, and an infinite set of variables (x, y, z, etc ) are used to
define the terms. The set of processes can be defined by the syntax given in
table 4.1.

A composition P |Q behaves as if processes P and Q are running in par-
allel. Processes operate on channels to communicate with each other and
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Figure 4.2: Transmission of GOOSE Message

Table 4.1: Syntax of π-calculus

Term Semantics
P ::= Processes

0 empty process
x̄〈z〉.P output
x(y).P input
P +Q choice
P |Q parallel composition
!P replication

νx.P restriction
τ silent function/action

with the outside the network. The basic interaction is defined using x̄〈z〉.P
that defines an output process that is ready to output on channel x, or x(y).P
that defines an input process that is ready to receive a value over channel x.
The replication !P behaves as an infinite number of copies of P running in
parallel. The name restriction operator (νx.P ) is a process that makes a new,
private name x, and then behaves as P . τ represents the internal (silent) ac-
tion of a process that is not observable outside the scope of the process. 0 is
the empty process.

A variant of π-calculus is a widely used to model interacting systems rep-
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resenting concurrent computations whose configuration may change during
computation [11, 2]. Section 4.4 presents a model of the GOOSE messaging
service interaction using π-calculus that helps to analyse and understand
how the communication paradigm can be exploited by an adversary to ma-
nipulate substation system operations.

4.3 Related Works

Adversary model and attacks against real-time systems have been studied
over the past years. In this section, we present a discussion on the formal-
ization of attacks in real-time systems and a review of attacks against IEC
61850 in the literature.

4.3.1 Formalization of Attacks

One of the earliest works done on adversary model is presented by Dolev
and Yao in [1]. The Dolev-Yao model assumes that the attacker have com-
plete control over the network. Although the paper presented a formal
model with limited assumptions on the capabilities of the adversary, it is
the foundation on which subsequent adversary models were developed. Ef-
forts have been made in the past by several authors to formalize attacks for
real-time systems given the stringent QoS requirements and the fact that
the assumptions of the Dolev-Yao model can no longer hold in such con-
strained environments. The authors in [2] described a formal adversary ca-
pability model for SCADA environments and used π-calculus variant to rea-
son about adversarial actions. They argued that the Dolev-Yao model and
variants are not suitable for capturing the capabilities of an adversary in a
SCADA environment because of the segmented network architecture and
real-time processing.

Another interesting work on formalization of attacks was presented in
[12] where the authors proposed an adversary model which could be used
to study the security promises of real-time systems. In this work, the at-
tacker is assumed to be able to compromise both physical and cyber weak-
nesses of the systems and the adversary model was able to capture the capa-
bilities and spatial distribution of the adversary. In [13] the authors used a
state-based stochastic model to formalize the security properties of real-time
systems. They assumed that the system had Markovian property and con-
sidering that general probability distributions are assigned to its transitions,
the resulting model is a semi-Markov chain. Further, the proposed model is
then parametrized based on a time distribution describing the attacker and
the system behaviours over time.

A generalized attacker and attack models for real-time systems were pre-
sented in [14]. The authors described an attacker model for real-time sys-
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tems and used the attack models that were obtained from the attacker model
to generate parametrized attack methods for real-time systems. The authors
in [15] used the formalism of discrete event systems modelled as finite state
automata to reason about the problem of synthesizing an attack strategy for
real-time systems. The model presented in the work was able to capture
a class of deception attacks, where the attacker is capable of modifying a
subset of sensor reading in order to mislead the supervisor and forcing the
system into an undesirable state.

In addition, a formal approach for characterizing attacks in real-time sys-
tems was presented in [16]. The authors deployed formal methods to cap-
ture interactions in a real-time system and to reason about how the system
may be attacked. They used a hybrid process calculus to characterize both
the system and the attacks against the system. The adversary model used in
this work assumed that the adversary is not able to compromise the commu-
nication, but may compromise physical devices. Different from the works
presented so far, we present an adversary model specifically for IEC 61850
environment. Like most of the works, we argue that the Dolev-Yao model is
not suitable for modelling attacks against real-time systems. Thus, we use π-
calculus variant to first capture the multicast, publish-subscribe model and
then reason about how adversarial actions can compromise the system.

4.3.2 Attacks Against IEC 61850

Attacks against IEC 61850 have been studied over the past years. The au-
thors in [17] presented one of the earliest works on how IEC 61850 can be
attacked and the type of attack presented in this paper is referred to as spoof-
ing attack. In this work, the attacker is able to falsify GOOSE message in or-
der to trick the subscribers into accepting the falsified message as legitimate
GOOSE message from the publisher. Spoofing attack has also be investi-
gated by authors in [19, 20], and the authors [18] presented an approach for
real-time detection of attacks in IEC 61850, which is able to spot spoofing at-
tack by comparing changes in the values in the fields of GOOSE messages.

Injection attack is another type of attack that may be targeted against IEC
61850 real-time protocols. The attack exploits the lack of authentication of
the IEC 61850 real-time protocols to insert false data or malicious fault. This
type of attack has generated interest in recent years. A stealthy injection
attack against IEC 61850 GOOSE messaging service was described in [21].
The authors argued that lack of acknowledgement of received messages and
limited security protection makes the GOOSE service vulnerable to injection
attack. In the same way, authors in [22, 23] discussed false data injection
attacks. Also, a fault injection attack was presented in [24]. This type of
attack can be achieved by injecting computation errors in the target either
using invasive or non-invasive techniques [24].
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Furthermore, it is possible for an attacker to throngs false messages to
compete with legitimate messages for the shared network and computing
resources which in turn affects the delivery delay of legitimate messages.
This type of attack is referred to as flooding attack and it can result to not
meeting the timing constraint for message delivery of IEC 61850 real-time
protocols. The effects of flooding attacks on time-critical communications
in IEC 61850 substation were studied in [25, 26]. Both papers concluded
that the effects of flooding attacks are more severe in the wireless network
than in the wired network. In addition, the authors in [25] proposed the use
of bait message detection-based technique to combat the effects of flooding
attacks on time-critical communications in IEC 61850 substation.

An interesting attack peculiar to IEC 61850 real-time protocols is replay
attack, where an attacker is able to capture GOOSE or SV messages and then
send them without modification to the subscriber at a different time. The
goal of the attacker is to trick the subscriber to executing valid commands at
the wrong time, which may lead to compromising the normal functioning
of the substation. Replay attacks that can be targeted at IEC 61850 real-time
protocols were presented in [7] and they include: replay after stNum Reset
in the GOOSE protocol and cross receiver replay in the SV protocol. The
replay attack against GOOSE protocol exploits the stNum reset features to
launch an attack, while the replay attack targeted at the SV protocol exploits
the lack of control block reference to craft an attack [7]. Also, in [27] replay
attack was simulated on a cost-efficient software test-bed for cyber-physical
security in IEC-61850 substation and a network-based cyber intrusion sys-
tem which is able to detect replay attacks was described in [28].

Also, IEC 61850 standard assumes that the source of the timestamp mech-
anism is trustworthy but recent studies have shown that an attacker is able
to trick the timestamp mechanism to de-synchronize the time base of the sta-
tion [29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. For example, the authors in [30] demonstrated that
a delay box, which can be acquired easily in any fibre shop; is able to intro-
duce time delay by tricking a packet-based time synchronization protocol
and injecting an undetectable malicious offset. In addition, lack of message
authentication between the master and slave clocks makes the timestamp
mechanism vulnerable to attacks as shown in [29, 33]. The attacker is able
to exploit lack of message authentication to flood large number of spoofed
ANNOUNCE and SYNC packets against a precision time protocol (PTP)
network, forcing the slave’s clock out of sync with the master clock and the
rest of the network [33]. In contrast from these works, we develop an ad-
versary model specifically for the IEC 61850 environment. The developed
adversary model is then used to describe a replay attack that can results in
a DoS attack to show the application of our model.
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4.4 Formal Model

This section presents a formalization of the IEC 61850 GOOSE messaging
service using π-calculus variant and description of the adversarial model.

4.4.1 Model of the IEC 61850 GOOSE Messaging Service

We define a model of the IEC 61850 GOOSE messaging service using the π-
calculus that captures the publish-subscribe communication model. The ba-
sic publish-subscribe interaction relies on an event notification service that
provides storage and management for subscriptions and efficient delivery
of events. GOOSE messaging service allows the exchange of data between
two or more IEDs, where one IED (the publisher) publishes a message that
is delivered to a group destinations IEDs (the subscribes). Two instances can
trigger the sending of GOOSE messages, and figure 4.2 shows a sequence di-
agram for message interactions between the publisher, Event Notification Ser-
vice, and Subscribers. We consider three processes, P,N and S corresponding
to the publisher, event notification service and subscribe, respectively. The
processes are considered to start with their parallel composition (P |N |S),
where P and N are connected by a channel cPN , and N and S by a channel
cNS . The publisher uses cPN channel for sending a message to the event
notification service, and the event notification service use cNS channel for
sending a message to the subscriber(s). In informal notation, we may write
this communication as follows:

P → N : M on channel cPN

N → S : M on channel cNS

A π-calculus description of this message interaction is:

P (M) = cPN 〈M〉
N = cPN (x).cNS〈x〉

S = cNS(x).x(y)

Inst(M) = (νcPN )(νcNS)(P (M)|N |S)

Inst(M) describes one instance of the GOOSE protocol, and a publisher
sends a publish (M) message in a specific event to the event notification ser-
vice, and it will forward the message to any subscribers interested in that
event. However, if an event trigger occurs, the publisher keeps retransmit-
ting the publish message until it reaches the stable retransmission time. The
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message interaction when an event (E) occurs can be described as follows:

P → N : M on channel cPN

N → S : M on channel cNS

N → S : E on channel cNS

.........

N → S : M on channel cNS

Case 2 can be represented using the π-calculus as follows.

if(t = T0)

P (M) = cPN 〈M〉
N = cPN (x).cNS〈x〉

S = cNS(x).x(y)

Inst(M) = (νcPN )(νcNS)(P (M)|N |S)
else

for(t = Ti(i = 1)); t ≤ TstableCondition; t++)

N(E) = cPN 〈E〉
S = cNS(x).x(z)

endfor

Inst(M) = (νcPN )(νcNS)(P (M)|N |S)|(νcPN )

(νcNS)(N(E)|S)
The Publisher IED starts by sending a Publish message to the event notifi-
cation service. The event notification service publishes the message on the
cPN channel to the subscriber IEDs. When an event occurs the publisher
retransmits the message with a new Publish message.

4.4.2 Adversary Model

An adversary refers to an attacker, often with malicious intent, undertaking
an attack on a system or protocol [34]. The goal of the adversary is to disrupt
or prevent proper operation of a secure system (e.g., by violating the confi-
dentiality, data integrity or availability of the system). An adversary model
is a formalization of an attacker in a computer or networked system. We de-
scribe an adversarial model for the IEC 61850 GOOSE publisher-subscriber
communication model. In Dolev-Yao adversary model [1], an adversary can
control network operations. The assumption on the capabilities of an ad-
versary is very strong in Dolev-Yao model, but it is customized to the IEC
61850 application and communication requirements. Our model allows us
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characterize IEC 61850 network topology explicitly in the form of processes
and messages.

The features of publish/subscribe services are the causes of the vulnera-
bilities that an adversary can use to perform an attack and violate the secu-
rity goals of the service [35, 36, 37, 38]. The adversarial model can be used
to describe how different attackers may attack different entities of the pub-
lish/subscribe service (publisher, Event Notification Service, and subscribes).
Thus, we consider malicious adversaries who can have access to the net-
work communication of the GOOSE publish-subscribe messaging service
and can observe, insert, and modify events and subscriptions, In other words,
we consider adversaries who will attempt to violate confidentiality of events
by observing them, and violate integrity and authentication by inserting /
injecting fake events and subscriptions. An adversary can be modelled as
an arbitrary process running in parallel with the protocol, which can inter-
act with the protocol in order to gain information.

In the following subsections we describe the adversarial capabilities to per-
form security attacks using π-calculus with respect to the entities of the
GOOSE publish-subscribe messaging service.

4.4.2.1 Publisher(s)

An adversary may attempt to spoof the identity of a legitimate publisher
and send incorrect or fake application data to the pub-sub network nodes.
Example of attacks include spoofing and flooding attacks. For instance,
malicious publisher(s) can flood the network with a large number of bo-
gus messages from the publisher(s) to the Event Notification Service using
channel cPN . A π-calculus description of case 1 message interaction with a
malicious publisher Padv can be given as follows:

P (M)adv = cPN 〈M〉
N = cPN (x).cNS〈x〉

S = cNS(x).x(y)

Instadv(M) = (νcPN )(νcNS)(P (M)adv|N |S)

Instadv(M) describes one instance of the GOOSE protocol, and the com-
promised publisher sends a publish (M) message in a specific event to the
event notification service, and the notification service will forward the mod-
ified message to any subscribers interested to that event.

4.4.2.2 Event Notification Service

An adversary can target an Event Notification Service to intercept messages,
mis-forward messages, or modify messages. For example, an adversary can
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intercept and modify the message forwarded by the Event Notification Ser-
vice to the Subscribers. A π-calculus description of case 2 message interac-
tion with a compromised notification service Nadv can be given as follows:

if(t = T0)

P (M) = cPN 〈M〉
Nadv = cPN (x).cNS〈x〉

S = cNS(x).x(y)

Inst(M)adv = (νcPN )(νcNS)(P (M)|Nadv|S)
else

for(t = Ti(i = 1)); t ≤ TstableCondition; t++)

N(Eadv) = cPN 〈E〉
S = cNS(x).x(z)

endfor

Inst(M)adv = (νcPN )(νcNS)(P (M)|Nadv|S)|
(νcPN )(νcNS)(N(E)adv|S)

When an event occurs the publisher retransmits a new publish message, the
ability to modify a message is dependent on the message channel contain-
ing the compromised notification service Nadv . This is possible because the
compromise of N provides the adversary a message channel to/from each
subscriber node.

4.4.2.3 Subscriber(s)

An adversary may use the subscriber(s) as a potential point of vulnerability
in the system if that subscriber does not provide adequate controls on the
information received. The adversary may also attempt to spam or flood the
pub-sub network with duplicate or fake subscriptions and un-subscriptions.
Example of attacks include eavesdropping and replay attacks. For instance,
an adversary may be only interested in eavesdropping messages between
the Event Notification Service and the subscriber(s). Thus, its definition is
to listen or observe messages continuously on the channel cNS over which
the Event Notification Service and the subscriber(s) are communicating.

4.5 Application of Our Model

To show the utility of our model, we describe a replay attack that can result
in DoS attack in this subsection. The attack involves capturing GOOSE or SV
messages and then sending them back to the subscribers at a different time
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without modification. It exploits the lack of integrity checks in the IEC 61850
real-time communication protocols. This is because the use of encryption is
not recommended so as not to breach the deadlines of time critical services
[7]. However, the attacker would try to avoid detection and as such would
be constrained by the number of messages which can be injected to achieve
the desired end. Also, we assume that the attacker cannot sit anywhere in-
side the network but would have to choose limited number of places inside
the network from which to launch the attack. A scenario of publishing IED’s
data to the subscribers is shown in the figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Publishing IED’s data to the subscribers

[39]

The success of a replay attack in GOOSE/SV scenario above will de-
pend on the timing relationship between the replay and the retransmission.
We define the ordering condition and formally derive constraints on the at-
tacker’s success. The constraints are based on the semantics of the process
as it is described i.e. ordering of messages.

The ordering of the messages would depend on whether the replay oc-
curs before the state change of the publisher. As long as the sender is re-
transmitting the same measurement value, it does not have an impact on the
replay. However, if the retransmission gets to the point where the publisher
transition from one value to the other, it is at this point that the attacker
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may exploit to insert previously captured message. There is a relatively nar-
row window when retransmission matters for a reply attack and that is the
constraint an attacker would have to deal with, for the attack to succeed.

We provide a π-calculus description of replay attack that can result in
DoS attack, given the constraints imposed on the attacker is given as follows:

if(t = T0)

P (M) = cPN 〈M〉
Nadv = cPN (x).cNS〈x〉

S = cNS(x).x(y)

Inst(M)adv = (νcPN )(νcNS)(P (M)|Nadv|S)
else

for(t = Ti(i = 1)); t ≤ TstableCondition; t++)

N(E)adv = cPN 〈E〉
S = cNS(x).x(z)

endfor

Inst(M)adv = (νcPN )(νcNS)(P (M)|Nadv|S)|
(νcPN )(νcNS)(N(E)adv|S)

The compromised notification service Nadv replay or delays messages
from the Publisher to the Subscribers using the message channel from N
to S (cNS), and the subscriber IEDs receive the message to perform certain
actions or not. When an event occurs (N(E)adv), the replay attack can be
performed continuously during message retransmissions to cause denial of
service for the subscriber IEDs.

The attacker may also reorder the messages to cause disruption by swap-
ping the order of messages that the publisher sends to the subscribers. For
example, if the publisher sends messages (Mi = m1,m2,m3), an attacker at
the notification service can reorder this message and send to the subscribers
in different orders (e.g., Mj = m2,m1,m3) while continuing to maintain
stealthiness. A π-calculus description of message reordering attack can be
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given as follows:

if(t = T0)

P (Mi) = cPN 〈Mi〉
N(Mj)adv = cPN (x).cNS〈x〉

S = cNS(x).x(y)

Inst(M)adv = (νcPN )(νcNS)(P (Mi)|N(Mj)adv|S)
else

for(t = Ti(i = 1)); t ≤ TstableCondition; t++)

N(E)adv = cPN 〈E〉
S = cNS(x).x(z)

endfor

Inst(M)adv = (νcPN )(νcNS)(P (Mi)|N(Mj)adv|S)|
(νcPN )(νcNS)(N(E)adv|S)

The undetectability property can be formalised as observational equivalence
[10]. It is a notion that allows expressing flexible notions of security prop-
erties by requiring observational equivalence between a protocol and an ide-
alized version of it, that realizes the desired properties. In the message re-
ordering attack, the publisher P is as usual, but the notification service N
is replaced with a variant Nadv that intercept and reorder the messages to
send to the subscribers. A simplified π-calculus description of the proto-
col instance and its modified variant with the message reordering attack is
given as follows:

P (Mi) = cPN 〈Mi〉
N(Mi) = cPN (x).cNS〈x〉

S = cNS(x).x(y)

Inst(Mi) = (νcPN )(νcNS)(P (Mi)|N(Mi)|S)

The modified protocol instance with the message reordering

P (Mi) = cPN 〈Mi〉
N(Mj)adv = cPN (x).cNS〈x〉

S = cNS(x).x(y)

Inst(Mi)adv = (νcPN )(νcNS)(P (Mi)|N(Mj)adv|S)

The undetectability property can be stated in terms of equivalences: if N(Mi) �
N(Mj)adv , for any Mi,Mj , then Inst(Mi) � Inst(Mi)adv . This means that if
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N(Mi) is indistinguishable from N(Mj)adv , then the protocol instance with
message Mi is indistinguishable from the protocol instance with message
Mj (the protocol instance with the reordering message attack). In this attack,
it is not necessary to add attack vectors as it does not require modification
or bad data injection into the intermediate nodes. However, we assume that
all data is subjected to outlier removal or detection which is usually a residue
test to filter bad data. Thus, the reordering attack should be stealthy to cir-
cumvent the detection test. This is to maximize the impact I of swapping
while keeping the message reordering to the minimum, and an optimiza-
tion problem can be formulated as minMj I s.t. ||Mj || ≤ μ, where μ > 0
is the desired bound on the size of attack that the bad data detection test is
not triggered.

4.6 Conclusion and Future Work

Networked critical infrastructures should be designed with resilience in mind
and an understanding of how adversarial actions may affect the communi-
cation protocols deploy in such systems is an essential step in that direction.
We have noted that the conventional adversary models are not suitable for
IEC 61850 environment and thus, there is a need for adversary model that
captures the stringent QoS constraints and the network topology. Also, we
presented using π-calculus variant the limitations placed on the attacker and
using this understanding, we described a replay attack that can result in a
DoS attack, to show the application of our model.

Future work will include modelling of timing attacks against IEC 61850
real-time communication protocols using our model, so as to provide the
basis for a resilient mechanism to mitigating such attacks. The attack models
would not only help in understanding and mitigating attacks against IEC
61850 real-time communication protocols but also may be used for other
protocols that share similar characteristics.
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Abstract

The threat landscape is constantly evolving. As attackers continue
to evolve and seek better methods of compromising a system; in the
same way, defenders continue to evolve and seek better methods of
protecting a system. Threats are events that could cause harm to the
confidentiality, integrity, or availability of information systems, through
unauthorized disclosure, misuse, alteration, or destruction of informa-
tion or information system. The process of developing and applying
a representation of those threats, to understand the possibility of the
threats being realized is referred to as threat modelling. Threat mod-
elling approaches provide defenders with a tool to characterize poten-
tial threats systematically. They include the prioritization of threats and
mitigation based on probabilities of the threats being realized, the busi-
ness impacts and the cost of countermeasures. In this paper, we provide
a review of asset-centric threat modelling approaches. These are threat
modelling techniques that focus on the assets of the system being threat
modelled. First, we discuss the most widely used asset-centric threat
modelling approaches. Then, we present a gap analysis of these meth-
ods. Finally, we examine the features of asset-centric threat modelling
approaches with a discussion on their similarities and differences.

5.1 Introduction

Threats are events that could cause harm to the confidentiality, integrity,
or availability (CIA model [1]) of information systems, through unautho-
rized disclosure, misuse, alteration, or destruction of information or infor-
mation system [5]. The process of developing and applying a representation
of those threats, to understand the possibility of the threats being realized
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is referred to as threat modelling. It includes selecting a threat modelling
framework and populating that framework with specific values (e.g. adver-
sary expertise, attack patterns and attack events) as relevant to the intended
scope (e.g. architectural layers or stakeholder concerns). The populated
framework can then be used to construct threat scenarios; characterize con-
trols, technologies, or research efforts; and/to share threat information and
responses [2].

Threat modelling methodologies are very few; although there are sev-
eral frameworks or threat classification models that are usually combined
and leveraged by threat modelling methodologies [4]. The choice of threat
modelling approach to adopt for a particular situation is dependent on the
business objectives. It follows that the first step towards choosing the threat
modelling technique to use for a system is to have a clear understanding of
what the system being threat modelled is supposed to do. Basically, there
are no good or bad threat modelling methods but rather, there are good and
bad threat modelling approaches for a particular system.

There are three main approaches that are usually deployed for threat
modelling activities and they include: the approaches that focus on the as-
sets of the system being threat modelled, which are referred to as asset-
centric threat modelling approaches; the approaches that focus on the at-
tackers, also called the attack-centric threat modelling approaches; and the
approaches that focus on the software or the system, which are referred to as
software-centric or system-centric threat modelling approaches [6]. We are
mainly concern with the asset-centric threat modelling approaches in this
paper.

In this paper, we provide a review of asset-centric threat modelling ap-
proaches. First, we examine the general objectives and benefits of threat
modelling. Also, we present a discussion on the existing threat modelling
approaches and justification for reviewing asset-centric threat modelling ap-
proaches. We observe that DREAD (damage, reproducibility, exploitability,
affected users, discoverability), Trike, OCTAVE (operationally threat asset,
and vulnerability evaluation) and PASTA (process for attack simulation and
threat analysis) are the most widely used asset-centric threat modelling ap-
proaches. The limitation of these approaches is presented. We also examine
the features of the asset-centric threat modelling approaches. And using
these features, we present a discussion on their similarities and differences.
The overall goal of this review is to serve as a foundation for selecting asset-
centric threat modelling approaches and to further advance the use of asset-
centric methodologies in threat modelling activities.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 5.2 examines the
general objectives and benefits of threat modelling. Also, a discussion on the
existing threat modelling approaches is presented with the justification for
reviewing asset-centric threat modelling approaches. Section 5.3 presents
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state-of-the-art of the most widely used asset-centric threat modelling ap-
proaches. Section 5.4 presents gap analysis of the asset-centric threat mod-
elling approaches reviewed. Section 5.5 discusses the similarities and dif-
ferences of the asset-centric threat modelling approaches based on their fea-
tures. Section 5.6 concludes the paper and present future work.

5.2 Background

In this section, we examine the general objectives and benefits of threat
modelling. We also present a discussion on the existing threat modelling
approaches and justification for reviewing the state-of-the art in the asset-
centric threat modelling approaches in this paper.

5.2.1 Threat Modelling

Threat modelling is a systematic approach for characterizing potential threats
to a system. It ensures completeness by including the prioritization of threats
and mitigation based on probabilities, business impacts and cost of coun-
termeasures. Threat modelling provides a means of evaluating all possible
risks throughout the system and not just concentrating on where flaws are
expected to be discovered [7]. It is also useful in ranking the likelihood of
a threat being realized. An essential step for threat modelling is having an
understanding of assets and threats [4].

Assets are usually discrete data entities, but they can be physical ob-
jects, which feature in the business rules of a system [7]. Assets are artefacts
which are important to a specific problem domain of a system, and not just
in the actual implementation of a system. Identifying assets can be a very
challenging endeavour, but it is the initial step that needs to be carried out
in order to understand the amount of resource which can be allocated for
threat modelling activities. Also, the amount of threats increases geometri-
cally as the number of assets increases [7].

UcedaVelez and Morana [4] observe that most organizations, businesses,
and governments depend on sources such as threat intelligence for the ac-
quisition of threat knowledge. It is obvious that threats would mean dif-
ferent things to different types of organizations. For instance, in the case
of private organization, potential threats are those targeting their business
assets. For government organizations, potential threats are those relating to
national security. Analysing the potential threat scenarios that target an or-
ganization’s assets is important in determining the likelihood of the threats
being realized.

Once the analysis of the potential threat scenarios has been concluded
and it shows that the system being threat modelled is at risk, the next step
of the risk mitigation strategy is to determine if similar assets are also ex-
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posed and can be affected [4]. Also, it is important to consider whether the
mitigation measures suggested are able to eliminate the risk to the system
without creating additional security threats. This ensures a wholistic mitiga-
tion measures are adopted to reduce the business impact of the threat being
realized.

Another important factor to consider during threat modelling is the busi-
ness impact of a threat being realized. A business impact is different from
information security risk in that it measures the economic impact caused
by either the loss or the compromise of an asset while information security
risk affects the confidentiality, integrity and availability of data [4]. Deter-
mining the business impact requires a consideration for the business con-
text in which the system operates. This can be achieved by examining at a
high level, the assets of the system and the functionality the system provides
based on these assets.

In general, threat modelling involves a great amount of effort and re-
sources of so many individuals beyond those of information security [4].
It encourages collaboration and as such, the threat modelling methodology
that should be deployed for a particular system may have to consider how
collaboration can be fostered. The next subsection presents the different
threat modelling approaches. We agree with the authors in [4] that none of
these approaches are flawed but rather the way in which they are selected
may be flawed.

5.2.2 Threat Modelling Approaches

Threat modelling approaches can be categorized according to the focus of
the approaches. These approaches include those that focus on the assets
of the system being threat modelled, which are referred to as asset-centric
threat modelling approaches; the approaches that focus on the attackers,
also called attack-centric threat modelling approaches; and the approaches
that focus on the software or the system, which are referred to as software-
centric or system-centric threat modelling approaches [6]. Deciding which
of the method to deploy depends on the system being threat modelled and
the tools available.

Asset-centric threat modelling approaches focus on the assets of the sys-
tem being threat modelled. It involves analysing the information loss or
business impact of targeted assets. Asset-centric threat modelling can be ex-
tended beyond identifying the motives and intentions of the attacker to in-
corporating the discovery of security gaps for the system environment [4].
Although, asset-centric threat modelling is not concerned about flaws or in-
secure coding/design practices, it could be used to uncover possible threats
scenarios.

Attack-centric threat modelling approaches include those approaches that
focus on the attacker. The idea here is to examine the threats against a sys-
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tem from the perspective of an attacker. Attack-centric threat modelling ap-
proach aims to identify which threats can be successfully executed against a
system given a number of identified misuse cases, vulnerabilities, and more
[4]. Also, the approach attempts to examine the motive, sources and relative
identity of the attacker or group associated with the attacker as these can
help to uncover the approach and resources of the attacker [4].

System-centric threat modelling approaches focus on the system being
threat modelled. They first consider the design model of the system un-
der consideration. The objective of these approaches is to ensure that the
complexity of the system being threat modelled is well understood before
considering threats the system may be exposed to. System-centric threat
modelling approaches expects those involved in threat modelling of a sys-
tem, to have a good grasp of the system they are developing [6].

In this paper, we interested in understanding the state-of-the-art in asset-
centric threat modelling approaches. It is usually the case that most busi-
nesses have a clear understanding of their business objectives and assets
to be protected. Also, the system to be threat modelled and the business
impacts of threats being realized are likely to be known. Thus, the obvi-
ous threat modelling approaches that can be employed for the protection
of assets, understanding and managing business risks for most businesses
are the asset-centric threat modelling approaches. Therefore, we present
this review to serve as a basis for selecting or combining the appropriate
asset-centric threat modelling approaches and to further advance the use of
asset-centric threat modelling techniques.

5.3 The State-of-the-Art in Asset-Centric Threat Modelling
Approaches

In this section, we present a review of asset-centric threat modelling ap-
proaches. We observe that the most widely used asset-centric threat mod-
elling approaches are DREAD, Trike, OCTAVE, and PASTA. We use this un-
derstanding to present a discussion on the state-of-the-art in asset-centric
threat modelling approaches.

5.3.1 DREAD

DREAD is an acronym for Damage potential, Reproducibility, Exploitabil-
ity, Affected users, and Discoverability. It is an asset-centric threat modelling
approach developed by Microsoft. DREAD uses the traditional qualitative
risk rating (HIGH, MEDIUM, LOW) with a qualitative risk rating 3,2,1 ap-
plied respectively. In general, DREAD threat modelling approach uses a
scoring system to calculate the probability of occurrence for each of the iden-
tified areas of the asset being threat modelled. By combining the risk rating
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values obtained, DREAD threat modelling approach is able to predict the
probability of occurrence of each threat identified during the threat mod-
elling process [4].

The Damage potential refers to the level of havoc that could be done to
users and the organization if an attack were to succeed. Damage could be
concrete, such as financial liability or abstract, such as damage to organiza-
tion’s reputation. Also, it depends on the nature of the attack and the assets
being targeted. Reproducibility measures the easy with which the attack
can be replicated. The goal is to measure the effort that would be expended
by an attacker for the realization of an attack and use such measure, in the
scoring system. If an attack can be reproduced with much ease, the attack
would be rated high in the scoring system as against an attack that cannot
be reproduced with much ease.

The remaining letters of DREAD are described as follows. Exploitability
describes the possibility of an attacker taking advantage of a vulnerability.
Several exploits exist and they can be classified as those that are easily un-
derstood and could be accomplished by anyone and those that are difficult
that required specialized skills to achieve. This understanding is used to rate
threat that have high level of exploitability as high risk in the scoring system
and those with low level of exploitability as low risk. Affected users refers
to the number of users that will be affected by the realization of a particular
threat. A threat that is likely to affect a great number of users when realized
would have a higher risk factor rating compared to a threat that is likely
to affect a limited number of users. Discoverability describes the ease with
which the vulnerability is uncovered. There are threat that are very difficult
to learn and those that can be learn with ease. Hence, a threat that is very
difficult to learn would be rated lower than those that has been released in
the public domain. The DREAD approach is summarised in figure 5.1.

Although DREAD is an asset-centric threat modelling approach, several
of its application in the literature is in combination with STRIDE (spoofing,
tampering, repudiation, information disclosure, denial of service, and ele-
vation of privilege) model [10, 11, 20, 17, 12]. In this type of approach, the
DREAD scoring scheme is used to identify the likelihood that an attack is
able to exploit a particular threat.

5.3.2 Trike

Trike offers a threat modelling approach which is asset-centric and it achieves
that through the generation of threat models in a reliable, and repeatable
manner [7]. It facilitates constructive interaction among relevant stakehold-
ers by providing standardized framework for reasoning about threats that a
system would have to overcome. The achievement of Trike objectives entail
the following [7]:
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Figure 5.1: DREAD Summary

[8]

• With assistance from the system stakeholders, ensure that the risk the
system presents to each asset is acceptable to all stakeholders.

• Be able to tell whether that have been done.

• Communicate what have been done and it effects to the stakeholders.

• Empower stakeholders to understand and reduce the risks to them-
selves and other stakeholders implied by their actions within their do-
mains.

Another important observation about Trike is that it follows a defensive
approach. Understanding the system itself and the environment in which
the system is going to be used is more important when using Trike threat
modelling approach than understanding the capability of an attacker. This
is because without a complete knowledge of the system, it is difficult to
appropriately characterize the threat that a system would have to face [7].

5.3.3 OCTAVE

OCTAVE is another asset-centric threat modelling approach. It is an acronym
for Operationally Threat Asset, and Vulnerability Evaluation. The OCTAVE
methodology takes the advantage of people’s understanding of their organi-
zation’s security-related practices and process to model the state-of-the-art
of security practice within the organization. Threat to the most critical assets
are used to prioritize areas of improvement and to set security strategy for
the organization [14].
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The two aspects that are the foundation of OCTAVE approach include:
operational risk and security practices. The security practices encompasses
efforts by an organization to refine its existing security practices. Technolo-
gies deployed by an organization in meeting its business objectives are eval-
uated in relation to security practices. For the operational risks, an organi-
zation considers all aspects of risk (asset, threats, vulnerabilities, and orga-
nization impact) in its decision making enabling the organization to match
a practice-based protection strategy to its security risks [14]. The OCTAVE
process is depicted in figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: OCTAVE Process

[14]

The evaluation process of OCTAVE approach involves the following [14]:

• Identify information-related assets that are important to the organiza-
tion;

• focus risk analysis activities on those assets judged to be most critical
to the organization;

• consider the relationships among critical assets, the threat to those as-
sets, and vulnerabilities (both organization and technological) that can
expose assets to threats;

• evaluate risks in an operational context, i.e. how they are used to con-
duct an organization’s business and how those assets are at risk due
to security threats;
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• create a practice-base protection strategy for organizational improve-
ment as well as risk mitigation plans to reduce the risk to the organi-
zation’s critical assets.

In addition, the evaluation process for the organizational, technological, and
analysis aspects are complemented by a three-phased approach, namely
build asset-based threat profiles; identify infrastructure vulnerabilities, and
develop security strategy and plans [14].

It is also imperative to note that the essential elements or requirements of
the OCTAVE approach are captures in a set of criteria [14]. As of now, there
are three methods consistent with the criteria and they are: the OCTAVE
Method, that is designed for large organization; the OCTAVE-S, which is
well-suited for small organizations; and the most recent version called the
OCTAVE Allegro. The OCTAVE Allegro has been applied in [3] to evaluate
the security risks of IoT (Internet of things) based smart homes. The au-
thors in [15] developed a university information security risk management
framework using OCTAVE Method based on ISO/EIC 27001:2013. Also, the
OCTAVE-S has been combined with ISO 27001:2005 in [18] for risk manage-
ment.

5.3.4 PASTA

PASTA is an acronym for Process for Attack Simulation and Threat Analysis
which is an asset-centric threat modelling approach. It combines topicality,
substantiation, and probabilistic analysis as the key three attributes as part
of its methodology [4]. According to UcedaVelez and Morana [4], PASTA
approach can be deployed in almost any scenario except for those scenarios
where executive sponsorship of its process and produced artefacts is not
available. This is because the deliverables produced by the PASTA approach
are supposed to be familiarized with the organization’s executives too.

When adopting and executing PASTA threat modelling approach, it is
essential to review the following: sponsorship and support (without execu-
tive support the process will not succeed); maturity, as the maturity of the
processes and controls employed will affect the outcome of PASTA; aware-
ness, efficient and effective communication is required for the entire activi-
ties; input and outputs, people are the main input to consider for the threat
modelling activity and outputs are to be defined for each process involved
in the threat modelling; and lastly participants are recruited and retrain [4].

For the actual deployment, the PASTA threat modelling methodology
include the following stages. The first stage involves defining objectives,
where the business objectives of the system to be threat modelled is clearly
defined. The technological scope is defined in the second stage and it in-
volves identifying all the assets of the system. Next, the system is decom-
posed to facilitate an understanding of the system’s operations. In the fourth
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stage, threat analysis is carried out to identify threats to the system. Then,
weakness and vulnerability analysis which allows vulnerable areas across
the system to be identified and mapped to the attack tree introduced in the
threat analysis stage. Attack modelling and simulation is followed and the
focus is to study the possibility that the identified vulnerabilities can be ex-
ploited. Lastly, residual risk analysis and management is done to mitigate
threat that are major concerns to the system. All these stages are shown in
figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: PASTA Stages

[4]
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5.4 Limitation of the Asset-Centric Threat Modelling
Approaches

In this section, we present a gap analysis of the asset-centric threat mod-
elling approaches discussed in section 5.3.

5.4.0.1 DREAD

has been shown to be fairly subjective and leads to inconsistent results [2].
In fact, as of 2010, Microsoft discontinued the use of DREAD for their soft-
ware development life-cycle [2]. This further underscores the limitation of
DREAD as a threat modelling approach. However, DREAD is still widely
used and recommended for threat and risk modelling endeavours. Hence,
useful suggestions have been made in [9] on modifications to the scoring
scheme in order to improve its reproducibility.

5.4.0.2 Trike

requires an analyst undertaking a threat modelling exercise to have full a
grasp of the whole system while assessing the risk of attacks. This can be
very challenging if the system to be threat modelled is very large. Also, the
authors in [13] observed that the Trike scoring system is too vague to rep-
resent a formal. In addition, Trike does not have sufficient documentation
even though its website is still available.

5.4.0.3 OCTAVE

is a robust, asset-centric threat modelling approach but it is highly complex.
It takes considerable time to learn and the processes involved can be time
consuming. Also, OCTAVE documentation can become voluminous, which
is likely to discourage policy makers from adopting it as a threat modelling
approach for their organization.

Another limitation of OCTAVE threat modelling approach is the way in
which the identification and classification of threat is achieved. The captur-
ing of risks and threats using the threat tree when OCTAVE is employed can
become undesirable for complex environment. As the number of paths in-
creases in the case of a very large computing environment, it may become
unclear which of the paths represent the threats being modelled.

5.4.0.4 PASTA

is design for organizations that desire to position threat modelling with their
strategic objectives. This is because PASTA incorporates business impact
analysis as an important part of the PASTA process, which extends security
responsibilities to the entire organization. This positioning can become a
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drawback for using PASTA because it may require several hours of training
and education of the key stakeholders.

5.5 Discussion

This section presents a discussion on the similarities and differences of the
asset-centric threat modelling approaches we have presented so far. First,
the features of the asset-centric threat modelling approaches are given in
table 5.1. We then provide a discussion on their similarities and differences.

A feature that is common to all the asset-centric threat modelling ap-
proaches as can be observed from table 5.1, is the fact that they all con-
tribute to risk management process. In fact, asset-centric threat modelling
approaches are sometimes referred to as risk-based threat modelling ap-
proaches [4]. They employ a risk-based approach in analysing the business
impact of possible threat scenarios. This can then be used to prioritize threat
mitigation strategies, which is also a feature that all the asset-centric threat
modelling approaches we have presented in this paper possesses.

Apart from DREAD, the remaining asset-centric threat modelling ap-
proaches encourage collaboration among the stakeholders and can be used
to identify relevant mitigation techniques. Collaboration is an essential part
of any threat modelling activities. Considering that majority of the asset-
centric threat modelling approaches presented in this review encourage col-
laboration among relevant stakeholders further buttress the importance of
collaboration during threat modelling process. Mitigation techniques en-
sures that actionable steps which can help to avoid the threats identified
during the threat modelling process are recommended.

Another important desirable characteristics of any threat modelling ap-
proach are reproducibility and automation. Reproducibility refers to the
ability of the threat modelling approach to have consistent results when
repeated. Unfortunately, the only asset-centric threat modelling approach
that seems to have such property is OCTAVE. Other approaches are usually
subjective and depend on those carrying out the threat modelling activities.
Automation ensures that the threat modelling process can be undertaken
without human intervention. As of now, only Trike has automated compo-
nents and given the insufficient documentation there is still a lot of work to
be done in automating asset-centric threat modelling approaches.

5.6 Conclusion

Asset-centric threat modelling approaches have shown to be effective for the
protection of assets, understanding and managing business risks. In this pa-
per, we have reviewed the state-of-the-art in asset-centric threat modelling
approaches. We have observed that DREAD, Trike, OCTAVE, and PASTA
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Table 5.1: Features of Asset-Centric Threat Modelling Approaches

Asset-
centric
Threat
Modelling
Approach

Features

DREAD

• Helps to assess risk associated with a threat exploit

• Can predict the probability of an exploit being realized

• Contributes to risk management

• Has built-in prioritization of threat mitigation

• Offers flexibility and can be applied and adopted to any
situation

Trike

• Encourages collaboration among stakeholders

• Has built-in prioritization of threat mitigation

• Has automated components

• Contributes to risk management

• Can identify mitigation techniques

OCTAVE

• Encourages collaboration among stakeholders

• Has built-in prioritization of threat mitigation

• Has consistent results when repeated

• It is designed to be scalable

• Contributes to risk management

• Can identify mitigation techniques

PASTA

• Encourages collaboration among stakeholders

• Has built-in prioritization of threat mitigation

• Contributes to risk management

• Can identify mitigation techniques.
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are the most widely used asset-centric threat modelling approaches. Then,
we present a discussion on the state-of-the-art of these approaches. Also,
a gap analysis of these approaches is discussed. Finally, we describe the
features of the asset-centric threat modelling approaches we have reviewed,
with a discussion on their similarities and differences.

In the future, we hope to explore formal methods that can exploit asset-
centric threat modelling approach to reason about the potential threats to
a cyber-physical system. This is because the asset-centric threat modelling
approaches we have reviewed in this paper are not suitable for capturing
the potential threats to a cyber-physical system due to the timing, uncer-
tainty, and dependencies that exist between its entities. Although, several
attempts have been made in the literature to threat model cyber-physical
systems [16, 19, 21], we intend to use the formal method for expressing the
requirements that are unique to a cyber-physical system in order to facilitate
the identification of potential threats to the system.
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Abstract

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are distributed systems in which the
state of the physical system is generally not observable in non-trivial
cases, and where state transitions of this physical system can also occur
without resulting in immediate changes to observable variables. This
poses challenges for the bidirectional synchronisation of the discrete cy-
ber models and the partially continuous physical systems. Threats to
CPS from cyber attacks are, however, often instantiable only where con-
ditions on the CPS state during the attack meet certain conditions such
that they drive the system state outside a desirable or safe space.

In this paper we propose an extension to an applied π-calculus in
which we can capture both the behaviour of the CPS as well as mod-
elling possible adversary behaviour. This is achieved by embedding an
algebraic representation of Attack-Defence Trees (ADT) in the applied
π-calculus and augmenting this by the addition of a partial ordering
over the constituents of the ADT within the embedding, offering an el-
egant mechanism to extend ADT to ordering and time-related attacks.
We illustrate the modelling approach for the case of an electrical sub-
station fragment in which components communicate via the IEC 61850
protocol.

6.1 Introduction

Attacks against CPS are no longer theoretical concepts but are real and here
before us. The attack against Natanz uranium enrichment plant in Iran,
where the infamous malware known as Stuxnet escaped the digital realm
and wreaked physical damage to a CPS [1] attest to that fact. Most recently,
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researchers have discovered Ekans ransomware, which they observed was
specifically designed to target CPS [2]. These trends call for rethinking about
how we threat model a CPS considering timing, uncertainty, and dependen-
cies that exist between its entities.

Threat modelling approaches provide a systematic way of reasoning about
the potential threats to a system. Threats are events that could compromise
the confidentiality, integrity, or availability of a system, through unautho-
rized disclosure, misuse, alteration or destruction [3]. There are three main
approaches that may be employed to threat model a system and they in-
clude: approaches that are concerned with the assets of the system being
threat modelled (asset-centric threat modelling); approaches that aim to un-
derstand the nature of the attackers (attack-centric threat modelling); and
approaches that focus on the software or the system (software-centric or
system-centric threat modelling) [4, 5]. We are interested in using an ap-
plied π-calculus to capture both the behaviour of the CPS as well as mod-
elling possible adversary behaviour.

CPS integrate both computation and communication capabilities in or-
der to control physical components. The computational elements are used
for processing measurement values received from the physical components
through the communication channels. This entails that there are several as-
sets that make up the CPS and the use of threat modelling approach would
be effective for understanding the potential threats to CPS. However, the
existing threat modelling approaches are not able to capture the potential
threats to CPS due to the timing, uncertainty, and dependencies that exist
between the entities of CPS.

In a CPS, the measurement values obtained from the physical compo-
nents are used to ascertain the state of the system. Unless these parameters
and how they interact with one another are threat modelled, it will be dif-
ficult to know how threats to these assets may be exploited. For example,
CPS may have a handful of critical states and if an attack is launched when
the system is not in a critical state, the impact may not be adverse. However,
an attack that is launched when the system is in a critical state would have
a devastating effect. The question that is important for a threat modelling
approach to consider is then; what is the likelihood of an attacker finding
the system in a critical state in order to launch an attack to obtain an adverse
impact.

The assertion we are making in this paper is that the likelihood of an at-
tacker finding a CPS in a critical state cannot be expressed using the existing
threat modelling approaches. The big risk of a more abstract approach like
the existing threat modelling approaches is that there are chances of making
a mistake by either being too confident that the approach is going to find
the threats even though an understanding of the critical processes or states
is missed or wasting a lot of resources by defending an attack that is very
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unlikely. For instance, the processes in OCTAVE (operationally threat as-
set and vulnerability evaluation) [6] are narrative driven. They consider the
assets of a system and the interaction between these assets, then employ ver-
bal reasoning to evaluate the threats to the systems. We argue that this type
of intuitive reasoning no longer suffices for CPS where timing, uncertainty,
and dependencies between the entities exist.

Hence, we extend the attack-defence trees (ADT) with partial ordering
to represent causality relationship and use an applied π-calculus to describe
the formal model for CPS, taking into account its unique properties. We
then define the semantics of the applied π-calculus using a labelled tran-
sition system to highlight the CPS interactions with the environment and
to facilitate the definition of observational equivalences such as bisimilarity.
This is to allow us to capture the potential threats to the CPS and to deduce
some reasoning about the behaviour of the system. Also, to show the utility
of our model, we present a use case scenario where the applied π-calculus
is employed to reason about false measurement injection attack against IEC
61850 protocol. The main contributions of this paper are as follows.

• We propose an extension to an applied π-calculus in which we can
capture both the behaviour of the CPS as well as modelling possible
adversary behaviour.

• We use the ADT and extend it with partial ordering of events to show
causality relationship. This allows us to represent not only the neces-
sary conditions for an attack to be successful but also the sequencing
of events or the way events have to be order for the attack to be suc-
cessful.

• We translate the ADT with partial ordering into the applied π-calculus
using the message synchronization primitives for partial ordering, which
enables us to make an argument for equivalence.

• We illustrate our modelling approach for the case of an electrical sub-
station fragment in which components communicate via the IEC 61850
protocol.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 6.2 presents a dis-
cussion on CPS, where we use smart grid system as an example of CPS. Also,
we briefly describe the π-calculus that will be employed to threat model the
CPS. Section 6.3 discusses the different approaches that have been utilized
in the literature to threat model CPS. Section 6.4 provides justification on
why the existing threat modelling approaches are not able to capture the
unique properties of a CPS. Section 6.5 presents the formal model for a CPS
using an applied π-calculus and threat modelling of the CPS based on the
formal model. In addition, the section describes a use case scenario to show
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the utility of our model. Section 6.6 concludes the paper and presents future
works.

6.2 Background

In this section, we present a discussion on CPS. We use smart grid system
as an example of CPS to describe a high-level architecture, where we extract
some properties that are specific to CPS. Also, we briefly discuss π-calculus
that will be employed to threat model the CPS.

6.2.1 Cyber-Physical Systems

CPS are systems that consist of computation, communication, and physi-
cal components. They combine computing and communication capabilities
with the monitoring and control of assets in the physical domain [7]. Some
of these systems are usually referred to as real-time systems with stringent
quality of service (QoS) requirements. Also, the coupling of physical and cy-
ber components entails that any malicious activity in the cyber components
would have devastating effects on the physical components, which in turn
may endanger the lives of humans operating the physical components. For
this reason, CPS are sometimes called safety-critical systems. The applica-
tion of CPS span through several domains including; power stations, power
and water distribution, traffic systems, oil and gas sector, etc.

In CPS, there are several assets that makeup the system and they can be
classified as follows: the cyber and control part assets, the physical assets,
and the communication channel between the cyber and physical assets. The
cyber assets consist of hardware, software, and data that connects to the
Internet infrastructure. For the physical assets, they include sensors and
actuators that monitor the physical environment. And the communication
channels are assets used to send data from the physical environment to the
cyber and control parts, and commands from the cyber and control parts to
the sensors and actuators. A high-level description of these assets and the
communication between them is shown in figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1 depicts a smart grid system which is an example of a complex
CPS. In a smart grid system, the conventional electrical grid has been inte-
grated with information communication technology (ICT). Smart grid sys-
tem consists of several assets, and they can be classified as we have already
done in the preceding paragraph. The cyber and control part assets include
the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) which facilitates the
interconnection of the field devices like the sensors, actuator, etc. Also, the
communication asset (Communication Network) that ensures bidirectional
communication of data and signals in the smart grid, in addition to enabling
interaction between the cyber and physical assets. Lastly, the physical assets
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which include the transformers, power transmission networks, distribution
networks, etc.

Figure 6.1: Smart Grid System

[8]

6.2.2 π-Calculus

The π-calculus is a process algebra proposed by Robin Milner [9] for describ-
ing and analysing concurrent systems with evolving communication struc-
ture. It provides a formal mechanism for modelling communication among
processes over dynamic links [10] and has since been extended and applied
in several studies including for modelling different types of security pro-
cesses [11, 12, 13, 14]. A system in the π-calculus is made up of independent
processes that communicate via channels. A channel is an abstraction of the
communication link and is referred to by name. Names are the simplest en-
tities of the π-calculus and there are infinite number of names, represented
by lowercase letters (x, y, z, etc).

Processes in the π-calculus evolve by performing actions. These capabil-
ities for action are expressed via the prefixes, of which there are four kinds:

π := xy | x(z) | τ | [x = y]π

The first capability is to send the name y via name x, and the second to
receive any name via x. The third capability refers to internal action or un-
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observable action. And lastly, the fourth is a conditional capability where
the capability π is executed if x and y are the same. The set of processes can
also be defined by the syntax given in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Syntax of π-calculus

Term Semantics
P ::= Processes

0 empty process
xz.P output
x(y).P input
P +Q choice
P |Q parallel composition
!P replication

νx.P restriction
τ silent function/action

• A composition P |Q behaves as if processes P and Q are running in
parallel. This implies that the two processes can evolve separately at
the same time and can operate on the channels to communicate with
each other and with the outside the network.

• The basic interaction is defined using xz.P that defines an output pro-
cess that is ready to output on channel x, or x(y).P that defines an
input process that is ready to receive a value over channel x.

• The replication !P behaves as an infinite number of copies of P run-
ning in parallel.

• The name restriction operator (νx.P ) is a process that makes a new,
private name x, and then behaves as P .

• τ represents the internal (silent) action of a process that is not observ-
able outside the scope of the process.

• 0 is the empty process.

To briefly describe the use of the π-calculus for modelling systems, let
consider the following example which is similar to the illustration provided
by Parrow in [15]. Suppose we have a system which consists of three pro-
cesses, namely: a controller, a resource and an agent. The controller con-
trols access to the resource and the agent needs access to it. We can repre-
sent the original state of the controller using a communication link x. The
agent interacts with the controller via another link y to have access to the
resource. After this interaction, access to the resource will be transferred to
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the agent. We can express the communication among these processes using
the π-calculus as follows: the controller that sends x along y is yx.C; the
agent that receives some link along y and then uses it to send data along it
is y(a).az.A. The interaction we have described so far can be formulated in
the π-calculus as follows:

yx.C | y(a).az.A τ−→ C |xz.A

However, we use the extended π-calculus in this work to model CPS.
As we have observed already, CPS consist of a physical component that em-
bodies all physical aspects of a system (state variables, physical devices, etc.)
and a cyber component that interacts with the physical devices (sensors and
actuators) of the system and can communicate via channels with other pro-
cesses of the same CPS or other CPS. The overall behaviour of the CPS is
structured by the combination of the behaviours of its subsystems. Thus, in
section 6.5 we use the capability of the applied π-calculus to model the mes-
sage exchanges/interactions that captures the specific behaviour associated
with a CPS.

6.3 Related Works

CPS security has generated a lot of attention in recent years. A significant
amount of research effort has been dedicated towards the analysis, detec-
tion and identification of security issues in CPS. For example, Mo et al [16]
develop a model-based techniques capable of detecting integrity attacks on
the sensors of a control system. Also, Pasqualetti et al in [17] present attack
detection and identification in CPS and analyse the core monitoring limi-
tations for CPS under attack modelled by linear time-invariant descriptor
systems with exogenous inputs. Several other works that have considered
security issues in CPS, such as denial-of-service attacks [18, 19], replay at-
tacks [20, 21, 22], and false data injection attacks [23, 24, 25]. However, the
threat model used in most of these works employs custom construct which
makes them difficult to use in different environments. Our proposed model
offers a set of constructs that can be used to decompose threats in CPS.

Threat modelling of CPS has been attempted in several works in the liter-
ature. One of the earliest attempts to threat model CPS came from Zalewski
et al [26]. They propose the use of a discrete time Markov chain (DTMC)
model to characterize the transitions between the secure and insecure states
of CPS. The authors argue that quantifying the probabilities of transitions
between secure and insecure states will allow for the derivation of impor-
tant inferences about the security related features of CPS. Then, the conven-
tional threat modelling techniques (STRIDE, DREAD, CVSS) are applied in
the work, to assign the probabilities of transitions between the states. These
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techniques capture threats at certain level abstraction which does not al-
low for reasoning over the communication between assets and their timing
property.

Martins et al in [27] present a tool to perform a systematic threat mod-
elling for CPS using a real-world temperature monitoring system as a case
study. The authors use the Generic Modelling Environment for the creation
of domain-specific modelling for threat analysis CPS. Also, they extended
and deployed Microsoft SDL Threat Modelling Tools to model, identify, and
mitigate threats in a systematic way for the proposed CPS. A model to rep-
resent CPS threats using patterns that are related to architectural aspects of
the CPS is described in [7]. The author shows how to extend the misuse pat-
tern to characterise cyber-physical threats and how to enumerate and unify
cyber-physical threats.

A threat modelling framework for CPS using STRIDE is presented in
[28]. The authors demonstrate the applicability of the proposed framework
using a real synchrophasor-based synchronous islanding test-bed in the lab-
oratory. They show that an adversary can achieve a specific malicious goal
by exploiting threats at different locations in the system. Also, they illus-
trate that by identifying component level vulnerabilities and their potential
physical consequence, STRIDE can be applied to address such challenge.
Almohri et al in [29] present threat modelling of medical CPS. The authors
consider the roles of stakeholders and system components. They use this
understanding to sketch an abstract architecture of medical CPS and then
show the various threat modelling options.

CPS threats and vulnerabilities analysis for train control and monitor-
ing systems is presented in [30]. The authors evaluate vulnerabilities and
characteristics of railway threat landscape including potential threats, threat
actors and motivations. Also, they examine the direct impacts and cascad-
ing consequences of threats on the whole system as well as risk produced.
Atif et al in [31] describe cyber threat analysis for CPS. They employ data-
driven approach to threat model CPS. A machine learning algorithm based
on K-Nearest-Neighbour (K-NN) is used in this work, to ascertain the threat
category faced by the CPS considered.

Attacker models for CPS have been discussed in [32]. The authors present
a literature review of the attacker models for CPS and define a taxonomy of
ten different features that they applied to the literature. Also, a generalized
attacker and attack models for CPS has been proposed in [33] and have been
employed to investigate the impact of single-point cyber attacks on a Secure
Water Treatment (SWaT) system in [34]. Unlike these attacker and attack
models presented in [32, 33, 34] where the authors utilise descriptive threat
modelling techniques, our approach allows us to be analytical. We are able
to describe the adversary behaviour at a level of details that allows us to ef-
fectively explore the range of parameters or the behaviour of a system. This
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enables us to infer not only the necessary conditions for an attack to be suc-
cessful but also the sequencing of events or the way events have to be order
for the attack to be successful.

In contrast to all the works described in this section, we present threat
modelling of CPS using an applied π-calculus in this paper. The applied
calculus has also been used for attacking modelling in [14]. The main differ-
entiator of our approach to the existing literature on threat modelling and
attack modelling in CPS is two fold. First, our method has the potential to
be automated. This is because it is possible to take an applied π-calculus
model and translate it into a theorem prover or prover assistance and then
perform the reasoning automatically. However, it requires that the specifi-
cation is sufficiently precise that it can be used to reason over the semantics.
Second, our approach allows us to analyse the threats to CPS in a more pre-
cise way. It enables us to capture the pre-conditions that are applicable to
certain types of threats. This is because a CPS will not always be vulnerable:
there will be some states where manipulating a variable will have an effect
and there will be other states where manipulating the same variable will not
have an effect. Our method allows us to represent these states in the form of
processes and the interaction between these processes and to reason about
the likelihood of an attacker finding the system in a critical state to launch
an attack for adverse effect.

6.4 Towards Threat Modelling of Cyber-Physical Systems
Using an Applied π-Calculus

We conducted a review of the existing asset-centric threat modelling ap-
proaches in [35] and observed that the intuitive reasoning approach em-
ployed in those threat modelling approaches is not sufficient to threat model
CPS where uncertainty, timing and dependencies between the entities exist.
In threat modelling of CPS, we have to take into account that the processes
we are trying to capture are not all predictable and deterministic [36]. Also,
Murphy’s law holds in CPS as it has been noted that a system with vulner-
abilities will be exploited given a suitable operational environment [37]. A
possible corollary for Murphy’s law in CPS is that because of some varia-
tions in the process, one would obtain abnormal behaviour in the CPS at the
same time as someone probing or attacking the system.

The existing threat modelling approaches assume that the systems being
threat modelled are in a normal state when the attacker might strike. This
type of assumption cannot capture all the possible threat scenarios in CPS
because there are likelihoods that something may be going wrong with the
CPS and at the same time a threat may be stressing the system even more.
Situations like this are unlikely to occur in conventional systems, where the
existing threat modelling approaches are usually applied. Hence, we need
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to find a way of representing the interaction that are occurring between en-
tities in CPS taking into account the unpredictable and nondeterministic be-
haviour of CPS.

Moreover, the existing threat modelling approaches are not good at ex-
pressing timing property between assets and operations. CPS as we have al-
ready observed, may have a handful of critical states. The threat modelling
process for CPS should have a way of depicting such critical states because
if an attack is launched when CPS is not in a critical state, the impact may
be negligible. Unfortunately, the existing threat modelling approaches do
not have a way of expressing the likelihood that an attacker may find the
system in a critical state. Thus, it is important to consider an appropriate
threat modelling approach for CPS, which takes into consideration the tim-
ing property between assets and operations.

Also, the inherent nature of CPS implies that there are dependencies be-
tween the assets at different levels and the operations of the system. It is
no longer the case that the behaviour of the system can be understood by
looking at the assets at the different components in isolation, but rather in
combination with other assets. This is because an asset in CPS may be crit-
ical not in its own right, but instead as a provider for services in another
asset. Also, these dependencies can be annotated with additional require-
ments to reason about how threats to these assets may be realized.

In additional to the dependencies between the assets at different levels
and the operations of CPS, threats to availability are important requirements
to consider. In a typical CPS, we are dealing with availability problem for
example, redundancy. We are interested in expressing risks and threats to
assets and services which can be provided in different ways. It is possible
to examine a situation where we have an asset with a vulnerability, and to
know if we can replace the output of that asset with some other substitute
asset to give the same input to another asset that depends on the asset with
a vulnerability.

By explicitly exposing the communication between the assets of a CPS
using an applied π-calculus, we can deduce some reasoning about the be-
haviour of the system. One of the things that could be interesting for such
a model is what it tells us about, for example, what an adversary can and
cannot know about the state of CPS. There are some assets of the system
that are only going to expose some information through messages or other
interactions; and if an attacker is place at a particular place in that topology,
the attacker would not be able to see any interaction unless there is a way
of getting the message across. This is a useful insight because it might mean
that any adversary would not be able to make use of this information and
may have to rely on some sort of model.

Generally, we need a formal way of expressing these requirements that
are peculiar to CPS environment. This will facilitate the deployment of an
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appropriate threat modelling approach for the identification of threats to as-
sets in CPS. So far, different methodologies have been proposed for formal
modelling of CPS for the purpose of identifying threats to the system. How-
ever, we employ an applied π-calculus in this paper as described in follow-
ing section to formally model the CPS environment. Then, we deploy the
threat modelling approach using an applied π-calculus to evaluate threats
that are applicable to CPS.

6.5 Threat Modelling of Cyber-Physical Systems Using an
Applied π-Calculus

In this section, we present a formal model for CPS using an applied π-
calculus. The formal model takes into account the requirements identified
in the preceding subsection to ensure that the threats to CPS are captured.
We then use the formal model to threat modelled the CPS.

6.5.1 Formal Model for Cyber-Physical System

An essential step in threat modelling a system is to develop a model of the
system to be threat modelled. This would allow for the identification assets
of the system and to reason about the likelihood of those assets being com-
promised. The process of identifying assets of a system is an important ap-
proach in threat analysis. It provides the security practitioner with insights
into the most critical assets of the system and ensures efficient deployment
of resources to protect those critical assets.

A CPS has a physical process under its control, a set of sensors that report
the state of the process to a controller, which in turn sends control signals
to actuators to maintain the system in a desired state. The controller also
communicates with a supervisory and configuration device (e.g., a SCADA
system in the power grid) which can monitor the system or change the set-
tings of the controller. Figure 6.1 illustrates an example of CPS architecture.
CPS consist of two components: a physical plant/environment that encloses all
physical aspects of a system (state variables, physical devices, etc.) and a
cyber component represented as a concurrent process that interacts with the
physical devices (sensors and actuators) of the system and can communi-
cate via channels with other processes of the same CPS or with processes of
other CPS.

The cyber-physical system is widely modelled as a linear discrete-time
stochastic system in state-space form as follows:

{
xt+1 = Axt +But + wt,

yt = Cxt + et,
(6.3)
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where x ∈ R
n and u ∈ R

m denote the plant’s state and input vectors, re-
spectively, while y ∈ R

p is the plant’s output vector obtained from measure-
ments of p sensors from the set S = {1, 2, ..., p}. The process noise wt ∈ R

n

and the measurement noise et ∈ R
m obey some zero-mean stochastic distri-

butions. Moreover, A ∈ R
nxn is the system matrix, B ∈ R

nxp is the actuator
matrix and C ∈ R

mxn is the measurement matrix. The next state xt+1 de-
pends on the current state xt and the corresponding control actions ut, at the
sampling instant t ∈ N .

As shown in figure 6.2, the physical plant is supported by a communi-
cation network through which the sensor measurements and actuator data
are exchanged with the controller. The main interactions between cyber and
physical components can be described as follows:

• The interactions between the physical plant and sensors

• The interaction between the sensors and the controller

• The interactions between the controller and the actuators

• The interactions between the actuators and the physical plant

Figure 6.2: Interaction of a simplified CPS components

An Applied π-Calculus Representation

The combination of the physical systems (G) and the cyber components (P )
which represents a typical example of CPS, improves the operations of the
physical systems but introduces challenges to the bidirectional synchronisa-
tion between the components. Based on Lanotte et al [14] work, a variant
of applied π-calculus is used to formalise and model the interactions of the
CPS.

Physical Component: let X̄ ⊆ X be a set of state variables, Ā ⊆ A be a set
of actuators, and S̄ ⊆ S be a set of sensors. The physical environment G is
represented as {ξx, ξu, ξw, evol, ξe,meas, inv, safe, secure}, where:
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• ξX ∈ R
X̄ is the state function that returns the current value associated

to each variable in X
• ξu ∈ R

Ā is the actuator function that returns the current value associ-
ated to actuators in A

• ξw ∈ R
X̄ is the uncertainty function that returns the uncertainty/accuracy

associated to each state variable

• evol : RX̄xRĀxRX̄ → 2R
X̄

is the evolution map that models the evolution
law of the physical system, where changes made on the actuators may
reflect on state variables

• ξe ∈ R
S̄ is the sensor-error function that returns maximum error associ-

ated to sensors in S̄
• meas : RX̄xRS̄ → 2R

S̄
is the measurement map that returns the set of next

admissible sensor measurements based on the current state function

• inv : RX̄ → {true, false} is the invariant set that returns the set of state
functions that satisfy the invariant of the system

• safe: RX̄ → {true, false} is the safety function that represents the set of
state functions that satisfy the safety conditions of the system

• secure: R
X̄ → {true, false} is the security function that represents the

set of state functions that satisfy the security properties of the system.
Specifically, if a CPS gets into an insecure state, then its security prop-
erty may get compromised

The cyber components of a CPS are defined using an applied π-calculus
with constructs to read values detected at the sensors and write values on
actuators. Processes are defined as follows:

P,Q ::= nil | τ.P | P |Q | 	π.P 
Q | if
(b) {P} else {Q}
π ::= snd c̄〈v〉 | rcv c(x) | read s(x) |write ā〈v〉
μ ::= forgep〈v〉 | dropa(x)

The nil represents a terminated process. The process τ.P represents a silent
action and then continues as P . P |Q denotes the parallel composition of
concurrent threads P and Q. Thus, 	snd c̄〈v〉.P 
Q sends the value v on
channel c, and it continues as P ; otherwise, it evolves into Q. The pro-
cess [rcv c(x).P ]Q represents the reception case. The process [reads(x).P ]Q
reads the value detected by the sensor S, whereas [write ā〈v〉.P ]Q writes
on the actuator a. The process if(b){P}else{Q} is the standard conditional,
where b is a decidable guard. For {μ ∈ forgep〈v〉, dropa(x)}, the process
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	μ.P 
Q denotes the threats targeting a CPS system. Specifically, the attacks
represent integrity attacks on data coming from sensors to the controller and
dropping of actuator commands.

Labelled Transition Semantics

We define the semantics of the applied π-calculus using a labelled transition
system to highlight the CPS interactions with the environment and enable the
definition of observational equivalences such as bisimilarity. The operational
semantics is given in tables 6.2 and 6.3. The rules of table 6.2 describe the
behaviour of processes whereas the rules in table 6.3 describe the behaviour
of a CPS. A transition of P has the form P

α−−→ P ′, specifying that P can per-
form action α to evolve into P ′ where α can represent different actions. The
meta-variable α ranges over labels in the set {nil, τ, c̄v, cv, a!v, s?v, p!v, p?v,
τ : p}. Rules(outp), (Inpp) and (Com) serve to model channel communica-
tion on some channel c. Rules (write) and (read) denote the writing/reading
of some data on the physical device p. Rule (SensWrite) models an integrity
attack on sensor s. Rule (Par) propagates untimed actions over parallel com-
ponents.

Table 6.2: LTS for Processes

(Outp) −
�sndc〈v〉.P�Q c̄v−−→P

(Inpp) −
�rcvc(x).P�Q cv−−→P{v/x}

(Com)P
c̄v−−→P ′ Q

cv−−→Q′

P |Q τ−−→P ′|Q′ (Par)P
λ−−→P ′ λ �=nil

P |Q λ−−→P ′|Q

(Write) −
�writea〈v〉.P�Q a!v−−→P

(Read) −
�reads(x).P�Q s?v−−→P{v/x}

(forge)P
!s!v−−→P ′ Q

!s?v−−−→Q′

P |Q τ:s−−→P ′|Q′ (ActRead)P
a!v−−→P ′ Q

!a?v−−−→Q′

P |Q τ:a−−→P ′|Q′

The transition rules for the physical and cyber components are given in
Table 6.3. A CPS can evolve if the invariant property is satisfied, otherwise
the system will be in undesirable state or deadlocked. Actions ranged over
by α are in the set {τ, c̄v, cv, nil}. These actions denote non-observable ac-
tivities (τ ), observable activities such as channel transmissions (c̄v and cv).
Rules (out) and (Inp) model transmission and reception with an external sys-
tem on a channel c. Rule (SensRead) models the reading of the current data
detected at sensor s. Rule(ActWrite) models the writing of a value v on an
actuator a.
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Table 6.3: LTS for CPS

(Out)P
c̄v−−→P ′ inv(G)

G�P
c̄v−−→G�P ′

(Inp)P
cv−−→P ′ inv(G)

G�P
cv−−→G�P ′

(SensRead)P
s?v−−→P ′ s∈S inv(G) v∈read sensor(G,s)

G�P
τ−−→G�P ′ (Tau)P

τ−−→P ′ inv(G)

G�P
τ−−→G�P ′

(ActWrite)P
a!v−−→P ′ a∈S G′=update act(G,a,v)

G�P
τ−−→G′�P ′ (Deadlock)

′inv(G)

G�P
deadlock−−−−−→G�P

(Safety)
′safe(G) inv(G)

G�P
unsafe−−−−→G�P

(Security)
′secure(G) inv(G)

G�P
insecure−−−−−→G�P

Bisimulation

Bisimulation is a binary relation between state transition systems in which
the systems behave in the same way in the sense that one system simulates
the other and vice versa. The operational semantics of the CPSs is described
in subsection 6.5.1 in terms of a Labelled Transition Semantics similar to the
SOS style of Plotkin [38]. This subsection defines a weak bisimulation-based
behavioural equivalence for CPSs. The capability to observe physical events
depends on the capability of the cyber components to recognise these events
by acting on sensors and actuators, and the transmission of messages (over
unrestricted channels) can be observed.

Consider the labelled transition system A = (S,Act,→, s, T ). A relation
R over CPSs R ⊆ SxS is defined as a weak bisimulation relation iff for all
s, t ∈ S such that sR t, the following conditions hold [39]:

1. If s α−−→ s′, then

• either α = τ and s′ R t, or

• there is a sequence t
τ−−→ ...

τ−−→ a−−→ τ−−→ ...
τ−−→ t′ such that s′ R t′

2. Symmetrically, if t α−−→ t′, then

• either α = τ and sR t′, or

• there is a sequence s
τ−−→ ...

τ−−→ α−−→ τ−−→ ...
τ−−→ s′ such that s′ R t′

3. If s ∈ T , then there is a sequence t
τ−−→ ...

τ−−→ t′ such that t′ ∈ T

4. Again, symmetrically, if if t ∈ T , then there is a sequence s
τ−−→ ...

τ−−→
s′ such that s′ ∈ T

Two states s, t are weakly bisimilar (s ≈ t) if there exists a weak bisimula-
tion R such that 〈s, t〉 ∈ R. In order to consider two states equivalent, it is
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necessary that for each visible action performed by one of them, the other
has to have the possibility of performing the same visible action possibly
preceded and followed by any number of invisible actions.

We consider two states (systems) are equivalent if they behave indistin-
guishably in the presence/absence of any adversary, where the adversary
can compromise the security property of the system.

6.5.2 Threat Modelling of Cyber-Physical Systems Using an
Applied π-Calculus

This section formalises a threat model using an applied π-calculus to specify
denial of service and man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks that can manipu-
late sensor readings or control commands in order to drive a CPS into an
undesired state. In figure 6.2, the output of the process (yt) is transmitted
over a communication network, and the received output is used to compute
control actions (ut) which are sent back to the physical process. In between
the transmission and reception of sensor data and control commands, an
attacker may replace the signals coming from the sensors to the controller
and from the controller to the actuators. Thus, after each transmission and
reception, the attacked output ȳ and attacked input ū take the form{

ȳt := yt + δyt ,

ūt := ut + δut ,
(6.4)

where δyt ∈ R
m and δut ∈ R

l denote additive sensor and actuator attacks,
respectively.
Then, a system under attack from equations (1) is modelled by{

xt+1 = Axt +B(ut + δut ) + wt,

ȳt = Cxt + et + δyt .
(6.5)

A residue vector (Δzt) represents the difference between the system in the
presence of attacks z̄t and the system without attacks zt , and it determines
if an attack can be detected or not. An attack is hardly detectable if Δzt is
small enough, i.e., there exist δ > 0 such that if ||Δzt|| ≤ δ, ∀t ∈ N [40].

Different attack scenarios can also be considered in the architecture illus-
trated in figure 6.2:

1. An attacker can inject false measurement into the system by faking
sensor data and cause the controller to act on malicious data. This can
be formalised in the applied calculus as:

S(forge M)adv = snd cSC〈M〉
where cSC is the channel used by the sensor for sending measurement
value to the controller;
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2. An attacker may be able to compromise the controller and send in-
correct control signals to the actuators. This can be formalised in the
applied calculus as:

C = rcv cSC(x). snd cCA〈comprom. x〉adv
where cSC is the channel used by the controller for receiving measure-
ment value from the sensor and cCA is the channel used by the con-
troller for sending a control signal to the actuators;

3. An attacker can compromise the actuators and execute a control action
that is different to what the controller intended. This can be formalised
in the applied calculus as:

A = rcv cCA(comprom. x)adv

where cCA is the channel used by the actuators for receiving measure-
ment value from the controller.

Depending on the motive and level of access, an adversary may block and/or
modify messages from a compromised device or link. For example, if an at-
tacker controls a sensor that outputs a measurement, then the controller may
receive a corrupted version of the measurement. And because we are explic-
itly modelling distributed systems, we are not able to obtain a global view
of the dynamical state of the system. However, we can approximate the dy-
namics of the system using the local state of the processes. These dynamics
will be reflected in the message passing in the applied π-calculus.

Moreover, we are interested in the threats posed by cyber-physical at-
tacks and are concerned with events that leaves a reflection in the cyber
domain. Since the cyber domain is a distributed system, we consider the
synchronization that can be observed and modified by the attacker. And for
the physical system, the internal processes will evolve according to certain
dynamics but what can be observed are only the reflection of the internal
dynamics whenever there is an interaction with another process. The zero
dynamics or the internal behaviour of the processes is beyond the scope
of our model. Also, labelled bisimilarity has been showed to be the same
as observation equivalence [41, 12]. This implies that as long as we have
bisimilarity and can prove it, the internal dynamics of the physical system
process can be inferred.

To formally reason about the necessary conditions for the attacks de-
scribed above to be successful, we use attack-defence trees (ADT) which are
employed to analyse an attack-defence scenario [42] and extend it with par-
tial ordering of events to show causality relationship. We then translate the
ADT with partial ordering into an applied π-calculus using the message syn-
chronization primitives for partial ordering. This is because an ADT shows
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that a particular attack will succeed if some conditions are met but the ap-
proach only works if there is no timing or sequencing of events. The abstract
representation of ADT with partial ordering is depicted in figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: An Abstract Attack-Defence Tree with Partial Ordering

One of the main goals of an attacker in the CPS environment is to cause
an undesirable state change in the physical system. We consider two forms
of attacks that can be deployed to drive the physical system into an unde-
sirable state: attacking the sensor or attacking the actuator. In order to drive
the physical system into an undesirable state using the sensor, the attacker
needs both, to compromise the communication channel and to inject false
sensor measurement value. We ignore how an attacker might inject the false
sensor measurement value and focus on how the communication channel
is compromised. The communication channel could be compromised using
MITM attack. However, the defender could counter the attacker’s action by
securing the communication channel. This defence mechanism is subject to
the requirements of the specific CPS environment.

For actuator attack, the attacker needs to compromise the communica-
tion channel and to inject false control command. We ignore how an attacker
might inject the false control command and focus on the communication
channel is compromised. Similar to the sensor attack, the communication
channel can be compromised through MITM attack. Also, the defender can
protect against this attack by securing the communication channel. This
protection mechanism would have to be designed so as to meet the require-
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ments of the specific CPS environment that such mechanism would be de-
ployed.

The ADT with partial ordering representing the above described state is
shown in figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4: The Attack-Defence Tree with Partial Ordering for CPS Attack

And the ADTerm representing the ADT using the semantics that can be
found in [42] with an extension to show partial ordering of events is given
as follows:

p∨[
∧p

(
MITM, ≤ cp

( ∧p (Comm. Channel, False Sensor

Value), co(Secure Comm. Channel)
)
, ≤ Sensor

)
,

∧p
(

MITM, ≤ cp
( ∧p (Comm. Channel, False Control

Command), co(Secure Comm. Channel)
)
, ≤ Actuator

)]
This formalism can be translated into the applied π-calculus using the mes-
sage synchronization primitives for partial ordering to represent not only
the necessary conditions for an attack to be successful but also the sequenc-
ing of events or the way events have to be order for the attack to be suc-
cessful. This allows us to reason about the timing property of the CPS be-
cause the concept of time is derived from the order in which events occur
[43]. Although we do not consider explicit timing, we use partial ordering
of events to represent dependencies of internal states and the function over
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these states and how they are linked together with the message - basically
the semantics of the applied π-calculus. Thus, we have internal states that
represent the current states and then we have a message and that message
is implicitly creating a partial ordering over the events which we might con-
sider the equivalent of ADT but with sequencing of operation.

To translate the ADT with partial ordering in figure 6.4 into an applied π-
calculus using the message synchronization primitives for partial ordering
and taking the sensor attack into consideration, the sensor (S), controller
(C) and actuator (A) activities can be represented as parallel composition
(S|C|A). This composition where S and C are connected by a channel cSC ,
and C and A by a channel cCA shows the partial ordering of the events
within the CPS. The sensor uses cSC channel for sending a measurement
to the controller, and the controller uses cCA channel for sending a control
signal to the actuators. We can represent these partial orders as follows:

S → C : M on channel cSC

C → A : M on channel cCA

The actual applied π-calculus description of this message interaction (M) is:

S(M) = snd cSC〈M〉
C = rcv cSC(x). snd cCA〈x〉

A = rcv cCA(x))

Ctrl(M) = (νcSC)(νcCA)(S(M)|C|A)

Thus, the whole CPS is defined as: CPS = G � Ctrl(M),
where G is the physical environment defined in subsection 6.5.1.

Similarly, the adversary’s actions must coincide with message transac-
tions for an attack to be successful. We consider Dolev-Yao threat model
[44] where an adversary can compromise the communication channel to in-
ject false measurement into the system by faking sensor data and causing
the controller to act on malicious data. An applied π-calculus description
of the false measurement injection using the compromised communication
channel and false sensor measurement value Sadv can be given as follows:

S(forge M)adv = snd cSC〈M〉
C = rcv cSC(x). snd cCA〈x〉

A = rcv cCA(x))

Ctrl(M)adv = (νcSC)(νcCA)(S(M)adv|C|A)
Thus, the CPS under attack is defined as:

¯CPS = G � Ctrl(M)adv
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It is then trivial to derive the necessary conditions under which the attack
will be successful and the way events have to be order for the attack to be
successful. Therefore, our threat model allows us to know not only the con-
ditions the attacker would have to meet to be successful but also the partial
ordering of the events needed for the successful execution of the attack in
the CPS environment.

6.5.3 Use Case Scenario

In this subsection, we demonstrate the utility of our proposed model using
the IEC 61850 based substation. The IEC 61850 is a standard which defines
the communication requirements for substation automation [45]. The com-
munication architecture for substation automation as defined by IEC 61850
standard include three different levels of communication, namely: the sta-
tion level, the bay level and the process level [45]. The IEC 61850 communi-
cation architecture is shown in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5: IEC 61850 Communication Architecture

[46]

However, for the purpose of illustrating the use of our model, we use
an applied π-calculus to reason about the potential threats to the interaction
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within/between the process level and the bay level. The process level as
can be seen from Figure 6.5 consists of devices such intelligent switchgear,
current transformer (CT), and voltage transformer (VT); and the bay level
consists of protection and control devices which include relays, intelligent
electronic devices (IEDs), and phasor measurement unit (PMU). IEC 61850
protocols such as the generic object-oriented substation event (GOOSE) and
sampled value (SV) are then employed for communication within/between
the process level and the bay level. Whilst GOOSE is used to send tripping
signals from the IEDs to a circuit breaker (CB), SV is used to send sampled
voltage and current values from MU to IEDs.

The bay level consists of different IEDs that collect sample measured val-
ues from the process level devices (currents and voltages using sampled
value messages from merging units) via the communication channel (local
area network). The IEDs can make local control decisions, protect irregular-
ities from the process level, transmit data to other IEDs, or send the data to
the substation level for further processing and monitoring. Also, the CB will
receive a trip signal from the IEDs using a GOOSE message travelling in the
process bus.

Moreover, there are situations where the CB may fail. The protective
mechanisms for such scenarios are initiated via the communication chan-
nel. The IED relay would broadcast a GOOSE message to the adjacent break
control relays. On receiving the GOOSE message, the breaker control relays
would trip and block close their respective breakers. The breaker control
relays also communicate with each other using the communication channel.

However, an adversary may inject false streaming measurement data
(currents and voltages) with the intent of causing the protective relays to
issue false tripping commands (inducing the IED to trip CBs). For instance,
a malicious MU (sensor) can issue a false SV to an IED (controller) that indi-
cates a fault current when there is no fault, and it leads to a needless CB trip
action by the relay subscribing to the SV stream.

The interaction between the adversary and the defender can be repre-
sented using the ADT with partial ordering. As we have observed in the
description of our use case scenario, the main goal of the attacker is to cause
physical state change i.e., needless CB trip action by the relay subscribing
to the SV stream. To achieve this goal, the attacker would have to cause a
sensor change. This sensor change can be triggered by compromising the
communication channel and injecting false SV value. In this type of attack,
MITM approach can be adopted by in order to compromise the communica-
tion channel. The defender, on the other hand, can counter the actions of the
attacker by securing the communication channel between the sensor and the
controller. The ADT with partial ordering showing this interaction between
the attacker and the defender for the use case scenario we have described
is equivalent to the sensor attack path of the ADT with partial ordering for
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CPS attack in Section 6.5.2.
The ADT translation into an applied π-calculus using the message syn-

chronization primitives for partial ordering, representing the MU, IED and
CB regular measurement (RM) interaction instance, and its variant with the
false measurement injection (FMI) attack is given as follows:

S(M) = snd cSC〈M〉
C = rcv cSC(x). snd cCA〈x〉

A = rcv cCA(x))

RM(M) = (νcSC)(νcCA)(S(M)|C|A)

The MU measurement instance with the false measurement injection at-
tacks is given as follows:

S(forge M)adv = snd cSC〈M〉
C = rcv cSC(x). snd cCA〈x〉

A = rcv cCA(x))

FMI(M)adv = (νcSC)(νcCA)(S(forge M)adv|C|A)

We can then make an argument for equivalence where we can say whether
that this attack can be successful. For example, the outputs of these two in-
stances (i.e., RM(M) and FMI(M)adv) can be considered indistinguishable
by an external observer such as the defence mechanism. This undetectability
property can be formalised as observational equivalence [10]. Observational
equivalence is used to express the notion that two system instances are ob-
servationally equivalent if they behave indistinguishably from the defender’s
or the attacker’s perspective. It can be used to specify security properties such
as the inability of the defender or the attacker to distinguish between two in-
stances of a system. To show the undetectability property of the two output
instances, we use weak bisimulation defined in subsection 6.5.1 as follows.

Given the two instances RM(M) and FMI(M)adv , lets assume that

Pi ≈ RM(M)

and

Qi ≈ FMI(M)adv

for all i. Our goal is to show that Pi ≈ Qi for each i. To achieve this, it is
sufficient to demonstrate that

S = { (P,Q) |P ≈ Pi andQ ≈ Qi for some i }

is a weak bisimulation.
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Proof: So, lets consider an arbitrary pair (P,Q) ∈ S. First, suppose P ⇒
P ′. Then

P ≈ Pi ≈ RM(M) ⇒ P ′′ ≈ P ′, for someP ′′.

But since αij �= τ for all i, j; it follows that P ≈ P ′. By selecting Q′ = Q, we
actually have a Q′ such that Q ⇒ Q′ and (P ′, Q′) ∈ S.

Also, suppose P
λ
=⇒ P ′. Then

P ≈ Pi ≈ RM(M)
λ−→ Pk ⇒ P ′′ ≈ P ′,

where λ = αij and Pk = Pk(ij) for some j. Using the same reasoning as above,
Pk ≈ P ′. Further, we have

FMI(M)adv
λ−→ Qk;

but

Qi ≈ FMI(M)adv,

so

Q
λ
=⇒ Q′ ≈ Qk

for some Q′, which is what we require to complete the proof.
Consequently, for the false measurement injection attack we have de-

scribed, the necessary conditions for the attack to be successful and the se-
quencing of events or the way events have to be order for the attack to be
successful are given by the sensor attack path of the ADT with partial or-
dering for CPS attack in Figure 6.4. We also translated the ADT with par-
tial ordering into an applied π-calculus using the message synchronization
primitives for partial ordering so as to make an argument for equivalence;
where we have showed that the false measurement injection attack can be
successful if the output of the two instances - RM(M) and FMI(M)adv - are
observationally equivalent.

6.6 Conclusion and Future Work

Indeed, an understanding of assets that make up a CPS and the use of an
applied π-calculus can provide useful insights about threats to a CPS and
help in reasoning about its behaviour. We have presented threat modelling
of CPS using an applied π-calculus in this paper. We argued that the regular
threat modelling approaches are not suitable for capturing the threats to CPS
considering the uncertainty, timing and dependencies that exist between its
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entities. We then proposed an extension to an applied π-calculus which al-
lows us to capture both the behaviour of the CPS as well as modelling possi-
ble adversary behaviour. Lastly, the utility of our model was demonstrated
for the case of an electrical substation fragment in which components com-
municate via the IEC 61850 protocol.

In the future, we hope to consider the possibility of automating the threat
modelling process of CPS using the theoretical foundations presented in this
work. This is because the use of an automated support tool can facilitate the
threat modelling of a much more complex system. In addition, we intend
to expand our approach to investigate threats in other sectors within the
critical infrastructure. To that end, an adequate applied π-calculus model
for the system under consideration would have to be developed.
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Abstract

The article [8] described the derivation and adaptation of the ap-
plied π-calculus to enable the integration of an explicit adversarial ac-
tion model. In this, we had relied on earlier works by the authors as
well as a contribution by Lanotte et al. [4, 5]. Several additional and
related contributions to the applied π-calculus may, however, also be
noted and are included in this supplement, specifically the family of
models exemplified by Milner [7] and Hennessy and Regan [3].

In this corrigendum, the following addendum are to replace the first,
the second and the fourth paragraphs of Section 5.1, page 5 of our original
article.

The applied π-calculus models are extensions of the original π-calculus
proposed by Robin Milner [7]. The work by Abadi and Gordon [1], in
which the π-calculus was extended with cryptographic primitives is among
the earliest extensions of the π-calculus. Several other extensions of the π-
calculus can be found in the literature. For example, the π-calculus has been
extended by Lee and Zic [6] to model the real-time aspect of systems in a mo-
bile environment, and by Ciobanu and Prisacariu [2] to model the temporal
aspects of distributed systems. A brief tutorial of the applied π-calculus and
related formalisms can be found in [10]. In line with these developments,
our work extends work of Lanotte et al. [4, 5], which builds on the earlier



work by Hennessey and Regan [3] but retains notation where possible to de-
fine the physical component as follows: Let X̄ ⊆ X be a set of state variables,
Ā ⊆ A be a set of actuators, and S̄ ⊆ S be a set of sensors; the physical en-
vironment G is represented as {ξx, ξu, ξw, evol, ξe,meas, inv, safe, secure},
where:

• ξX ∈ R
X̄ is the state function that returns the current value associated

to each variable in X
• ξu ∈ R

Ā is the actuator function that returns the current value associ-
ated to actuators in A

• ξw ∈ R
X̄ is the uncertainty function that returns the uncertainty/accuracy

associated to each state variable

• evol : RX̄xRĀxRX̄ → 2R
X̄

is the evolution map that models the evolution
law of the physical system, where changes made on the actuators may
reflect on state variables

• ξe ∈ R
S̄ is the sensor-error function that returns maximum error associ-

ated to sensors in S̄
• meas : RX̄xRS̄ → 2R

S̄
is the measurement map that returns the set of next

admissible sensor measurements based on the current state function

• inv : RX̄ → {true, false} is the invariant set that returns the set of state
functions that satisfy the invariant of the system

• safe : RX̄ → {true, false} is the safety function that represents the set of
state functions that satisfy the safety conditions of the system

• secure: R
X̄ → {true, false} is the security function that represents the

set of state functions that satisfy the security properties of the system.
Specifically, if a CPS gets into an insecure state, then its security prop-
erty may get compromised

The cyber components of the CPS are also defined using the applied π-
calculus that can be found in [4, 5], which was derived from an earlier work
[3] with constructs to read values detected at the sensors and write values
on the actuators and they are given as follows:

P,Q ::= nil | τ.P | P |Q | 	π.P 
Q | if
(b) {P} else {Q}
π ::= snd c̄〈v〉 | rcv c(x) | read s(x) |write ā〈v〉
μ ::= forgep〈v〉 | dropa(x)
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The nil represents a terminated process. The process τ.P represents a silent
action and then continues as P . P |Q denotes the parallel composition of
concurrent threads P and Q. Thus, 	snd c̄〈v〉.P 
Q sends the value v on
channel c, and it continues as P ; otherwise, it evolves into Q. The pro-
cess [rcv c(x).P ]Q represents the reception case. The process [reads(x).P ]Q
reads the value detected by the sensor S, whereas [write ā〈v〉.P ]Q writes
on the actuator a. The process if(b){P}else{Q} is the standard conditional,
where b is a decidable guard. For {μ ∈ forgep〈v〉, dropa(x)}, the process
	μ.P 
Q denotes the threats targeting a CPS system. Specifically, the attacks
represent integrity attacks on data coming from sensors to the controller and
dropping of actuator commands.

Labelled Transition Semantics

Using the SOS style of Plotkin [9] as well as in [4, 5], we define the semantics
of the applied π-calculus as a labelled transition system to highlight the CPS
interactions with the environment and to enable the definition of observa-
tional equivalences such as bisimilarity. The operational semantics is given
in Tables 1 and 2, which are similar to that of [4, 5] with no timing transitions
in Table 1 and Table 2 includes security-related transition.
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